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A palacoecdogical stu<ly was initiated n,aiuly lo <lclcrminc ,·egctation patterns in a sclcctc<l 
area of Trnnskci uuring the: hon Age (c. 1500 - 100 UP). Uala citc<l here suppo11 c.ulic1 
conlcn!ions that the vegetation wa.c; bwa<lly similar to the present. Mo<lification of the 
vcget,!lion, h · agropastoralists, occurrc<l where there wo long te1111 sc1tlc111c11t. Analysis of 
ch:ucoal suggests c;i111il:11 p1ccipitatio11 levels f, 1r the pcrioJ Al> r,r,o - 770 rclati..-c to tile 
p1co;cnt. The paucity of early fo1111cr settlement uu:i11g tii perit,J AD 900 - l•H>0 is hwauly 
co11te111powry with the "1:umpcun Medieval War1J1 Fpoch,'' suggesting that add comlitio11s 
i11 the hie1 io, of Tianskci ,11ay have limited cultivat:01,. The significant increase of 
sc1tlc111c111 i11 Ilic scco11d half of the sc,:onJ 111illc11niu111 AD, suggests n relu111 of higher 
rai1
1
fall 111,d ,., ,,e pw<luctive c11virn11111e111al couditions. Arch:1eologicai cviue11ce suggests 
Iha! c1rly :igwp,1Mt•ialis1 s~11le111c11! i11 Trnnskci wac; au e:<lension of that i11 Natal hu1 lc,c.11 
\~I' :n1 io:n, in ct·rnmi,• !--1 j le am.I spatial orga11isa1ion exists. 
OPSOJ\11\11.'lG 
'n Palacockologicsc onuersock is gcloods met <lie hoof oogmerk 0111 <lie plantegroci patronc 
van gesclcktceruc gchicuc in l'wn.:kei gcllu1c11Jc <lie Ystcr Tyupcrk (c. I 500 - IO0 Ul') le 
IJepaal. Uiologicse data 01de1slcun vroccrc idecs wat voorslel <lat <lie planlcgroei wcl 
0<
1
rccnstc111111ing gctoo11 hct met <lie uuidigc. I..:: ·.~~ ter111y11 11c<lcrsclli11g van ugrnpastoralislc 
hcl cgter rcgslrccks a:111lciui11g gcgcc tot t.lic 111od1fikasic van planlcgroci. Die analisc van 
houtskool Jui op 'n oorccnkomstigc rec,wal syfcr gc<lu1cn<lc t.lic pcrioc.lc Mtl - 770 nC 
rclaticf tol <lie ln.!it.ligc. Di1; lac rnorkoms van Ystcr T)Jp~ri; \'lnJplasc ,,.·at hchoort tot t.lic 
pcriouc 900 - J4UO nC is hrccuwcg konlcmporcr met t.lic "Middclccusc Wm111 Epog," en 
stcl voor t.lat 
1
11 afn:unc in sumer rccnval <lie vcrbouing van gc,, .ir.sc bcpcrk hct. Oic skcrp 
tocnamc in nc<lcrsctting in <lie twecJc hclfte ,·an <lie twec<lc millc1111iu111 11C t.lui up '11 
locnamc in so111cr 1cc11val en 'n mcer pro<lukticwc omgewing. Argl.!otogiesc t.lata st:::l ,·our 
uat ncucrsetti1:g \'till vroec agropac;toralisle in Tr~•1skci 'n uit!Jrciui,;g W'lS \'~Ill s11•)1tgclykc 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
"These and all other inhabitants are herdsmen and culti\,ators of the ground, by 
;1k :1 means they subsist. They cultivate millet, which is white and the size of 
a p :ppcrcorn; it is the fruit of a plant of the size and appearance of a reed·' 
(Lavanha 1597 in Thea! 1898:91). 
One of the achie\ ements of archaeological research in South Africa has been to show the 
time deptr o f agricultural settlements along the eastern seaboard. Radiocarbon age 
determ;narions rr ~ic on archaeological materials associated with fanning settlements 
suggc;;t that by about AD 600, if not earlier, settlements had been established in areas of 
the Transk-:i and Ciske1 (Cronin 1982; Robey & Feely 1987; Maggs 1 989). However, 
archleologicat explorativ11, even at a reconnaissance level, is far from complete. This is 
shown by the iecent discovery of ..i series of early settlements around East London 
(Oppennaa pers. cemm.) and the Kei Rivrr (Binneman pers. comm.). Thus fanning had 
been practised for almost a thousand years before Lavanha's observations were recorded 
at the end of the sixteenth cen!ury. 
Lavanha's description and later historical obser. arions from Transkei indicate that 
settlements of traditional fanning communities were restricted. for the most part. to areas 
where summer rainfall allowed cultivation 0f African cultigens (Shaw & Van Warmelo 
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precipitation falling in summer (Humphreys 1976; T •son 1986) and this area is marginal 
for traditional fam1ing. This restricted expansion of precolonial agricultural settlements 
but, for almost two millennia, parts of Transkci were fam1cd. Fam1ing would have had 
a marked impact on the environment a!> has been claimed for adjacent areas in Nat .. il (Feely 
1978, 1980; Hall 1981 ). 
Documenting the accumulated effects of the activities of hoc or digging stick subsistence 
cultivamrs and of herders over two millennia in a region like Transkei is a challenging 
task. II is complicated hy the fact that effects of human activities were compoumJetl hy 
changes in the environment due to natural causes, notably variation in climate. Climatic 
changes can explain some changes in settlement locations hut there were also chang,;s in 
the kinds and relative importance of different plants and animals cultivated or herded that 
were culturally determined. This thesis is a study in human ecology and takes up the 
challenge of providing infom1ation on geologically recent environmental changes thnt may 
have occurred in Transkci and on ecological changes in the middle reaches of the 
Mzimvuhu River Valley in particular. The results arc sufficient to suggest that although 
environmental degradation has occurred at earlier times, the progressive impacts of the last 
few hundred years arc cause for concern. 
TI1is study was initiated in the Department of Botany in the University of the Transkci 
(UNITRA). TI1e aim of the project was to investigate whether traditional early fanner., 
or in archaeological terminology Iron Age settlement, had played a role in the evolution 
of the modem v. getation mosaic of grassland, thicket and forest (vide Acocks 1953; 
Phillips 1973; Tainton 1981 ; White 1983). In aH earlier study (Feely 1987) a survey 
2 
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aimed at documenting the distrihution of precolonial fanning settlements showed rt,u older 
settlements were largely confined to wooded valleys whereas the grassy interfluve were 
foci for la!er senlement. The conclusion drawn was that the grasslands of Transkci were 
not , roducc of deforestation hy agriculluralisrs and lhur their distribution was 
de1cm1incd hy edaphic factors. 
In his hypothetical map of the vegetation of the eastern half of the sub-continent, Acocks 
(1953) indicated that grassland areas had once been wooded. In using relict patches of 
disjunct forest as a hasis for l11s reconstruction Acocks, in his pre-• 1400 AD map, 
"telescoped" much of the vegeta1ion change that had occurred since the Miocene. The 
grassland· of southern Africa have a long history that can he measured in millions of years 
as the occurrence of the hones of dedicated grn~ing antelope in ausrralopilhecinc sites show 
(Brain 198 I). !f the vegetation mosaic is indeed ancient the qucs:ion ne\'ertheless remains 
what was the impact of early fanning settlement on this mosaic? The present natural 
vegetation of Tr:mskei has not been completely ohliterntcd hut, on the other hand, it is not 
"pristine." I luman activities, and nor merely those of c,irly fam1cn;, have co111rihu1ed to 
this change as loo have environmental factor;. 
With regard lo the latter, it is too simplistic lo assume that environmental conditions were 
constant during the last two thousand years. Such an a.sumption would he inconsistent 
with the pattern of marked glohal climatic fluctuations over this period that is well 
cstnhlished at a general level (Lamh 198:?). As regional climme.; arc coupled through the 
global atmospheric systems past climatic changes recorded elsewhere in the •·outhern or 
northern hemisphere would also have occurred in Transkei. The amplitude and direction 
3 
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of change may 1101 have been the same but the ch:111g .... would have been contemporary. 
The movement of the boumlarics of the main climatic 1011es of southern Africa lluring thl! 
last two thousam.l ycais as a pmJuct of changed synoptic conditions is of particular interest 
as ii may well have affecteJ the demography of precolonial fam1.::rs . A concern of this 
thesis was to gather information t\11 the timing and scale of climatic Ouc1u,1tions dudng Ilic 
l,1:;t two thousanJ yea1s anJ to assess the significance of these for change 111 'l'rans'.<ci 
environments due lo natural causes. The ecological impact lh:it early fa1111e1s hall lhrm
1
gh 
thc dcarance of woolly vegetat ion (Dca<.:011, J. I 98(1) can only he cvaluateu agai,Jst this 
background. Thie; study thc1efo1e aims to contribute- some high resolution 
palacoenviroumental evi•Jence for the last two millennia of inleresi ,,, ecologists and 
a1 chaeologists. 
An early farming site on the Mz;mvubu River, know11 t1s Ntsitsana, had been located by 
Feely ( 1987) and was selected for this study because of the potential for archaeological 
c·:cavation suggcsteu by the substantial exposed <leposits. Through sy~!cmatic ex;;avation 
and the recovery of flow! am.I fauna! remains t!Jc1e was potential to provide environmental 
data from :m area of Transkci for which none were available. In addition, smaller 
excavations we,c carried out at two nearby sites of later periods to allow the sc4ucncc of 
vegetation changes to be rccoustructed. 
Cultural and biological materials were tcllicved frnm these excavations. The cultural 
remains were p1cdomi11antly pt?llcry l>ul stone tools, smeller slag, pieces of daga and 
figurines were also found i11 lesser 4ua11titics. Charcoal, phytoliths, bone, shell, seeds and 
pollen were among the biological materials found. Through the study of these 
4 
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archaeological materials and especialiy the pottery typology it has been possible to 
compare Ntsitsana with like-aged sites in Transkei and in other regions of southern Africa. 
'T !1e typology of pottery has proved a valuable adjunct to the radiocarbon method in dating 
palaeoenvironmental data . 
A brief review of results of palaeoecological research into the last two thousand years in 
southern Africa is given in Chapter 2. Chap1er 3 provides a description of the study area 
and the archaeological ,lCCurrences located there. The archaeological excavations and finds 
are described in Chapter 4. The subsequent chapters deal with the analysis of materials 
that serve as palaeoenvironmental indicators. A broad synthesis and interpretation of the 
palaeoenvironmental data is presented in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 provides th1.. cone. uding 
discussion and recomn,endations for future research. This study emphasised the potential 
of early farming sites to provide high resolution information on palacoenvironmental 
change. It is hoped that it may stimula.e other 1'1udics in a similar vein. 
5 
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2 STUDIES OF EARLY FARMING COM-
MUNITIES AND PALAEOECOLOGY 
INTRODUCTION 
Agriculture, including hoth animal husbandry and :11r cultivation of plants, was introduced 
into Africa south of the Limpopo about :moo years ago (Maggs 1984b; Hall 1987a; Meyer 
1989). It was not a local development and it appeared considerably later than it did in 
Africa to the north. A large scale migration of fanning people (Huffman 1989a; 
Phillipson 1985) and/or the diffusion of agricultural knowledge followed by the 
introduction of domesticants (Hall 1987a, 1987h) may have ~en involved. As processes 
migralion and diffusLn in this c,1ntext arc not necessarily exclusive. Indigenous animals 
and plants m suh-Saharan Africa do not seem to have provided ready-made domesticants 
and it was a set of exotic caxa from northern Africa, including the areas adjacent to the 
Mediterranean and Red seas, that was assembled in southern Africa . These exotics hecame 
the ec.1nomic hasis tor early fanners (Phillipson I 984; Deacon, J. 1986). 
The herding of sheep (Klein 1986; Voigt 1987) and later cattle and goats (Voigt 1987) 
may have preceded cwr r:ultivation anJ the establishment of fully fledged economics. 
However, the ard,c:a,1.>gical evidence (Deacon, J. 1986:3-19) is consistent with a 
precolonial agricultural settlement being estahlished in southern Africa hy 300 AD. The 
presumed centre of origin for this fam1ing tradition was m the intrn-lacustrine region of 
"East Africa." Expansion out of this centre as far arield as southern Africa was rapid and 
covered more than 2000 km in a few centuries (Phillipson 1985). Agriculture involved 
6 
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tropical African plants and its sprcaJ into southern Africa was resrricteci to the summer 
rainfall areas . The southernmost summer rainfall areas arc in parts ot the eastern Cape and 
bordering Ciskei adjacent to Transkei (Tyson 1986). These regions thcrcfo1e formed the 
natural southernmost limits for early farmer settle -i-·n• , _,.frica (Humphreys 1976; Maggs 
1984b). 
Precolonial farmers may have settled in parts of Transkei and Ciskei as early as the fifth 
century AD (Maggs 1984b). However, it was much later, in the beginning of the 19th 
century, that widespread settlement occurred in this part of the continent (Derricourt 1977; 
Feely 1987). The apparent lag between the initial and the later widespread settlement 
(Feely 1987) is surprising. Factors such as climate that may have limited the expansion 
of founding groups are examined in this study. The expansion of settlement in the last few 
centuries, however, had much to do with the introduction of crops like maize during the 
period of widespread settlement and this aspect is also discussed. 
PALAEOENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 
Archaeological studies of deep cave fills, accumulated over many m11lennia, have provided 
the main source of information on palaeoenvironmental conditions in southern Africa in 
the human period. A notable example is Boomplaas Cave {Deacon ~. 1983; Deacon 
~- 1984; Deacon & Lancaster 1988) that preserves a record of changes in climate, 
fauna, and flora for the Holocene and much of the Late Pleistocene, broadly the last 80 
000 year5. The temporal resolution of the palaeoenvirnnmental data is at hest on a 
millennial scale. While such a degree of resolution is adequate when the interest is in 
7 
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ecological changer. that may have occurrctl between glacial anti interglacial cycles it is too 
coarse to be pertinent in studies covering the last two thousa,.tl ycc1rs. Studies on the 
ecology of early farmer communities require palacocnvironmcntal Jata that has a resolution 
on centennial and dccatlal scales. 
There arc limitctl data a\'ailahlc 011 palac,,cn\'ironmcnts of the last 2(XX) years in southern 
Africa (Deacon & Lancaster 1988). These data, from sedimcntnlogical, floral and fauna! 
analyses (Table 1), arc f rnm discrete rather than sequential 1Jbservations anJ come from 
widely separated locations. Thcsr data .ire also variable in quality and arc 4ualitati\'e 
rather than quantitative. Little tlata arc from Transkci or the adjacent parts of Natal. 
Hence this thesis provides son- c new palacocnvironrncntal data for this region. 
Table I. List of sites with evidence for palacoclimatic conditions during the last ::woo 
years in southern Africa. Only the data from areas settled by early farmers, the summer 
rainfall areas of southern Africa, arc listctl here (sources Tyson 1986; Avery 1987; Deacon 
& Lanca.c;tcr 1988; Plug 1989a, 1989b) 
Ecozone S1 lf Y,.rs '1' Piluochute Sovrce Refer!llcM 
----------·- -----· ------------------- ----------------------------------
6a•u to I 1an ~le anders- 1555 welter sed1,cnt Putm tl tl• 
fonle1n 1395 l!E t ler sediment 19i3,1?78, 197Q, 
605 dr 1er horn core But~er 1984 
ll,1•utolun Lol"1r,tor, 1810 "elter trend c tiarcc,il lusen1us 1?3b 
Fasutollan Cra;gros51e ~10 11e t ~•oil en Scott 1766 
rasu tollan Rose CutldgE Jll)O wetter CiH ~utm 1984 
~eda~r.t 
Fasutol 1,in \'01g I ::poor t mo drier pollH HoroMil: 
tl tl• 1978 
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Time series analysis of meteorological records (fyson ~- 197.5; Tyson 1986; 
Preston-Whyte & Tyson 1988) has indicated that a 16-20 year cycle of wet and dry 
periods is a characteristic of the period of metereological reconls in South Africa. The 
extent to which such cycles can be assumed to h, ve occu1rcd m tile last 2000 years is open 
to question. However, there is the suggestion that the imprint of these cycles over the last 
600 years is reflected in the growth rings of a section of Podocarpus f,1/catus 
9 
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f10111 Natal {I la11 1976; 198 I). Although dc11Jrochro11olngical studies offer the kind of 
resolution requited fm the understanding of clirnatic variahility durin~ the last 2000 years, 
most indigenous t1cc srcdcs arc 1111suilahlc for study. The rca~on is rhat ring formation, 
in •he less markedly seasonal clir ··:tcs of s1111thc111 Africa, is 11wrc dcpcmlc11t 011 
precipitation llnn lc111pcial\1re. Tree ring~ arc nol nccr.ssarily annular . Without 1hr. :1iu 
o, dcmhoclimatol,,gy ii has ttll!S proved difficult lo ev:ilualc cli111; •ic variahility 011 a 
dcca<lal sr~1le. 
EARLY fi'Altl\lEllS ANH EN\'lltONMENTAL CONSfJ)EUATIONS 
Allhough •lcluilcd palacoc11vi11111111c11tal data for the last two 111illc1111i11 arc few, 
cnvirnmm:ntal factors have hcc11 .issumcd to he important in :ktc1111111ing patte111s of earl 
farming selilcmcnt. The rot,: l)f enviro11mcn1:il factors arc extensively discussed in the 
lileralurc. Aulh111s have str. sr1' 1i11,; impollance of the limitc1tions posed hy the climate 
,elated tlis11ih111in11 of tsetse ny 1111 livcrtnck herding as a dclc11111 1rnn1 nf the areas sclllcd 
(Su11llll\!rs 1967; Plug I 981Ja,. The s,111thc111111ost limit of early lar111i11g sc11lc111c11t i11 
southern Afrii:a has Ileen i.:01.clutcd with the s11111mcr iainfall isohycts that li111it the 
c11hivatin11 of <.'rops like sorgl111111 and other st· !lies (I lumphrcys 11'76; Maggs IIJXOa). ' t'hc 
prcfrrcn11al lnc.11ion of sites in partic11la1 \'cgctntim1 7n11cs that al :owcd the practice of 
herding, cultivation amt ·11ctal working is" •cc11rrc1111:1c111c in the literature (Mag!! I )Hila, 
11>81J; 11.tll I 1'81, 1987,,; Feely 1987). 
In s1111lhr.r n Afr ic,1 there sec111s to h;svc hccn a dear pa11c111 of the preferred locatio11 <'f 
early farming sclllcmrnl (Maggs I Y80a, I ~184c, 1989). Tl,c 1iiajori1y of farming sites, 
10 
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prcddting \ D 1000 south of 1hc Phongoln river, arc founr' oclow the I 000 fl1 contour. 
They arc muci" up of coastal sites associated with shell middens in the dune forest belt and 
habitations m tl:c 1>t.t.\_1m of inci•·cd wooded valleys of nvers flowing 10 the coast. TI1esc 
locations contrast wi:h sites on h:llrops, often with stone walling, rhat mark the pattern of 
preferred settlement locatio'l developed during the hcginning of the second millennium AD. 
Site:-. hclonging to thir latter period occur characteristically cast of the 400 mm rainfall 
isohyet on hilltop, on hillslopc, and in vallc)' p<1sitions (Maggs 1984b). The location of 
some sites in eastern Transvaal and Natal appears to have been related to the mt1ilahili1y 
of specific. resources like metal ore (Van <.!er Merwe & Killick 1979; Maggs 1984c). This 
in ';, .. ucs a measure <•f specialisation. Pastoralists occupied the drier western areas whc:-::·1s 
ihose involved in the culr hat ion of crop:; needed 1.:liablc summer rainfall ·snd metalwor~:ers 
needed sources of both ore and wood for the production of metal (Deacon, J. 1980). 
Possihl,' the most signific,,nt cha!1ge in sctr!cmcnt location p:,ttcm 10 ha\·c occurred during 
the second millennium AD was the expansion of settlement into the grassl.md arc.is and 
this may have hce11 stimulated hy the 111tro<luction of maizr. (Huffman 1986). 
While archaeologists have hecn r.1:iinly concerned with the environmental factors 
underlying settlement location, ecologists have !.peculated that prccolCl11ial fanning 
activities had a severe impact 1)11 the environment (Macdonald 1989). Scttlement!i of the 
first millennium AD nm&cd in size from eight hectares ,,, c:tS runny a 25 hectares (Maggs 
1984c; Mason 1986) and sc11lcrncnt :.iJ.:c alone indicates th<·re was large ~cale forest and 
:,ush clcarnncc hy the early fam1crs. 'Ilic po sihl~ extensive clcaranc(' of woody vegetation 
thJt accompanied forming .md mcrnl working activities has been noted in a numl er of 
publication!> (flail 1981; Mnggs 198-k; D~acon J )()86; Avery 1<>87; Feel) 19,~7; Hall 
11 
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1987a, 1987h; Scott 1987) but uch clearance is difficult to quantify in ohj::ctivc tem1s. 
Changes in i. nd u e and tht: growth of human population have hccn ccn a being 
respon 1blc for environmental dcgrrdation in some nrcas (Summc:-s l9c;-8; Marker & Ever 
1976; Collell l n-J). The low ~rch~e'>~' .ii visibility of sites hel•>nging to the Nt he!rnne 
phosc <l Hing 1<, :thout An 9()(1 in Nahl tMaggll J 984·1. 19 4c; Maggs ~ Michael 1976) nnd 
the later <lecl: ,c of the Tou,swc grm,p of ::.:1tlcmet1ts i,1 Ilot•wann (Denhow t 981, 1982, 
1984) anc' th1:; 1·Jpunguhwc gmup <,f i;ettlcmcms in nortncm Transvaal (Voigt 1983; Plug 
& Voigt 19~~) have he r. considered 10 relate to environmental deterioration cau ed hy 
u\Crgmzinr. and overcxpluitation of other primary resources. The viewpoints of the e 
authors is th ,t orcr.rion·, I '1m•ing was riot an environmentally henign activity. 
Although changes in the demography oi c;irly fom1ers i,: •,c been consider d in a number 
of studies (I luff man 1978, 1991; Maggs 1989; Meyer 1989), t!-e role ,hat changes in 
clim::te during the last 20HO years played in lin11!mg the di pcrsal and the densii· of 
population may have hcen underestimated. A few re carchers, however, ha,~ heen rold 
enough to suggest tha! changes in climates had a maJor in,pct on cttlement patterns 
(Den how 19k6; Mas"n 1988; Plug I 9 ,a, 198"1') 
DISCU SH)l'I 
Since the inception of studies of early fam1ing con1muni1ic:., a cth1tinuing c11n..:c. n has :,ccn 
the search for a finn chronology and an accepted artefact sequence hascd o,, crar:,ic form 
and decoration. The typological sequences that hd\'C hccn ucfincd, ha\C encouraged 




l<JR7.1). ·11,csc inlcrprcratinns hwc formed .i component of :i cul1111c hb1or1c.il npprom:h 
1hat has ch,1rnc1cri ed n large pcrce111agc of lhc pioneciing research. 'IJ1c def111i1ion nf 
sequences ef po,te,y wrues, the rcconsuuclion of migra1io11 pattc111s, the cnrrclntion 
between mchd::ologiv ,I uat.1 ,111d lhe ethnic history of Banlu-spcaking groups, the 
interprct,1tion of the earl} forming "packet of lrnils", and lhe ider:rifi.:ation , f sc11lemen1 
p,1llern. , lcdumlngy nnd econmny of p:111ic11ln1 "cultures" rue 11. • c·•111ccr:is of rhis 
:1pproad1 An outgrowth of such research h,1s hccn lo seek nnothcr le\'cl of explan:11io11s 
for sc11lcmc111 p,111erns through reference In ecological condi1ions as a factor (Summers 
1967; llall 1981: Maggs I 984a) Such explanation:. ha\'c validity hut 1101 ncccssanly ur 
the primary caus:il level and ii woulJ he reductionist lo dismiss '>uch ecnlogicnl 
cxpla11alio11s as deterministic. Another oulgn wth of the cultural histo1 ical approach has 
been the search for the cognili\'e systems underlying changes or differences in sclllcmc111 
pallems (Huffman 1986). Such studies rely heavily on the use of ethnographic di': nnd 
ecological fac101s arc of lesser signiricancc. More recenlly, in line wi1h 1re11ds in lhe 
discipline, nco-Mmxist model of hi torical materialism riml critic.ii th~nr) ha\'C bccmne 
the vogue in studies of fon<l producers (Jlall 1986; 1987h, Kinahan 1~91; van Schalkwyk 
l ~91 ). The e111ph,1sis on technology, economy, dc1nogrnphy as well as the cm iro11mc111, 
all aspects of the human existence lhat survi\'e in the nrchaeological record make Marxist 
materialism strongly cn\'iron111enlally oric111ated. As precolonial fanning societies in 
southern Africa were rcla1ivcly isolated aml trade routes were long they were forced to he 
self-reliant. A cn11scquc11cc is th,11 the cm·irnn111c111al conJitions were an impmtant 
co11strni111 011 wcllheing. For this reason in all :•11c111pts In umle1!;!•1ml the p,1 t of emly 
farming <.'ommunitics ecological )011sillera1io11s have n plucc. Explana1lo11s, irrc~pccrivc 
(1f the theor.:lic.il frnmcwmk in which they arc cast, will he hdtcr for ha\'ing -.vailahlc 
13 
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good palaeoenvironmental information. 
SUMMARY 
Studies of early farmer settlements arc not supported by high resolution data on the 
palaeoenvironmenls of the la~t :2000 years. Nonethc!.::ss, environmental factors have he,~11 
invoked to explain the preferential location of settlements and changes in the distribution 
and density of precolonial farmers. Such explanations rest as much on assumptions of 
what environments were like as on hard evidence. There is a need to improve the 
palaeoenvironmental data available and this thesis aims at providing some data in one 




3 SETTING AND SITES 
LOCATION 
The study area (29° I 2'E : 3 I
O 
0-fSJ is in the mi<lJle 1eaches of the .Mzimvuhu River at 
a11 altitude of 500 111 ,a.s,I anJ apprn.ximately 70 k111 west hom the sc:1. It is 1efc11cJ to ,IS 
Cwe,.alan<l (Jackson I lJ75) bcc,1use the majority of the pcopie arc amaCwera. Cweralan<l 
is part of the larger unit known as E.istern MpondolanJ. Feely ( 1987) carrie<l out an 
arch;,eological survey in th1~\; topographically Jistinct regions in the Mzimvubu tlrainage 
basin (Granger eu1J. 1985 ). ·111e research <lescribeJ in this thesis was carried out within 
the region <lesignatetl 2U. It is near to the Sipetu \'illage and hospital in the Tahankulu 
district (Fig. I). 
GEOLOGY, GEOMORPHOLOGY AND SOILS 
The Jominant topographic feature in Transkei is the Post-Alric.in 1 surface (Partridge am! 
Maull 1987; Moon & Daruis 1988) which is <lceply entrenched hy tl,c Mzimvubu Rivl'r 
(Kruger 1983; feely 1987). In places the Mzimn•hu Valley is canyon-like aml access 
difficult. Al<mg the meanders of tl1c river, bo<lies of allU\:ium arc stored within the 
channel. TI1esc patches of alluvium were particularly important for early agricultural 
settlement but, under the current sl1cam flow regime, they arc being croue<l. 
Rocks belonging lo the Beaufort Group underlie the area. TI1ese arc muJstoncs a11<l 
sandstones laid down in pre-Jurassic times l>y streams that meandcretl across mu<ldy plains 
15 
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(Karpcta & Johnson 1979). Karon dolerite intrusions occur and arc associated with 
outcrops of contact metamorphic homfr:ls (lydianitc) . Calcareous spring tu fas (travcrtines) 
arc found in some of the tributary streams of the Mzimvubu River (King 1978, 1982; 
McKenzie 1984a; Feely 1987). 
Soil maps prcpareJ b> Wood & van Schoor (1976) indicate that duplex soils with 
diagnostic cutanic B horizons belonging to the Kroonstad and Cartrcff forms predominate 
on the interfluves. These duplex soils arc prone to :lccelerateJ gully erosion. In the 
aggraded alluvium and colluvium of the valley floor there arc weakly developed soils of 
the Dundee form. On the steeper slopes of the vallev lithosols and soils of the Mispah and 
Gicnrosa forms arc found. The distribution of duplex soils is strongly correlated with th¢ 
distribution of grassland vegetation on the intcrfluves. Duplex soils are important in the 
modern maize cultivation regime. The alluvial soils were the focus of Early Iron Age 
settlement possibly because of better soil moisture retention properties and ease of 
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CLIMATE 
!n the Kdppcn classification system of climate, the r.tuJy area falls in :1 CFB-zonc 
(Schultze & McGee 1978:39). This implies a te1i1 ~crate climate with dry winter seasons. 
Summers arc moist and warm. In the Thornthw<11lc system the climate of the area is 
classified a!-. cool-temperate 111esothcrmic with surplus water Ju ring the summer. Although 
the mean minimum tcmpcraturc for the colJest month may be below freezing (0° to -5'° 
C) the climate is 1101 extreme or contincn1al (Sc..hulzc & McGee l 978:45). 
RAINFALL 
·n,c inlancJ areas of Transkci receive more than 80 % of nomial annual rainfall in summer 
(October and Marc:h) (Tyson 1986 2). Rain occurs on an a\.'eragc of 120 day,; per year 
(Tyson 1986:4). Rainfall records (Weather Bureau 1972), show that the Tabankulu District 
receives an average rainfall of 820 mm per year. 111 Transkei, weather stations are often 
sited in the.. higher rainf,111 upland areas and tend 10 overestimate local averages. The min 
gauges closest to the study area arc in lite Papanc Plantation (1250 m.a.s.l) and the Gomo 
Forest Plantation (1590 m c1.s.l). TI1csc stations record average rainfall figures of 731 mm 
and 1180 mm per year respectively (Shone I 985:9). The values indicate that there arc 
ma·ked differences in precipitation <lepemling on aspect and relief. Precipt1atio11 on the 
interfluvcs is higher than at localions within the <lecply entrenched large river valleys like 
the Mzimvubu (Feely l 987). Shone (l 985: 12) gives rainfall values of between 500 mm 
and 900 mm per annum for the incisc1! valleys. Thi~ range is lower than the 700 mm to 
1000 mm rcr annu•11 M:...1-' ('flZic (I 9-: ! •) i, •. Jicatec.J for the ridges above the valley!< h has 
be<'n the cxr~ricn:r- ,Jf modern farmer, !hac sorghum c,11 be relied on to produce 
1 , 
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better crops than maize where precipitation is low and uncertain (Lcppan & Bosman i 9.23). 
It has heen suggcsteJ (Maggs I 984c) that the relatively lower rainfall in valley bottom 
situations in Natal w;.s not a limiting factor for the cultivation of crops like -=orghum. Less 
drought resistant cereals like maize (Zea mays). introduced in the second half of the 
present millennium (Deacon, J. I 986), arc cultivated mainly on the interfluves where 
precipitation is higher (see also Hedges 1978). The relationship between the crops grown 
and the location of settlements is explorcJ in this thesis. 
TEMPERATURE 
Temperatures arc influenced by the surface confi~uration and, in areas of diverse relief like 
the study area, katahatic flow and local ·.\'inds. The latter can cause rapiu and large scale 
temperature variations over short uislanccs (Tyson 1986). Local effects are superimposed 
on a general pattern .>f steep temperature gradients between the C<'ast and inlanJ (Tyson 
1986). TI1c surrounds of the miJ-valley sections of rivers like the Mzimvuhu arc signifi-
cantly cooler than the Coastal Plateau. Shone ( 1985: 11) gives values of 18°-::!2° C a'ld 
11 °-14° C for the mean summer and winter temperatures al t!le coast. Inland, this r;inge 
is greater with winter trmpcratures faliing below 0°C at night. Frost is not a factor in the 
bottom of the valleys in the mtudle reaches hecausc these arc significantly warmer than 
the interfluvcs (McKenzie 1984a; Shone 1985). Frost in addition to low precipitation 
could have restricted Early Iron Age cultivation to valley hottom situations as sorghum is 
extremely sensitive 10 frost (Lcppan & Bosman 1923:114}. 
19 
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FAUNA 
Historical .soc recs indicate that large and sm.ill game were al ,undant in the general area of 
the Mzimvuhu River. These sources refer ll' animals that were found in Mpondoland (the 
adjoining area to the cast). and Griqualand E.ist (lo the west an orth west cf the study 
area). It can l,e assumeJ that the specie!. recorded were widcspreaJ. 
Large mammals indic.iting \\·1 1oJcd habitats included clcrhant (Loxodonta africana), 
possibly hlack rhinoceros (Diceros /,icomi.\·), buffalo (Syncww; c,,ffer), bushpig 
(Potamocltoerus porrns) and hushhuck (Tragt•laphus scnj1rus). Smaller mammals 
identified were klipspringer (Oreotragus oreotmgus), grey duik.:r (Sylvica pmgrimmia), 
and blue duikcr (Philmttoml>a mo11ticolcz) (Barrow I 80-4; Steedman 1835; Schunke 1893; 
Hewitt l 93 l; Holl l 959; Rochlin 1961; Macquarrie I 962; Skead l 987). Species with a 
wide distribution and ohservcJ hy a numhc~ of early tra\'ellcrs included red hartehecst 
(.-1.lcelaplms b11sel11pl111'>), eland (Taurotragus 9f)'X), and reedbuck , net11mca arwulin11m) 
(Butler 1841; Dower l 902; llook l 907; Cory 1926; llatlcrsley 1945; Kirby 1955; Skead 
1987). Mzimvuhu mean~ "the home of the hippopotamus" and the n\'er supported ;i large 
population of hipjiopot.imi (Hippopotamus amphibius) (Steedrr:a,1 1835; Skcad I 987; 
Coulter 1988). 
Records of grassland fa..:na c.'rc mostly from East Griqualund or the region near modem 
Queenstown. The plains game oh erved were blcshok (Damali.ff11s dorms p/11/lip\i) and 
black wildehecst (Co11nc,chaete.1• ;:1w11), while springbok (Antidorcas mar.m,.,ialis) and 




wiJcsprcad occurrence of mountain rceJhuck (Rcdunca fulvorufulu ), grey rhdJUck (Pe/ea 
capreulil.\), an<l orihi ((krebia vurebi) is also an indication of lhe availability nf grazmg 
(Gardi11cr 1H36; Hook 1907; Mac4uarric I %2: Skcad 1987). 
There is reference to predators such as brown hyena (llyl1e11a bru1111t?a), wild dog (lycaon 
pictu.<i), leopard (Pcmthcru part/us), and lion (l'tmthera lt'o) in the 1;1erature (Sh.:iw 18(,0; 
Schunkc 1893; I Icnkcl 1903; Kingon J 9 Io: Ilrownlce 1923; Macquarrie I %2; Skeat! 
1987). The hl<1ck-backc<l jackal (Canis me,}ome/as) sllll occurs i11 the area and there may 
also be a s111ali popula1;011 of le,>pards. 
Historical sources therefore inclicate that prior lo the introduction of firearms and hunlmg 
for thr: skin trade there were large resident popubtions of browsers and gr:izcrs in the 
habitats found along the river. Plains game migrated seasonally from the interior plateau 
to the interfluves (Skca<l I 987). The early farmers would have supplcmenteJ their protc:n 
suppiy by hunting. We ..ilso know that Buslm1en gr~>ups tradcu meat and other animal 
products "'1ilh early Transkei fam1ers (Li~tcr L949; Vinnicombc 1976; Shaw & van 
Warmclo 1981). Traditionally, tribal chiefs claimed c..xdusivc rights to hunting. 
particular!) in the forestc;. ant! they allowcJ no intrusion into their preserves without per-
mission (Beinart 1980; Pcires 1981). The cxtcn510n of colonial rule and the reduction of 
the power of traditional rulers m1.:anl that the conservation of the rnJigenous fo•··•a 
suff ercd. With guns freely available and a market for skins and ivory depiction of the 




t\<.;ocks ( 1953) has nrnJi: 1he only general survey of tl.e vegetation of Transkei and 
frequent reference I made to ;1, Other useful IJ111 less rclevam sources .ire White (198'.l) 
and Rutherford & Westfall O 986). A brief description nf the vcgetNinn of the study area 
is given helow. 
McKenzie (198,fo) h;1s shown that there is a good correlation hetwccn ,cg.:tation and 
terrain rnnrpholotical ur:its d:-fined in lcrms of aspecr, slope, and soil t~ pc. The 
Mzimvubu V;_1Jlcy 1s u11111i11atcd by Valley Bushvcld (Acncks Veld Type 23). 'f11is 
vegetation c,111 111.: describ.:d as a scmb forest or dense sav.mna. Wi,crc sc.11lcrncnt, 
ugriculn,rnl fields, and J1e,wy browsing hy livestock ha\'c ta~cn place, the ,·cgctation 
canopy 1s open. l!I !lac u;pcr reaches ,,f the ,·alh.:y, scrub forest is rcplacccl hy grassl:md'-
known as Southern • all Grassvclcl (Veld type <•5). In the Acocks scheme Southern 1 all 
Gr.i'is,cld ran he 1cgardcd ,JS 1rnns1tion;d hetwccn Valley Bw,IJ\cld and Dlllme Sourvcld. 
On well <lraincJ valley slopes lhc most important W1)ody clen1ent in the Southern Tall 
Gr.i'isH·ld •~ Acrcw /.11rroo. Dl>l:nc Sour\'eld is found on the flunks of the Mzinl\ ubu 
Rhrr Valle~ and 1s tlo111ina1cd hy grasses like n,nneda trimulm. In has.ii plant cover 
is hrghcr ,md ii is more re~ih:mr than S,,urhcm Tall Cirass\'cl,1. The :1gricultur.il polcntia: 
of Dohnc Soun cld i~. good. l'.1tchcs of forest a•tcl 01hc1 woodland p!n111 forma11ons me 
found In sheltc-,cd localities on steep slope•· and ;n i:a1Ja1cd uplands in rhis gr~,~sland 
(McKcmde 1<'8-t.i; :·,·cly 1~87). Ali lhc,c vcgcr .. rion typ\:s ure lou1,d wirhin ,1 rcl.11ivcly 
sm.ill ,1rcJ nnJ gi,c111hcir <liffcrcnl ng•iculrural pc,1c11!1t1ls . the cnv1ronmc111 is well uitcd 
I•> 1111>.Ctl f,1n11i11& 
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL OCCURHE 'CES 
Feely (1987) mapped l 6 lmn Age sites in the middle reaches of tr.e Mzimvuhu River. 
Further reconnaissance in the course of this in\'cstigation !1as l,>catcd an additional 16 
archaeological sires, not all of which arc Iron Age. All these sites, including I hose found 
hy Feely (I 987) can I"; classified inlo the broad categories used h) Feely (ihid), namely 
f!,1rlicr Stone Age (I), Middle Smnc Age(:?), E:irly Iron Age (In · nd Later Iron Age (]5) 
111cre is n sione artefact component associated ,, irh ~i-: of lhe Farly Iron Age and thrc~ 
of the Later Iron Age sites. 
The E::r!icr Slone Age sile, fi\'c of the Later Iron Age sites and one J1Jrlicr Iron ,\gc sire 
occur on modcrM~ In :-.tecp slopes mid minor hilltops (1·it!e Feely I !J87l. Four of Ilic 1 .. ,rcr 
lmn Age site:-, arc sirua1ed <•n gcnily slooing surfaces while the remaining sites occ111 on 
alluvial terraces rn 1hc ,·,11fcy bot10111 'fig. I). The Stone Age sires arc nol relc, am to this 
project hence they arc neither illustrated or di cussed furlhcr. 
The distnhution flf the Iron Age sires is similar 10 1ha1 recorded by Feel) (1987) 
,hroughou! 1 ranskci. Ir c1l-:o confnnns 10 lhc p.11tern of slle distnbu1ion found 111 Natal 
(Maggs l9k4,,, 198-thJ. dditwnall) it '\',1 noted Ihm the mc1lcrial culrurc, in !". 11rnlar 
the pollcry, of 1he h1rly Iron Age sit~ in Trnnskei ::mcf Naral hc-1":,g to the s,,mc 1rndi11011 
( Robe) & f·ccf) 1987) The, efore :-.imilar c111 ·: • .inmcm:il .•nd c 1l1ur,1l co11s1ra1111s were 
prohahl} involved in b,,·~ Nnt-:! ,md Transkci. 
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Lmcr Iron Age sires arc readily iden1if1cd hy their assocmri:m with distinctive ;,ouery. 
Entrenched v.1lleys appear 10 have continued to he preferred locations for fam1ing 
settlement, alri10ugl1 sculemenr~ al o expanded up the gr,1ssy flanks t>f valleys. This 
pattern of settlen,ent location is 11adi1innal among ,he modem communities that live along 
rhc Mzimvuhu Ri\Cr like rhe Bh.1c,1 (llammond- 1'oo~c 196:?) ,md lhe Mpomlo (lluntcr 
l 936; Beinart 1980, 198:?) f-ccly (1987) recorded a highc, dcnsil) of early farming. itc 
along the.. middle reaches of the lzinn uhu Rh er than elsewhere in Transkci. 11ns survey, 
supplemented hy the results of uh equenr recconnaisancc trips, has inchcatcd lhat the 
second m1llcn11iurn farming site density is 1 .6 per kmi whibr the first millennium farming 
ite density i:, i.7 per km! (l'idt• f-cely 1987). Ir appears lhat first millennium fam1ing 
sites (Maggs 19841>) tend 10 he more widely .:paced in Natal than in the Mzimvuhu Valley. 
The area cmcred h • potsherds can he used as ,1 me,,surc of the si1c nf the first mille1111111m 
fam1ing 1>ct1lcmcnt . hcct erosion Im" expo ed lhe full extent of two silc with sile 4058 
covering ,111 area of .:!5 hectare while ~ilc 600~ extends mer an .irca of :!2 hccr.ues ·111b 
i con iderabl} larger than 1hr 7.6 hectares l) p1cal for sites of 1he sam(' l..criod in Na'r. 
(Maggs & Ward 198.:1:105). llow\!\'er, more cxrenshc 1cconn,11ssa11cc is necc,, ••,11~,1 
before 1he e differences can be adequately c pl,iined. 
SU~IM,\lr\' 
The sludy area is in the middle 1e.1chcs of rhc M1i111vuhu River wncrc the river cu11, 
lhrough the Beaufort Gwup rncks of the Coasl,11 Pl,lleau. Duplex soils, prnnc en 
accclc1,t1ed gully erosion, arc dominant. Fighry percent of rite annu,11 r,iinfall f.ilb in 




lcmperalurcs and low rainfall arc features of the main \alley, the focus of early settlement. 
The indigenous l11rge mammal fauna has hec11 depicted ,111d the .1a1urnl vegetation cm er 
atlcnuatcd hy fam1ing. Three of Acocks' veld types arc found in the area name!) Valley 
Bush\Cld, Southern Tall Grassveld, and Dohnc Sourvclcl. Archacoh,gical occurrences 
include Stone Age aml precolonial farming sites. The first millennium formmg sites arc 
!ocntcd in valley bottom situations in association with deposi1s of ovcrhank alht\'ium in the 
main. Second millennium farming sites extend up the \'alley slopes .ind arc found "" the 
intcrfluvcs. In pall this scttkment pallcrn reflecls a change i:i the I) pcs of cereal crops 
culti\'atcd. The introduction of maize in Inter tim~s allowed farmers to build scttlcm,::nts 
on the higher rninfall areas of the interllu,cs. Sct1lcmen1 in the M.,imvubu Rh·cr Valley 
is similar to that recorded in other Meas of Tra11skei and Natal. 
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4 IRON AGE SETTLEMENT IN THE 
STUDY AREA 
INTRO DU CTI ON 
An initial task was the s.:lection of early fam1ing sites with potential for cxrw·ation that 
could proviJc palaeoecological data. ll1c site survey made h) Feely (1987) was ,1 useful 
guide to areas which had the most potential. A kraal, hut floors and pit stru..:turcs were 
visible i11 the surface exposures on Site 4058 and so this site had obviOl!S p1,t•~ntial for 
study. It was chosen as the main focus for fiel~I work. There were Nher like-aged as 
well as more recent site-; in the immediate viciL:,) for comparative studies. Limited 
excavation was carried out at tw<, other f .. ,ming scllleme A 
description of the excavations an<l the archacc 1ot,. -~: fin~t., 1s g, 1 ,n tl;is ch.iptcr. The 
palaeoecological data arc discussed in Chap11.:1·, - 1:-'. 1. 
NTSJTSANA FIRST l\flLLENi'llllM FARMING SITE 
INTRODUCTION 
I'. ,itsana is a first millennium fam1ing site.: located on .illuvial flats on lhe outer bend of 
a meander of the M.t.imvubu Ri''"'c (31 ° 0-l'E and 29° 1 :!'S r ig. I). Surface scaucrs of 
potsherds indicated thnl the site belonged to the oldest known phase of fam1ing selllcmcnl 
in Transkci. The main purpose in excavating the site was to document the initial imp:1ct 
of fam1ing on the local euvironment anJ the site has produced vnluahlc palaeoecological 




I ' • 
FIELDWORK : MAPPING ANO EXCAVATION 
The D~partmcnt of Surveying and Mapping of t!1e University of Natal photographed the 
.. rea in panchromatic black and while film, at scales of 1:4000 and 1 :10 000. These aerial 
photographs served as the basic tooa aor detailed mapping of 11,is and the other 
archaeological sites as well as for 1he study of the modern vcg~ratinn i!l the surrounds. 
A ground survey and the I :4000 aerial phoi,>~ ·•phs served as the l• .. ~ii. for the preparation 
of a :iitc plan for N1sitsana (Fig. 2). The sih', delimited b; 1hr surface scatter of potsherds, 
was mappct! using a two lier grid system of a 40 x 40 m grid wi1hin which a 2 x 2 m grid 
was laid 0111. Reference points on the large1 grid were mark::d by painting large white 
cresses on stones for aerial recog11itim1. 111e following features were located and 
i11\'cstigated. 
PITS 
A cluster of piis e.1ch ahout a metre in Jiamet• • and filled with soil anJ domestic waste 
as mapped in the central sec:ion of the g• id (Fig. 2). Such features arc commonly 
rccoulcd on lam ing sites and have been referred to as ''ritual" (Mason 1986) or "ruhbisit" 
pits (Maggs 1984a, 1984b, l 9"4c). 11aey arc probably grain storage pits. This cluster of 
pits was exposed in and on the sides of an erosion gully. The occurrence of pits in lhis 
area seems lo have promoted gully formation probably because pit fill is less compact.:d 
than the surrounding giounJ. Some of l11c pits have been largely destroyed by the erosion. 
'Inc pits that \' l:· C less croued and retained deeper fill were cxcava1cJ. All the pits with 
the cxcc.,don of Pit 3 were sampled in spits of 50 mm. 
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Pit I showed simple stratigraphy. It was only 600 mm deep at its 111.1xirnum depth. 'l11e 
lower porticn of the pit (f>OO - 200 111111) consisted of a dark brown soil. Items foumJ 
i11duded potsherd!-., fauna I remains, hornf els nakes, an upper grimhrone, and two a!most 
comJ.,lcle pols from which the hases had been remo\'cJ prior lo burial. ll1e upper portio11 
of the pit (0 - :::!00 111111) consisleJ of almost pure ash and apart from a few potsherds 
cuntaincJ lilllc cultural material. 'Ilic nshy fill was richer ill ch,ucoal than the u11Jcrlyi11g 
d·irk hrown soil. 
Pit 2 showC<..I a more complex stratigraphy ,mJ fi\'e discrete layers coulJ be distinguished. 
The upper portion (0 - 300 mm) was an ashy layer 1.ontaining potsherds, fauna! remains 
and charcoal. This ash layer co\'ereJ a red brown soil layer 201) mm thick fro111 which 
potsherds, fauna! remains, seeds, a piece uf smelter ~lag and a complete miniature pot were 
rccm ered. A second ashy layer occurred helow the red brown soil, 500 - 550 mm below 
the surface, and i11cludcd a piece of slag, one upper grindstone and potsherds Uclow lliis 
ash was a reddish lo dark hrown soil lens with a maximum 1hick11es,; of 50 mm that 
cm·ercJ only part of the pit. A further ashy fill fonned the basal layer of lhc pit. As may 
also be true for Pit I the layers of ash represent epbodes uf discard and the red-brown 
soil represents the wash of surface material mto the pit dcprc~sion. TI1rec or more 
discrete episodes of discard may ha\ e been involved in tlw instance. Finds made in both 
the red-brown soil and ash included potsherds, fauna! material, a broken hgurine, charcoal, 
shell b.!ads and hornfels Hakes. Pit 2 was lhe only pit in which slag was found. 
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Pit 3 was cxcavnted in spits or 60 nun c.,ch. On the t:urfoce ii W3s market.I hy a lag deposit 
of stones and potsherus. No stratigraphy w~1s di cemible and the infill consisted mostly 
of as!i mixed with a re<ldish bwwn soil. ·n1e contents of this l.uge pit, 2.8 m in diameter 
am] 840 mm deep, consisted mostly of i:,ot herds, charcoal, fauna! material and shell beads. 
Notable finds were three, almost complete pot,; again with the bases broken prior lo burial. 
Pit 4 w.1s nrnrked hy an .ii most complete pot pmtruding from the surface. l11is rc.11ure was 
cxcavate<l in three s1ils of 50 111111 each. Below 150 mm umlisturhed grounu was 
encountered. Er•Jsion had remm cd the l,ulk of the fill and only the l>.1se of the pit was 
preserved. 
Pit 5 was indicated by a large potsherd scatter on the surface. ·111c greater part of the pit 
fi!I h~d been eroded prior to e;vcavation The ;,, s,111 fill wa 71KI mm deep and was 
mainly grey hrnwn soil 'o ash or ashy material was recorded. Potsherd , shell heads, 
an upper grindstone, faunal nmlerial and charcoal were recm cred during exca, at ion 
Pit 6 was located um.lcr the rcmai,1s of a midder.-like dcpo ii. The fill con i led of .a 
1111x1ure of .1 h and grey brown soil. ·n,e pit had no clear stratigraph) with the except, lit 
of n ash fea ture 111 spits 7 and 8. A sheep horn core and a rib were rc~overed from the 
t•ppcr portion of the pit and from the midden respectively m,d a nearly complete pot 
occurred in a corner of thr. midden. The charcoal of the a hy contents of the pot was 
s,mplcd separately lltc pit ,.,as shallow, onl} 450 mm deep, and large pieces of 




Ptt 7 was excavated to mcrca e 1h~ sa'llplc of materials from the older pha c of 
occupation, otherwise rcprcscntrd only m Pit I. P1 1 7, which was 850 mm deep, had poor 
strntigrnphy although ash rich mtcrc,1la1ion occurrcll A large quantity of pol herds, 
fauna! millcrial. and charcoal were rccm ered during e < , a1:on. A small multifaceted 
upper gdndstone was found in spit 9. Shell heads occurr~·d in '"t>its 12 and J 3. 
ASH HEAP 
The remains of an ash heap roughly 2 m hy 1 m in extent was exposed in a gully in the 
western part of the site (hg. 2). Potsherds of thl! econd or )Olinger 1,hasc of occupation 
were scattered on the s11rface around this feature f\vo one metre squares were .:xcavntcd 
tile h,tal thickness which was only ISP mm and pot"-herds, bone mnteri.1ls and charcoals 
were recc , ered from an m sttu context to supplement the surface finds. 
THE Hun TD 'G AIU~\ 
A large area of burnt dung, marking the position of a series of lh rstock enclosures, i 
prominent on the ra<tern idc of the tsitsana site (1-ig. 2) 111is ,trca measures 100 m 
by 80 m nnd 1he dcpo 11 was up to I m 1hick m plac;cs. Two trenches were cxc.wa1ed in 
differ nt pu -. of this fc.iturc l'hc purpo e w,1s 10 recm er dung samples for ph) tolith 
mal,-.1s (( haptcr fl) 
Tr nch I •:is excavated in l~c cenlr~ of the fea:ure (Fig. 2), and was sunk as a metre 
are h depth of 800 mm, hcfore the base of lhe d::posit was rea.:hed. No tratigrnpt,y 
as n t d nnd the profile was sampled m spits of 100 mm. ·nm, curtmg ·icldcd two shell 
be and potsherd belonging 10 lhe older pha:.c of occupation of 1hc stir. 
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Trench 2 was excavated on the eastern periphery of 1l1c dung area (Fig. ::?). It was I m 
hy 1.5 m and -460 mm deep. A small pit, 280 mm deep and filled with brown soil ;ind 
potsherds, occurred at the hottom hclow the dung deposit. Potsherds recovered from this 
square am.I from the small pit in it rclah.: to the younger phase of occupation. 
CERAMICS 
Ceramics were the main ancfartual marerials rerovcred during the excavations of 
Nts;tsana. They inclut!ed both potsherds and figurine fragments. A typological analysis 
of the pottery was undert~kcn for descriptive purposes rind to cstahlish the culture 
stratigraphy (Appendix I). Two cernmic phases could he idemJied, a Ntsitsana/Msulu7.i 
phase dating to c. AD 660 and a Ntsitsana/N<londnndwana phase dated to c. AD 770. 
Ceramics of similar typology and age occur in Natal and the te1 ms Msuluzi and Ndon-
dondwanc (Maggs 1989) arc 11scd here lo indicate this. 
lllJT FLOORS 
Pieces nf humt daga (adohe) with stick and thatrh impre sions were found sl."attercd on the 
surface of the site. These ~ire the tracc.s of humt huts. Sheet erosion had exposed the 
remains of two hut floors on the western side of the site (fig. :!). Tnc J,cst preserved had 
probably been an oval shaped 1iut with a diameter of ahout ➔ m. Two trenches were 
excavated throtJgh this feature in an attempt to locate the hearth i.tnd any associated 
charcoal. Although an ashy lens was exposed it contained 110 charcoal. 
Ntsitsana/Ndondondw,.me type potfery was associated w11h tr·, hut. Like the huts on 
equivalent aged Natal sites but unlike Early Iron Age huts at Br, _uerstrnom (Mason 1981,) 
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and Schrnda (Hanisch 1981) it <;howcd no special floor co11s!ruc11011 
SLAG 
E\'iJence for the melling of iron w,1"' found b) Feely (19 5, 1987) at two first n11llcn11iu111 
sites in tile middle reaches of Ilic Mz1111, ul u River. Slag and tuycrc fragments were 
recorded at ,lit ,1ddit11111al site during the emu e of this in\'cstigation. 111c cxcm at ions at 
Ntsitsana ) icltlcd two pils.cs of smelter lag from Pit 2 in a<.sociation with 
'tsitsana Ntlo111.Jondwm1c pottery l Ile trat1grJph1c c\·1llcncc thus confirms the assoc1~11io11 
of slag and other F.mly Iron Age cuflurnl rmterial. Other pieces of slag occurred in a 
,,caliseJ scalier (!II the ew<lcd ·urfocc aJj.iccnt lo the humt dung area (Hg 2). l11e 
prn.dmil} of the smcltingh,mithing area In the lh estock cndnsurc. wh:ch is also cons1<lc1cd 
to be part of the male dom:1111, is con tstent with the spallal orga111sation in the 
ethnographic prcs,·nt :md early fanning sites gc:1crall) . 
The surface siag ~mplc had a ma s of 15 kg. A search using a mag11ctu111cter failed to 
re\ cal any other slag on thb major si,c. ·111c quanl ity of slag is ncgligihlc considering the 
~I-: of ,.ccupalion of ISJI ana and ii 1 apparent thal only '-mall- scale mithing occurred 
there. At 1u1 JU km uownslrcam from '1sitsa11:i on the Mzim\·ubu Rhcr, hy contrast, large 
4uai,titics i>f ,.;Jag. luyere fragments, furnace wall piece , anu fcrricr ct(. nodules (non ore) 
arc visible on Site 4048 (Fig. 1). Pollery on Site 4048 belong lo both the 
Ntsits:mafM~'Jbzi am! F\ts11sana. 'do11Jon<lwane ceramic phase, and thus the site was 
occupied m·cr the same period as Ntsits:111.1. Site 40-18, rather than Nrsits:ma, may ha\ e 
bc,.11 a ccn,re for ir,111 working. Unlilt~ those in Natal (Maggs 1984c), the Mzim, uhu sites 
do not seem lo h.ivc hcen self ·ufficicnt in iron wmking. Local cliffcrcnccs in the grade 
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of ore that was a\'ailablc, probably fcrricrete {Appendix 2), may havt' tlctermme<l where 
smelling a~tivitics were carrie<l out an<l 011 what scale. 
STONE ARTEFACTS 
Seventeen informal flaked stone artefacts were recovered from five of the pit~ There were 
also a large number of stone artefacts on the cro<letl surface of the site. A collcctlon was 
matle of all the stone matcnal occurring in gri<l area F1-F5 which measures I 60x40m and 
is adjacem to the pit cluster (Fig. 2). The stone artefacts arc associated with potsherds. 
Ninety seven stone artc~acts were collected, all made of homfcls (lydianite), anti about 70 
percent show edge damage due to cattle trampling. A typological classification of the 
artefacts is given in Table 2. 







Ldrge scraper 2 
Misnellaneous retouched piece 4 
Unretouched flakes 86 
Total .l.li 
------------------------------------------
The sample is characterised by a large percentage of unstan<lardiscd anti unrctoucheu flakes 
on poor quality homfcls. E<lgc modification other than damage from trampling is 
1estrictcd to battering on a few of these pieces. The more formal component of the 
artefacts in the sample is typologically Later Stone Age; some of these pieces arc well 




no reason to uouht that the less formal ccmponent is contemporary with early f.lm1ing 
settlement. 
Stone tools have been found at a numhcr of early fam1ing sites in Transkci and elsewhere 
in southern Africa (Dcrricourt 1977; Maggs 1980a; Mason 1981; Evers 1982: Ri)i•cy 1985; 
Feely 1987). TI1crc are two possible explanations; either there w~re stone tool using 
people living at the site along with people using iron tools or iron was not abundantly 
available ancl stone tools were used for some tasks. As there is no otncr supporting 
cviuencc in the material remains that stone tool-using San groups w~rc living on the site 
the second explanation is favour d. Stone tool-using people like the S:111 may of course 
have visited the site. They were certainly living in tile general region in historical times 
(Lister 19.J9:122) and must probably dill so <luring the first millennium as well. The 
·xcurrencc of stone artefacts on Ntsitsana, however, docs not necessarily indicate any 
contact between them anti fam1crs. Iron smelting on a large scale may not h,1ve hecn 
possible in much of Transkci (feely 1985, 1987; Whitelaw 1991) und ihcrc arc 
ethnographic accounts anJ oral traditions that stone flakes (Xhosa: intslin1gece) were part 
of the equipment uscJ by Xhosa speaking people until rece111 limes (Makalirna J tHS: Sh .. w 
& Van Warmclo 197.J, 1981; personal intcrvicwc; Tabankulu 1987, Flagstaff 1990). The 
simplest explanation is !hat the occurrence of stone artefacts at Ntsitsana ,cflccts the 
relatively high cost of iron tools. 
GRINDSTONES 
The upper and lower grindstones from Ntsitsana arc '-'cry similar to those fount.I on first 
millennium fam1ing sites in Natal. The lower grinl!'i:oncs, many of which arc deliberately 
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broken, sho~, the well-worn elliptical hollows. The ilollows arc some l 8(; mm loilg, 50 
mm wiuc amJ up to 12 mm dc-cp. Upper grindstones arc fairly small, well used, and have 
an approximately cuboidal shape with curved facets. It has hccn suggested 1h.1t the tyoical . . 
grooves or. the lower grim!stoncs were suitable for grinding small grained millets such as 
have been identified on the Ndondondwane ~ile in r-:c1tal (M;iggs l 984c:341 ). The 
grimh.'<"1cs may be taken as indirect cvide11cc for millet cultivation al Ntsitsana. 
G,i11d-;to11e.s t!rc not as common at Ntsilsana and other early fam1ing sites in Transkei as 
tl:•·y me at -;11~s of .: 1uivalcnt age in Natal (Feely pers. comm.). At Ntshekane in Natal, 
ior c~amplc, one pit p101.h.1ccd 26 lower grindstone fragments (Maggs & Michael 1976). 
Only two typical first millennium upper grindstones were recovered from the six pits 
excavated al Ntsitsana while two lower gri.1dstones were found on the surface of the site. 
While the paucity of grindstones could be cited as evidence that cercJI cultivation was less 
important in Transkei th:m N .. tal it has not been established that there is a simple 
relationship b~tween number of grindstone;, .;i; 1 cereal production. It is also possible that 
Transkei grindstones were harder and therefore lasted long~r. 
DATING 
Three charcoal ,:;:an:ples were submitted to tlir CSlR radiocarhon uat:ng l.>bor·,rc,ry. 111..: 
Tahle ..J, R·1clioca,hon dates for the Nlsitsana site 
No 
Pt .t 111.R 1. 
i"' l.t - 111,'I',. 
Pt.t • t1£1M. 
I • l "• f' I I (, 
, t •, 11(\ Pat ', 
t~t~ I "•' r,t I 
1180 • 50 !770 AO> 
I IHO ♦ '>O (7'10 Alli 
J~qo ~ 50 C660 ADI 
t' ti, - :687 was collected et • . :, , th of 15· 1,•m in Pit 6. Pta-4t>95 was collected at 200 
mn: :n Pit 5, ..,nd Pm- !684 came fm:n spit 3 al 150 mm in Pit 1. The radiocarbon age 
, 
. . . . . ' 






Jifference of about !00 years between the sampie from Pit I an<l the san1ples from Pits 
5 auc.J 6, is consistent with the expectcc.J age c.Jiff crcnce of the i-.amplcs as infcrrC'<l from the 
ceramics. 
NGOSJ - SECOND MILLENNIUM FARMING SITE 
INTRODUCTION 
Second millennium fam1ing scltlements confom1 to the historical pallern of dispersed 
Nguni homesteads (Sansom 1974). Such setllemcnls were abandoned after a few decades 
(Shaw & Van Warrnelo 1972; Pc ires 1981) anJ they uo 1101 form impressive archaeological 
sites. The sites occur both in valley bottom situations and, in contr..:sl to early farn1ing 
S"ltkmcnt sites, on the higher iulerfluves between the valleys. Apart from pottery, ash 
heaps il:c the niosl signifkant archaeological traces of these occupations. Undccoralec.l 
polshertls and unifacclcd upper and broad shallow grooved lower grinustoncs arc 
characteristic finds on second millennium fam1ing sites. 
A second millc:11nium f~:min" site (4052) located by Feely (1987) near the Ngosi forc~t 
had three exrosec.J ash heaps This has been designated the Ngosi Site and was chosen 
for excavation as ii offcrctl the best potential lo obtain palacoc,·,.togical tlata for 
comparison with Nts1tsana. The sit..: is situated atljacent to the Mzim ;ubu River on 
alluvial soils al approximately 29° IJ'S and 31 ° 03'E and 500 111.a.s.l. 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
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original inhabitants identified from ethnohistorical sources and local oral tradition. Local 
informants hold that the site was originally occupied hy the Bhaca, who as refugees, flell 
Natal during the expansion of the Zulu kingdom (Wilson i 985; Maylam 1987). Cwcra 
inhabitants of the area maintain that the homestead was not rccccupicd after :hz Bhaca 
were driven away hy the Mpondo in the 1840's although the lands were cultivated. Scully 
(I 909) suggests that apart from San groups the area was uninhabited immediately prior to 
Bhaca occupation, although it was claimed by chief Faku of the Mpondo. 
Faku had allowed the Bhaca to settle near the coast at lntafufu. The coastal lands wern 
fertile hut ticks made the region u1,f :l\ 11Urahle for call le keeping. For this reason, under 
their leader Ncapayi, the Bhaca migrated towards the middle reaches of Mzimvtthu River. 
The Great Place of the Bhaca was established at lsilindini (Wilson 1943), 8 km south of 
Ngosi (Fig. I). It wm, during this period that the incident known in history as "The 
Ncapayi Affair" occurred. In AD I 840 a Natal white :.1. •.er commando, under the 
leadership of Andries Pretorius, attacked the Bhaca. About 40 of Ncapayi's people were 
killed and three thousand head of cattle and about two thousand sheep and go:,ts were 
seized (Scully 1909; Wilson, D. 1943; Licbl!nbcrg 1977; Wilson, M. 1985). :n Ar 18-!5 
the Bhaca \\ere driven out of the area hy the Mponuo and rhey fi11.11ly settled in 1he 
P-,!ount Frere distr;: t (Scull) 1909; Wil!)On l 9--l3; Hammond-Tt1, e 1962). 
The present inhabitants of the area arc Cwcra and althougn related to the Xesibe are 
Mpondo subjects (Jacki,on 1975). According to local informants interviewed in t 988 the 
Cwcra aided the Mpondo in their fight against the Bhaca and the area was given to them 
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Bhaca and the Mpontlo. The Ngosi site can be i<lentificd therefore with some certainty 
from historical sources as a Bhaca homestead which was occupied sometim.: between AD 
1820 and AD.1845. 
THE SITE 
The potsherd scatte1 on Ngosi covers an area of approximately ~ ha. The area which 
inclmJed the ash heap remains was mapped by a two tier grid system. The remains of a 
cattle kraal were located adjacent to the ash heaps. A site plan was drawn, and all the ash 
heaps and the cattle kraal were plotted (Fig. 3). 
THE ASH HEAPS 
Three ash heaps were located on the north eastern portton of the site directly adjacent to 
the Mzimvubu River (Fig. 3). Ethnographic sources suggest that ash heaps indicate the 
nearby location of huts (Raum 1973; Davison 1988). The erosion of these features at 
Ngosa was at an advanced stage and only portions were preserved. A greyish soil together 
with charcoal and bone fragments, were visible surface markers. The heaps were 
excavated in 1 x I m squares anJ a single square was adequate lo cover a whole katurc. 
No stratigraphy was observed :md the heaps were exca\.ate<l in 50 mm spits. 
Ash heap 1 was excavated to a depth of 250 mm. Spits 1 to 3 produced burnt bone 
fragments anJ charcoal, whilst spits 4 and 5 intersected the underlving strata. Ash heap 
3 was excavated to a depth of 250 mm. This ash hi:!ap was similar in form and size to that 
excavateu in Square 1. Charcoal and bone fragments came from the upper 150 mm. Ash 
heap 3 was adjacent to a cattle kraal aml was excavated to a depth of 200 mm. Bone 
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fragments and charcoal, including a carbonised maize cob, were recovered from the UfJ'h'J 
three spits. In addition, potsherd material, a fragment of an animal figurine and a hon, 
were recovered. 
lli!.ting__; A charcoal sample from 200 mm below the surface from ash heap 3 w, s 
radiocarbon dated to I 60 ± 50 BP (Pta-46~8). This result means that the true age can 
he calibrated to as old as 1750 AD or as young as 1830 AD. The younger limit 
corresponds to early Bhaca settlement in Transkei and is considered the more likely age. 
CATILE KRAAL 
The position of a cattle kraal was indicated by a more extensive ashy occurrence. In 
contrast to the ash heaps no hone material or charcoal could he seen on t'1e surface. 
Excavation of part of this feature (Square 2) (Fig. 3) confirmed the interpretation that it 
was a kraal area as recognisable cattle dung was preserved in spit 3. 
CERAMICS 
The potsherd assemblage from Ngosi was too small (22 sherds) to he • · 11gically 
significant and it was not possible to provide a reconstruction of different . · ss<:L. The 
.;mall potsherd assemblage can be explained by the fact that Ngosi w ... s an isolated 
homestead rather than a village and it was most probably inhahited for a limited puiod. 
All the potsherds were plain and bear no evidence of surface decoration or special surface 
treatment like bu-nishing. There are some lip profiles that contain both rounded and 
flattened sections, and some potsherds are decordted with notches on a generally rounded 
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lip. Notched lip decoration is recorded on vessels traditionally made ny Mpondo, Tembu 
and i:1l. Bomvana of Transkei (Lawton 1967; Shaw & Van V.'armelo 1974). 11 seems to 
be a typical southern Nguni ceramic decoration. However, rim notching is not recoide.J 
on Bhaca ceramic ve~sels in the published literature (Hammond-Tooke 1962; Lawton 
1967; Shaw & Van Warmelo 1974). 1l1i•· JY seem to contradict the iden : · >f the sik 
JS a Dhaca settlement but the presence or ahscnce of single decorative motifr .. annot be 
interpreted in simplistic terms. It is p0ssible, for example, that the Bhaca whc11 living 
under the Mpondo in the 1830's used decorative motifs to signify identity with the 
Mpondo. Another possibility is that the Bhaca got such vessels by trading with the 
Mpondo who were their immediate neighbours. There may also ha\'e been Mpondo wive'i 
amongst the community (Makaula 1988). 
GRINDSTONES 
Upper and lower grindstones diagnostic of second millennium !;ettlemcnt locations occurred 
on the eroded surface of the site. In contrast ,() t1·e grindstones of the first millennium 
those of the second millennium AD arc ch<lf,1Cteri<;cd t , larger worn surf .. ces produced by 
grinding maize rather than millet. As early <1! AD l 7L ~ ,;:..•iVivors of shipwrecks on the 
Transkei coast oescribed the cultivation of ma"".c (Shaw & Van Warmelo 1981). A 
carbonised maize cob found at Ngosi provides d:ic-Ct s1.,pp011 fo, maize cultivation being 
established som<:~:n•c before the earlier decades of the la~t century. Water rolled cobbles 
were used as upper grindstonl:.S (Xhosa: mbolwdo) and hi ·c ., .. , onr. ,:;:am su1 fz:.:e. TI1e 
lower grindstones have :1 c;hallow circular to broad elliptic hl\lluv, ,;hic1, exceeds 350 mm 
in dian1eter. These grindstones have an average mc1ss of 9 kg. Much l;irger lower 
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introduc1:on of o;·-drawn sledges (Feely 1987). The hollows on the lower grindstones at 
Ngosi arc generaliy very shallow. On some grind~tones a distinct hollow is not developed 
-'lnd only a flattish groum.le<l surface is present. This is consistent with the sl,ort perioJ of 
Bhaca occupation suggested by ethnohistory. 
NQUKWE - TRADITIONAL CWERA HOMESTEAD 
INTRODUCTION 
The excavation of part of a recently abandoned Cwera homestead, Nqukwe, was prompted 
by two cousiderations. Firstly, as the rc'-earch at Ntsitsana focussed on pits and .kraal 
fea!~res this site provided an opportunity to investigate similar features in an ethnographic 
context. The function of the features coul<l be Jiscussed with informants and it was 
anticipated thar the Nqukwe site would serve as an analogue for the interpretation of 
some of the evidence obtained from Ntsitsana. Thie; has proved the ease though not in a 
direct way. l he Gbservatin11;: have high lighted the differences rather than the similarities 
between settlcme;1t organisation in the first millennium AD and in later times. Secondly, 
Nqukwe provided an opportunity to obtain charcoal from more recent deposils. ln terms 
ot the goals of thl! project this was a ma_jor consideration as it provided a further bench 
mark observation on vegetation change. 
THE SITE 
TI1e olt.: homestead (Xhosa: um.ti) is located on a ridge overlooki:ig tlic Ntsitsaua site (Fig. 
4). According to local inhabi -mt~ this homestead was abandoned sometime between AD 
19::iO and 1960. The head of the homestead w.,s known by the clan name (Xhosd. 1zidulco) 
~ ~qukwe and the site was named after him. Several features of the homestead were visible 
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on the surface. Ti~ese included four hut (Xhosa: i11dlu) fou11Jations, a .:attic hyrc (Xhosa: 
ulmlilanti) and four ash heaps. Five shallow depressions in the cattle byre marked the 
position of grain pits (Xhosa: i.mele). 
The Nqukwc site illustrates a vari: ·ettlement org,mis~-tion that is found in 
southern Bantu homestcaJs { Kuper I 98v, 1982), and refc1 red lo as the "central cattle 
pattern" (Huffman I 986). 1-Jqukwc is characterised by a strai.ght row of huts opposite 
the ca!tle byre (Fig. 4). This pattern differs from 1:,e earlier (c. AD 185v) southern Nguni 
settlements where a hut circle occurred round the kraal (Shaw & Van Warmclo 1972; 
Defficourt 197-4, 1977) and indicates structural variatiun (Davison 1988). 
THE tXCAVATION 
A grid was laid ewer the site and all the homestead fc[itures were mapped prior Lo the 
excavation (Fig. 4). The grain pits that were excavated were located in lhe cattle byre. 
An isolated ash heap, situated between the kraal and the huts, was also excavated. 
THE GRAIN PITS 
Two depressions in the ca!tlc kraal wc1e excavated. The first, Pit l, was cxcavatcJ in spits 
of 100 mm each At 180 mm below the s•Jrface of this depression an intact, but empty, 
grain pit was exposed. This pit was evidently carefully closed and coverc<.I with a few large 
stone.; that included a brokcil upper grinder. As Pit l showed JJO filling deposits another 
grain pit (Pit 2) was excavated in spits of 100 mm to a <lep1h of 1.50 m. The m: consisted 
mostly of a sandy soil and some stones. A large flat stone, the cover stone for the pit 
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[lJ GRAIN PIT ONE CExco11oted) 
[u GRAIN PIT TWO !Excovoted I 
~ ASH HEAP ONE IExcovoted I 
FIG. 4 PLAN OF NQUKWE TRADITIONAL CWERA HOMESTEAD 
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Some glass splin'crs, scrap metal and bin.I hones C2mc from the pit. There was no ashy 
mate rial in the fill 
From the cnntcnts of the fill (Table .J) it is apparent that these sub-modern grain pits arc 
a poor ,malogue for pits belonging lo the earliest plmsc of settlement. Local informants 
statcl: tlwt grain pits were not as a rule filled in on the abandonment of a homestead. 
Further they commented that domestic ruhhish was generally discarded in the veld or on 
;Lo;h heaps and not in the cattle kraal. This would he consistent with the result of the 
excavations. Although a few items of refuse were recovered from Pit 2 there is no 
evidence for the <-'isposal o' domestic waste in pits on the sc:ale observed on sites 
belonging to the earliest phase of fom1ing settlement. rhc reason for this differcnl·e in 
where wa,1e wus discarded is discussed mnrc fully in Chapter I 0. The difference is 
significant imd has lo do with the loc.11ion of male and female doma;ns .iml control of the 
production of grain. 
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Table 4. Comparison between Early Iron Age pits from Ntsitr.ana and modern traditional 
grain pits from Nqukwe 
----------------------------------------------------------------
First millenn1um farme~ pits Nqukwe grain pits 
-------------------------·---------------------------------------
Filled with alternating layers 
of ash and soil 
Stone accumulc1t1on in upper 
po1· l1on of pit 
Domestic waste abundant: 
ash, chan:oc1l, seeds, shell, 
bone 
Cu I lurc:11 fTI;'.\ lPr ia 1: gr i111Js lanes, 
b~ods, i1gu1 f.nes, pc,tsherds, 
red ochre 
~its lccat~d outside kraal 
o1rea 
Predomlnantly filled by 
natural processes 
StonP accumulat_1or, 1n 
upper portion of pit 
Occ:as1ona! bone: 
charcoa I, shel I, 
sec ·•s absent 
Occ:as1onal t,1rindstone pr·esent 
b11 t o titer c:u i lura 1 materials 
largely absent 
Pits localed in cattle byre 
-------·----------------------------------------------------------
ASH HEAP 
The largest ash hrap at the home'"tcad (Fig. 4) was excavated in spits of 25 mm, to ;i depth 
of 100 mm, before the bottom was re 1chcd. No stratigraphy was observed. Some bone 
material, charcoal, three glass beads and a potsherd were recovered. The contents of th1s 
feature arc similar to those from an ash hr.ap excavated by Derricourt (1977) in the Ciskei 
but arc too limited for separate analysis. The identification of charcoal obtained from 




Exc::ivations were conducted in selected areas of three sites. These sites were a first 
mill~nnium farming sit: (c. AD 660- 770) at Ntsitsana, a second millennium fanning site 
(c. AD 1820) at Ngosi, and a Cwera traditional site (c. AD 1955) at Nqukwe. All are 
situated between 460 m and 680 m.a.s.1 c. 70 km inland from the coast, in the T.ibankulu 
district of Transkei. First millen11ium settlement features excavated included pits, part of 
a livestock hyre and an ash heap while the second millennium features weri; represented 
by ash heaps, abandoned grain pits, and a domestic ash heap at the Nqukwe site. Although 
the primary objective was to obtain palaeoecological samples, the excavations have also 
provided samples of artefacts and information on settlement organisation. TI1e data suggest 
that the distribution and organisation of early fanning and modem settlements is different 




5 CHARCOAL ANALYSIS 
INTRODUCTION 
Charcoal is an inert and remarkably stable substance. For this reason it is often thl'.! most 
' 'JT''!ant or even the only plant material that is preserved in archaeological deposits. 
l • ,r 1n;1:ns in southern Africa as a rule are nol conducive to the preservation of pollen. 
The region has icw permanent lakes to act as pollen traps. Many plants arc insect 
pollinated and pioducc little pollen. In addition climates ,uc strongly seasonal and pollen 
quickly decays in s,)ils. le is therefore not surprising that archaeologists have tum ... d lo the 
stuuy of charc0al as a source of information on past vegetation and environmental 
conditions. The a, r\!) :iis of charcoal is a relatively laborious task but the results can he 
sig11;ficant. 
Most studi~s conduct~d, ,1 southern Africa, have been of charcoal from Pleistocene anti 
Hol<,ccne h•mter-gathe,cr si1cs (Deacon ~u:l. 1983; Prim 1983; Prior & Alvin 1983; Prior 
& Price W1
1
:iams 1985; Dowrnn 1989; Tuscnius 1989; Scholtz 1990). There has been 
a lesser interest in the :.tudy of charcoal from early fam1ing contexts possibly hecausc 
heing relatively recent assumptions can be made that the environment and vegetation has 
not changed significantly. Still it ha;, hcen appreclated that charc,lal data from such 
contexts can Ix: used to investigate particular problems such a~ the wood types u:.;cd in 
smelting furnaces (Maggs & Wan.I 1984). 
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In this study the interest has hccn in obtaining data on vegetation change, linked to the 
impact ot precolonial fam1ing. On the earliest settlement investigated pits were the main 
source of charcoal. On later sites ash heaps provided all the charcoal analysed. 
Charcoal and ash arc domestic ruhbish that have been discarded of in a convenient place. 
( ,c.currcnccs of charcoal and ash arc usually associated with discrete areas that, hy analogy 
to modem local homesteads, arc the ruhhish heaps of individual kitct,en huts. Such ash 
heaps arc the result of what can be defined as primary disposal. Domestic ruhhish may 
be removed at a later stage and may he scattered or dumped elsewhere in what is defined 
here as secondary disposal. The alternating layers of domestic rubbish, including ash, 
charcoal, and inwashcd soil, in abandoned grain pits relate lo sccom.lary disposal. It is 
probahlc that more than one househ,lld used an abandoned grain pit for dumping refuse 
and charconl samples from such pits may he a more representative record of general 
firewood collecting activities than the ash heaps of a single dwelli,1g. Pits on the earliest 
settlement site inves1iga1eu therefore proviue some of the more ideal samples. 
The collecting of firewoou for househoh.l purposes in Transkci and many , her regions 
is exdusively a woman's chore. This division of labour is so widespread that it ca,1 be 
assumed lo have a c,>nsiuerable time depth. The :1ssumption that charcoal accun:ulated 
in ash heaps was the pro<luct of wood collecting hy women is warranteu. Situatic,ns where 
charcoal from wooc.J collecte<l hy the males of a homesteau may have heen sampled at 
hearths close to the hyre (Davison 1988) have not heen idcmified in this swtly. Whether 
such situations woultl show a different range of species or whether the domestic supply 
was simply robbed is untested. The concern in this chapter i!- less with the social 
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implications of firewood collecting and more with how the natural vegetation was 
exploited as :i source of fuel. TI1e assumption is that charcoal discarded at the homestead 
re .. r ~, in a ecologically meaningful way, what woody plants were available in the 
surrou11ds. Complicating any interpretation of results, however, is the factor of selection. 
Different woods have- different calorific values and yields of volatiles. Collection of 
firewood implies some selection (Smart & I loffman 1988) and the results obtained will not 
be a simple reflection of the woody vegetation. Thus allowance has to he made for 
selection in any interpretation. -\nalyscs provide information that goes beyond the mere 
identification of individual taxa and because a single agent of collection is involved, even 
with selection as a factor, the results can be used to measure the richness and diversity of 
the vegetation. 
Vegetation is composed of communities of plants. Comm1:nities are alliances of different 
ta"<a that may have varied growrh fom1s and reproductive sys'ems. TI1e count of species 
found in a community is a definition of richness. This is a measure used in this thesis. 
The Shannon-Weiner index of species diversity (Goldsmith ld..Jll. 1986) has been us~d 
also. TI1c index takes into account the total number of taxa and the relative abundance of 
each taxon in a sample. The index is high where the sample is composed of a relative y 
larger number of taxa evenly distributed and low where the sample is dominated by a few 
taxa. These indices give a quantitative basis for comparing samples from different times. 
The charcoal was obtained through excavation and constitutes a series of samples dating 
from AD 660 to the present. The samples fo!'m a time series thac can be used to document 
environmental change. As the charcoal was not uniformly ahundant in the deposits 
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investigated there a1e differences in sample sizes. Sample size has to be taken into 
account To test whether the different sized samples could have heen drawn from the same 
charcoal population the exact test for contingency tables (Ber. ;tein ~- 1988) w:..<, used. 
The chi-square scores for the main taxa in the samples from all periods were calculated. 
1he cest makes allowance for differences in sample size but the interpretation af the 
significance of the results of this statistical comparisons ultimately rest on ecolo.~ical and 
archaeological considerations. 
On ecological grounds it was expected that the plant communities sampled through 
charcoal analysis would have been similar in overall composition to those in the present. 
Differences in species richness and divl"rsity, how1..ver, were expected f':-om 
archaeological considerations it was reasoned that .:arly fam1ers in the valley would ha1,e 
had a notable impact on the woody vegetation. The firewt,od collected by these people 
should show not only what was available hut also the conseq:rence of collecting wood, 
clearing lands and burning the vegclation. The analysb Wi!s undertaken with th~:;e 
expectations. 
·, 
SAMPLING OF THE CHARCOAL FROM ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXTS 
Charcoal was routinely collected during excavation from th.: features directly (Table 5) 
or hy water flota1;on of the sediments. The drying and hagging of samples took place in 
the field. Charcoal was provenanced by spit and feature. A minimum of I 00 pieces of 
charcoc1I per excavated feature was analysed; the number depending on the abundance of 






piecer. from each spit iu any layer. A random sampling approa.:::h described by Tuscnius 
(1986) was used to reduce bias in selecting individual pieces. In total 1446 pieces of 
charcoal were identified. 
, I · Association and dating of charcoal samples analysed 
FHtur• 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Nt,it,ana 660 AO 
(NtsJt,an•/Nsuluzi ph•••I 
Nts,tsana 770 AO 
(Ntsit1~n,1Ndondond~•~~, 
Ngo,1 1800 AO 
(9hac• hOM••l••d) 
Nqukwe l "-!10 AO 
tCw•r• ho•••l••dl 











A•h h~•P 1 
A1h hup I 
Ash hup ~ 
A1h heap J 
A1h hHP I 
A,h hup I 
Ash hup I 
THE REFERENCE COLLECTION 
As an aid to the identification of the charcoals from the archaeological deposits a reference 
collection of the trees aml shrubs that arc growing in the area was ma, . Species growing 
in Valley Bushveld and Southern Tall Grassveld and patches of transiticnal afromontanc 
forest were included. Dup!icate specimens were sent to the National Herbarium, Pretoria, 
for identification. A list of 63 woody species identified in tl1c.se vegetation types is given 
in Appendix 3. Vou~her specimens arc stored in the hcrbarium in !he Botany Department 
at the University of Transkci. 1 he wood samples in the reference collection were 
charcoaled following the procedure outlined by Tuscnius {1986). 
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PRFPARATION OF TIIE MATER AL 
Charcoal specimens for microscopy were b1oken by hand perpendicular and parallel 10 the. 
direction of the grain (Tuscniu~ I 986). Cross sections (CS), radial longitudinal sections 
{RLS) and tangential longitudinal sections (TI.S) of these specimens were mounted in 
lumps of 'Prestik' on glass slides and examined. A Wild MR compound light microscope, 
with magnifications of SOX, IOOX, 200X, and 420X, was found adequate to make most 
of 1hc initial charcoal identifications and to group specimens into taxa. 
Speci1,1ens for Scanning Electron Microi:copy (SEM) were moumcd on aluminium .uhs 
with m1il polish. After drying in a vacuum dcssicator they were !;,Old-coated i 1 an 
atm~spherc of argon {Tuscr.ius ~() 6). Scanning Elec.t.on Microscopy was used to verify 
light microscope identifications and lo take photomicrograph . Sets of photomicrographs 
at a standard magnification were made of the variou anatomical features. 
Photomicrographs were m,.nincly taken ~t SOX, for the CS, l OOX for the TLS and 1 OOX 
and 500X for the RLS (Appendix 4). 
METHODS 
TAXONOMIC I · \'TiFICATION 
Charcoal pieces arc identified hy comparing the anatomical feature._ in the unknown 
fragment with modern reference materi'•I h; use of a key. In this study the focus was on 
broad grm,pings rather than the specific idcntifica!ion of a particular specimen and the 
reference collection made proved more than .,dc4uatc. In addition it was founJ that the 
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CS and TLS together allowed the distinction between most t.!.\a to be made. Taxa were 
identified up to genus level and in some inst:uices it was .ilso possible to J:5tinguish 
characteristic species. ln the excavated samples a total of 34 taxa could be recogniseLt 
using the SEM photographs of the reference material for comparison. These taxa arc 
described and illustrated in Appendix 4 whilst the.; l:,.J I c abundances of each taxonomic 
group or type found in th~ samples analysed is given in Tables 6-12. 
PIECE SIZE ANALYSIS 
A~ shown by Salisbury & Jane ( 1940) an estimate of the diameter of the branch or stem 
charcoal can be made from the growth rings and this approach provides additional 
information on firewood .:ollecting practices. The method outlined by Scholtz (1986) was 
followed. The SEM photomicrographs of both ihe excavated charcoal from the Ntsitsana 
site and the modern reference collection were used. The photomicrographs of excavated 
charcoal represent a mixture of materiui collected between AD 660 and AD 770, and 
represent the whole period of occupation of Ntsitsana. Measurement of the reference 
collection was carried out to serve a:; a modern control. The photomicrographs covered 
the same range of species in both assemblages. A total of 60 photomicrographs, two from 




Table 6. klcntifie<l charcoal morphological lypc.s for all periods. Sampl~ from similar 
features were grouped together. (Results from the ash he.:;p belonging lo the pc!"io<l AD 
770 arc exclu<le<l) 
Tuon St le Cwer,1/Ngoy,1 llqut11e llgosi llt1Ji ls,11,1 lltsituu Yeus r.o !'no mo l9V!I 71(1 660 
(nz20(• l ln•?81 ln=251t) ln=4101 ln=J82 I 
r,o l no X no l no % n, ' ---------------·----------------------------------------
Jlc,1cu c1ffr,1 10 5 6 6.1 26 10.2 52 12.i 26 6.B h,ic1,1 lorrco rctusl. 46 23 52 53 ?? 8,7 89 21.5 76 19,9 NdFuC-fOt/1,1 !p1ct1fi 
2 .9 tpotl>lt~ d1~1tl1t1/i 
2 .s ioul11nu1(ot1,iu sr•P, 8 J. I 22 5.8 Fccc1,1 .J~1tru.c. 
22 9.7 8 2 .J Furldlt1i !i/Jpni 18 9 8 3.1 Ct1d.b. r,./.jtn<;c 2 l 
' C,;lr,urn1r1 iUffi 2 .9 Ct1ss1r.e ,1e/h1cp1.o 
2 .9 fe/tH iffl{ir,,1 Ji, 9 14 JU 12 ~. 7 12 3 22 5.9 Clrro(encr~, ,/Jbru• 
2 .8 ' 2 .s fo•brtiu Fr> !hrcp~> J :~, 22 5.lt 2 < ,.; Cussc-nu sp. 
2 .8 2 < ,J P.lttrg1,1 obo,.:. 
2 .s 4 1 ,11£,5Nr.,~1Et,ci£,; ~~p. 10 5 2 2 2 .e 26 6.J 10 2.6 llol>~lis c,;ffr,1 3l lb 2 2 6 1.5 20 5.2 [/;u/u r 1~u,1 4 2 
Euphort-1. tiruc.JJi 10 5 12 12.2 
,'i1rpobrc1uf r-~cJfjuu!' 14 5.5 2 .s I.Jf§P/ifli 11ffJ(,1r,,1 
~ 1.6 Ir,; 1 ftnus spp. JO ~ 2 .5 Oh,; EllfOfiU 16 8 4 ,.1 26 10.2 ?4 23 76 19.9 foffU Ciftn!l! 
2 r ,.,; f'rol,1$pogus OJ•irJcifus 2 .8 2 .5 f'loerru> Jon o/J1Jq111111 4 2 19 7.1 so 12.2 49 12.6 .'i,~iJJC JS SUS ICIIPr, fou 
4 I ;11,,~ ~pp. 
10 3.9 4 I 9 2. J Sct.0/1,1 br,;chtfPlili 6 6.1 e 3. I 14 3.lt 4 I S1uro11Jon Z,ciu• spp. 24 u 4 l r,rc,k11,;r.ihus r,;1p,~or,1/u< 16 8 JO 11.8 H u 22. 5.8 Tr1ch1/1,1 F~FiJ(,I 
2 .e l'Fpru ur:/ul,;f,; 
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Table 7. Charcoal morphological types identifie<.! in Ntsilsana/Msuluzi ~ramie phase c. 
AD 660 (Ntsitsana) 
Td xon 
AcacJa c.;,iffra 
Acacia 1,,arroo/, obus t.,a 
ArieflopodJa spica l,1 
Apodytes d1m1d1ata 
BauhJn lc1/CocJdJc1 spp . 
Bose .la a /bit, un1..i'I 
Budd leJA sa I 1gnc1 
Cac.Jab,; "~lr1Jens1s 




Combretum erythrop'1) llt1m 
Cussorua sp . 
Dalberg1a obovata 
DJosphyros/Et1c lea <.pµ. 




May tenus spp. 
0 I ea europ,:u:a 
Paµpe,1 capensis 
P,·otc1spagus dJva, 1catus 
P t.,u;,,·oxy Jon ob! 111uum 
Rho1cJssus tomentos,:i 
Rhus spp . 
Sc/Jot ia lwachype ta la 
S1deroxy lon/L}'C .iwr. sµp . 
Tnrchonanl;hus cr1mpf1oratus 
T, Jc h J J 1 a eme I I ca 
Vepr1c; undulata 
Z1.;:1phus muc,onrlta 
































2 . 5 










9 . 8 
1 . 2 
3.2 
1 • 6 
7 . 6 









1 Lt • ~ 
12 . 9 
32.2 
19.4 
3 . 2 
I .6 




Table 8. Charcoal morphological types identified in Ntsitsana/Ndonc!om.lwane phase c. AD 
770 (Nlsitsana) 
f.i>con Feature: Ash l'eap Pit 2 P. it 3 Pit 5 Pit b 
(11-10()) (11 106) C 11= I (.,tj \ in-100) ln=IOOl 
'tO % r,o % r111 I. ll[J % no ;,: 
. ----- ------ ------------------- -------------
i1Cde"id Cd f f1 d 20 I B. :i I q l'l 4 ~ l'I I q 
Ac,u: 1a l.a,100/robusla fJ6 06 ell 22.2 42 4() 22 22 
Hdt'noprdic1 srucat,1 
Apodyl@s d J111id1,.td 
,7,wh1n1d/Cndd Id spp. 
Flosc:ia d lb1 tr1111c d 
Bulldltn, Sd)Jgnd 
C.uli1l>a fltl ( ,l )t'/15 J !i 
CaJp,11 ,11d ..111/'l'd 
Ca:,.,, 111£> ,u•th i(.1µJ<.:a 
t:l"Jt IS at, 1cana 2 lj '~ {j 4 4 ,, 
C lero,tend1 am g l dl•r 11m ,, ,, 
Comb, etwn t-1 > th, ophv J J,.111 '! ll 4 lj 1 lj 14 
C1n,son1a ">P . 2 2 
{la J[J, I <Ji., c '1u~•a ta 2 2 
D /05{')'1 v:,/l.11c lt:>il :,µ fl • 6 ('J 10 10 H 8 u u 
lhH·) c111 ~ catf,a 2 2 lj 'l 
E11phw t>1d t1rtll,1Jl1 
fl 1ppoh1 011111 s pa11 .. 1 f lorus 
I( 199,.J,n la d f1 ICt1l1d 
tf,q t t-'1111 S ,,pp. 
Olea f.>llr Uf!dt:'J t• 6 12 II I 2 12 !,'2 62 ii 8 
Papped tdpens1i; 2 2 
f'rot d5pay4n, (/ H'dl Jl.3 In 
Pt ,er oxy Inn ob) 1q11111n 2 2 q 'I u [J Jo 36 
Rinne ,,.s,,., t Ot11t'fl f (•Sri 
Rl,11s !>pp. 'I 'I 
Schot 1,1 tu dCh>pela J.1 :l 
S10e1 0·9 Jon/l)'.:: wm <;pµ. 
2 12 )2 
lJ1 f IICll1df1tht1!:> C. amµhorat11i; 8 7 :> 2 ii q 
T, 1ct11 J Id f'mf>fJ Cd 
,'f'P r , 5 andr1lc1td 2 ,, 
.! i..- 1µh11_., ,nur::,·und t r1 lj lj 8 8 ~ 2 2 2 






Tahlc 9. Charcoal m\.1!phn!ogical types identified for Ngosi site c. AD 1800 
Ta><on 
AccJCJd t:.aff1<1 
Acacia krir1~ 1ubusta 
Adenopod1n spicata 
llpod,>'ff."; di1111d1ata 
ll,wh1n1,. '[add1a !iJJp. 
Rose J a <1. b 1 t, rmcd 
R11ddle1d c;r1/1g11.1 
1adabd natale11s1s 
Cd lpurn,,; a1irt>r:1 
Cdc.sine dC't/1Jop1ca 
Celtis ;ifr1cana 
C h~1·odendr um g la/1111111 






H 1ppob1 011111 s p,wc 1 f lor m; 
K ,g~e la, Jd df1 J<..dlld 
f1dytenur, spr,. 
Ole .. europaed 
Pdppea c.apem,Js 
Protaspagus d1v,1r1cal11s 
f't;ierox1• Jon ob) 1q1111m 
Rhoicissus tomento~a 
Rl111s spp. 
Schot 1,1 brnch)'petd la 
S 1 tleroxJ' J on/l)'C 1 um spp. 
Tdrchonr1nt1:s Cdmpho, atus 
Tr1ch1l1r:1 emet,,rl 
1/epn s 1111du 1 r1 t d 
l i:: 1nt•11s mucr nnd ta 





2 :l •• l 
2 3.3 
2 3. 3 
2 3.3 









Ash heap 2 
(I) 1 Otl l 
no 
Ash he.ip 3 
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Table 10. Cham;.,t morphological types identified from Nqukwc c. AD 1950 
,:},•'le:: ,d Cdff, a 
4, .1(.. :.i /,d , .-oo/r-obus ta 
~deno~w1 .Q ~picala 
Rauhin.1, ,C~d~ia s~µ. 
Flosc:ia a1b, r t• 1rc1 
Budd!eia 5aJ1v<1 
Cadat,c:1 na tit Jer,.~ 1 •, 
CalpL11·n.1a a11red 
Fea tu, c~ : 
Cass1ne aeth1op1Cd 
Ce lt,.,, africc1na 
Clerode11drt1m glat,, um 
Comb,·elum e, ytl:1 uµhyl lt1m 
Ct,s!;; 1n1c1. sp. 
Da}bergic1 ut,ova let 
Diosp.,,·,·os /C, ,c /e.=;spp. 
Dov ya 1 .1 !,, c d t f, a 
cupt1orl>Jd t1,-ucc1]]1 
}(1ppubromus pauc1florus 
Kiggela, 1a ,ifr1can.~ 
Ndytt?nus ::.pp . 
Oled t::'L'' op.112a 
Papped Cdr•E:'115..iS 
P1 Otd5f.Jdf]US d:,',.;r lCdtL1S 
Ptaerox'y•lc.,n nl:.i/1,1t1t1m 
Rho1c .1.!c,s11s to,•11:•n tosd 
'?ht,s !::>pµ. 
Schut.la brarhvpeta l 1:'I 
S.1deroxylun/Lyc iwnspp. 
Tarchona11 thus <.amptu:,r d tus 
Tr ich.1: 1a eme t ica 
Vepr J s undu l ii t..-1 











t, • I 
6. I 
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A, c1c 1,1 kc1n 00/1 ol111stc1 
B•1ddlP1a s,1J1gn,1 
Celt1s c1f11cn11c1 




l'fc1,- tenus '-PP• 
Olea e11rvp,1e,1 
r·t~erox,Y Jon ubl 1q11111T1 
Tnrcnonr111th11s cc1mphurdt11,; 
Zi:z1ph11s m11c1 vnat,a 
Nu111ber 
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Table 12. Mo<lcrn charcoal (AD 1990) obtained frum nn ash h\!ap at Ngoya, near Ngosi 
----------- --- - ------- -------------------------------------Ta><a 





f>iosp,Yroc;/[11c led spp. 
Dov,-.,111s ca ff, ii 
E11phorb1,1 t1111c,1/l1 
Mi;'ten11s sµp . 
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ECOLOGICALLY DIAGNOSTIC XYLEM ANALYSIS (EDXA) 
The environment.ii conditions umJcr which woo<l gwws aie reflected in the anatomy of the 
plant. The fo1 m of cell clements and fibre tissues of the xylem can be used as a record 
of the environmental conditions un<ler which a plant grew. The anatomical featu1.-:s can 
he 4ua11tific<l using SEM photog1aphs amJ the photographs can also he used to measure 
minimum piece sizes. Scholtz ( 1986) h.:s usc<l the term EDXA to describe such measures. 
In this stu<ly two specimens of each of thirty "fossil" taxa were compared with the 
reference material. Several indices ,elating io vessel sit.c and density were cakulatc<l mtHC 
as a test of the method than an application. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The oldest samples show that the main constituents of the (ire woo<l collectetl in the period 
AD 660 (Table 7) were the species that arc slill found in the Vailcy Bushvcld (Table 13). 
Typical Valley Bushvelc.l species incluc.lc<l Dmyalis caffra, Maytl'lws 1-pp., and Rlius spp. 
but these occur in relatively low fre4uc1,cies in <.:umpatison to Acacia karrovJrolmsta and 
Olea europaea. The p1omi11cm;c of Olea eurvpuea and .lcacia karruo, a subtropical 
pioneer species, in the samples can he explained by their being gooc.1 fircwooc.l (Palmer & 
Pitman 1972; Archer i :188, Eberhard 1990). Alternatively the prominence of ,Icacia 
karrov/robusta, in the charcoal samples, suggests that the vegetation was already secondary 
by AD 660. Some speck's identifieu, like Dalbcrgia obovata, Hippohrvmus pcmciflorus, 
anc.l Vepris wululata, occur charactcristtcally in afromontanc forests (Tables 7 & 13). 
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Table I 3. Vegetation community which occurre<l in Mzimvubu River Valley as suggcstc<l 
by woo<ly taxa iucntific<l in charcoal assemblage. 
• a100 
i:.,;u,1 ct1'fr,; 
~.,cJi i,1r•c. c~u:li 
~Jer.crod10 cp1,ot,1 
F,1 \Hu t'"uddu spp . 
F~S{Jo ,1/b1tril •• 
Fudd/EJi Si/Jf"i 
r1d,1~,1 ili/fqs1• 
r,Jru •u itJTfi 
[,1c51 F ,;pf~J{ J • 
CF/tu ,1/ru,;,; 
fl£r,dtr.or~• clo~ru, 
rc,.~·Phll £ t' er I; I 
ru«~ .. sp. 
r,1Jt£·p1i ct.1~/,1 
P1o•p,rc• i c/EJ 
fr,11.;/J• (,1("·• 
[uphJrb1,1 t1r,c,1JJ1 
H1prctrc .. s ra .1flc •• 
l.1fgPl,1 Ji/ .,1,u.,,,1 
11',;1 trr..,s •pp. 
{'Jp,1 Eu• Pifo 
ft1{'ftt1 (,1C£r.qc 
frolo•r~;~~ d11,1 JCi , ... 
ft,;Erc11lo~ ob/1,~u• 
~~C.JCJS•us lo•p~fcs,; 
~'tJS Sf p. 
S. ~otu t·.c111Hli1i. 
Si ctr t) Jc l IC 11, 
Tarchofla•f/;.,5 c,;~1i. ohs 
·,1ch1l1a El~t,c,; 
If[' JS i,r,t /,1 ti 
:1:1p/:,c If • olo 
Vegetat ion co11uni ty 
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Ther" arc af romontanc lorcst patches approximately 3.8 and 6.5 km to the north and north 
cast of Nts11sana. Forest can only survive in sheltered locations <111 steep slopes and at 
higher altitudes than Valley Bushveld. It is therefore unlikely that forest would have 
occurred closer to Ntsitsana in the recent past. Hence occasional longer collecting trips 
can be inferred. Piece size analysis shows that wood of medium tv large diameter 
(30-45mm) was systematically collected and suggests wood was trans p\)rtcd as hundks 
of carefully sized pieces (Tables 14 & 15). 
Table 14. Minimum Piece Diameter Analysis (MPDA) - first millennium (AO 660 - 770) 
------------- ----4---------~---------------------- -------------





300 - 350 mm 
350 - 400 mm 








Table 15. Minimum Piece Diameter Analysis (MPDA) - reference collection (1988) 
------------------------------------------------------------ -





300 - 350 mm 
350 - l+~•c mm 
400 - 450 mm 
27.2 






The charcoal f.om AD 770 is characterised by the !.amc m..:jor clements. Typical taxa 
include Acacia spp., Olea europaea, Pt.ieroxy/011 obliquum, Diospyros/Euclca spp., aml 
Ziziplms mucronata (Table 6), indicating thm the vegetation mosaic was the same. There 
is a small decrease in the Shannon-Weiner index (Fig. 5). Nine taxa in th~ older Ntsitsana 
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FIG. 5 CHARCOAL DATA: SPECIES DIVERSITY (SHANNON - WEINER INDEX) 
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FIG. 6 CHARCOAL DATA: SPECIES RICHNESS IN SAMPLES FROM NTSITSANA, 
NGOSI, NOUKWE, CWERA AND NGOY A. DATA OBTAINED AT TIIE LAST TWO 
SITES ARE COMBINED 
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elements, arc recorded (T;ible 8). Chi-square scorc'i for the major taxa, show that the 
probability of lhc two Nrsits:ina samples bclng drawn ( ",n lhc same population can he 
rcjcctcrl at the 0.025 significance level (Table 16). The samples arc statisricall) different 
although then .. arc similari11cs in the same majo, t, ,1 present. The sampk from the oldest 
horizon i~ perhaps less representative than the samr.re from the second Ntsitsana horizon 
because the former inclulies two pits against four pits in the later horizon (Tables 7 & 8). 
The sample that includl s the large number of features would be expected to incorporate 
more diff crcnt raxa. 111c rcvc;:;c was found. 
Table 16. Chi-square rest for most dominant taxa AD 660-770 
------------------------------------------------------------------
b60 AD 




Acac.ia caf fra 
HC:ciC.ld kal"roc,/robus t.R 
Ce} t.is ,3 fr lCdn,3 
Oiea eL1-op,;e,3 
Ptaerc1xylan ob l i 4u1.1m 
Tarcha11anthus Cdmphoratus 
Other 
fa td l 
df - 6 
3.<+08 + 3.640 + 
0. 1 29 + 0 • l 37 + 
1 • 7 60 + 1 .. 880 -+ 
0.438 + 0.46~,.. 
0 . 007 -:, 0 . 008 + 
l • 134 ~ I • 2 12 + 







I 1 2 
382 
37.72 52 40.28 78 
79.30 88 84.70 164 
16.44 12 17.56 34 
82.20 94 87.80 170 
47.39 50 50.61 98 
17.41 } l1 18.59 36 
l O I .54 98 108.46 210 
382 790 
-------- --- . --------· ---··-------------------------------·----------
01 = (.)~)Ser Vt:d r,t..rr,t er of C:'St?S ltl ca tego, .,, Ei = e><pe.: tE-d ltl.111\IJt..'r r.,f ( ,: es in ca legory i df = degr~P.s of . ,..eec(t. -n 
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After a hunJred years of settlement some woody species 1,ecame depicted .. However, there 
was no ~ignificant increase in the abunJancc of invasi\'e ta~a like Acacia spp. (Table 6). 
n1e implication is that firewoo<l collecting ha<l a relatively limitc<l impact on the 
environment and di<l not c1cate 'extensive open conditions in the woody vegetation of the 
valley. 
·n1\! results of the EDXA analyses show that the values for the rneJn vessel diameter, 
rrlative conductivity, an<l vulnerability in the combined Ntsitsana samples arc slightly 
higher than those ot,•ained for the modem reference sample (Table 17). Given the 
unlimited scale of the EDXA analysis, the small variations in vessel measurements noted 
arc not considcrc<l very significant. The .csults suggest that the soil moisture conditions 
during the occupation of Msitsana and modern times were broadly equivalent. 
Table 17. EDXA values for all taxa iJcntified 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
EDXA value Period 
1988 
(AO> 
660 - TIO 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Number oi specimens analysed 
Vulnerability 
<Vuln 1 = MVESD/NVES> 
Relative conductivity <RELV> 
Number of vessels per square mm (NVES> 












Farming was rccstahlisheJ along the middle reaches of the Mzimvubu River around AD 
1800. At tl1e Ngosi site, as at nearby Ntsitsana, Valley Bushveld taxa (17) arc well 
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represented in the charcoal (Tables 6 & 1 J). There is a relatively high frequency of forcsr 
species (Tnhle 9 & 13) that can he explained by Ngosi heing situated directly across the 
river from whar is today a mall patch of transirional afromontanc forest. The values for 
species richness and diversity me comparable to those of rite earliest phase of occupation 
at Nt itsana (Fig · 5 & fl) and suggest a relatively closed vegetation. However, chi-square 
scores show these samples to be different from each other at the 0.001 s ignificance level 
(Tahlc 18). Taxa arc more evenly di trihutcd in the 'gosi material than in the N• itsana 
assemblages (Table 6). For example, Tarclw11a11tl111s cmnphomwi; occurs with the highest 
fr\!quency al gosi but comprises only I 1.8% of the total. It is clo ely followed hy 
Acacia caffrn (10.2%) and Olea curopt:ea (10.2%). All these species arc good firewood 
and T. camplwrnws hums well even when green (Palmer & Pitman 1972:2155; Coates 
Palgrave 1983:910). 
Charcoal identified in the a~ cmhlage from Nqukwc (c. 1950 AD) can l>e related 10 Valley 
Dusln cld vegetation as in the other samples studied (Tahlc JO). At 'qukw,! there arc only 
eight woody species represented compared lo 23 at Ngosi. The diff erencc in species 
richness may he explained in part hy sampling. Charcoal wa!; recovered from only one 
a~h heap at Nqukwe (n=98) while at Ngosi three ash heaps were sampled (n=:!54). 
However each of the ash heaps sampled at Ngosi produced a larger range of taxa than the 
Nqukwc ash heap (Tables 9 & It)}. This .,uggcsts that the decrea··c in the species di-.-er..ity 
and richness in the Nqukwe sample (Fi~ 5 & 6)) is rcai. This decrease in both richness 
and divc1 · ity •nay relate to ,he effects of uninterrupted ,>ecupation since AD umo. 
Chi-square scores in<licate that the Ngosi and Nqukwe samples arc significantly different 
at the O CK)I level (Table 19). M,trkcd changes in vegetation that occt.~rcd between AD 
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1I 800 and AD 1950 include the appearance of Euphorbiu cirucalli and an almost 50% 
increase in. Jcacia lwrroo/rolmstt1 (Tat Jes (1 & 10). ' lbe increase of tftese im.·a,;i\ e taxa 
can be explained as a rcspouse to lhe large sc.ilc clearance of woo<ly vcgctativn in the 
valley. The practice of\ eld burning t:> provi<le year round grazing for livestock may also 
have contrihutc<l to the cncroachmeut oL Ir t1da spp. of grass I anti .ircas immediately a<lJa-
ccnt to Valley Bush\'cl<l (vide A-:ocks 1953; Comins 1 % .. : Du Toil 1972b). 
Charco:il was alw samplc<l from two n1<x.lcrn (AU 1990) ash ;1caps. These siiow 11,at 
Olea europaea an<l taxa of Valley Bushvd<l vcgetadon like Celt:s uJncuua and Doi')'alis 
rnhra (Tables 6, 11 & 12) arc important. However, Acacia karroo/rc;Jm.\111 decrcr,e<l 
from 53% in the 1950's to 23% in the mo<lcrn sample (Tahlc 6). An unexpected incrl!asc 
in the <livw,i1y aml richness relative :o "'14ukwe was foun<l (Egs 5 & 6). Chi-square 
scores show a diffc!ence between these sumplcs at the 0.(>01 significance lc\.el (Tai le 20). 
The increase in richness an<l <livcrsity in the mo<lc~n charcoal sample cannot be explained 
in simple ecological tcm1s. The social changes in the valley also need to be !akcn into 
account. Ip areas where a <lispcrscd settlement pattern has been maintained only thy 
firewood 1s usually collected. 'Ibis is bec~use dry -.,.·oo<l is availahle and tribal laws forbiJ 
the chopping of green wood. In areas where more ;x:ople have been concentrated in 
betterment villages since the I %O's there has been disintegration of traditioncl authority 
systems (McAllister ! 991) am! the restrictions on the chopp=ng of green woo<l <lo not 
apply. This may lead lo overexploitation of the vegetation. 
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Table 18. Chi-square tests for the most dominant tax,1 AD 660 & AD 1800 
-------------- ------------------------- ------------- -··- ---
-------- ----- --------------------------- ---- -~ -- -- --------1000 AD lotal 
E l ---- ------·-- ------------------ -------- ---- -- ~~----
1-kac.ia ::.'l f fra 
Ac C JL'l Adr roo/,-ot.us tel 
Celt.is l fr .lCc"in<l 
ulea etirapaea 
PtaPrO){yJon obi .1qt1t1m 
Tarc~onan tt tll:> cr1mphcn c1 tus 
Othe, 
1 ota 1 
3 ,'+UF 
(). 2 
I • 160 
l .438 
+ 0.950 + 
+ 47 .850 + 
-+ 6.316 + 
+ P.268 + 
5 .OJ I -t 










I • l J'• 
I . l J6 ·1. 111 Hl. 1,oa 
cd 6 
37.72 26 23.09 52 79.30 22 53.40 98 
16.44 12 18.76 3,, 
82.20 26 21 .65 102 
47.39 lA 12.99 66 
1 7 • 'tl 30 21 .65 52 
120 
2~4 
--- -------------- ----- --- ----
01 uO•u,vod nu~ber of ~dses 1n category 1 
2~ t pc•c l£.Jci number of c.ases 1n category 1 
d~ dogrPu~ of f1oodom 
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Table 19. Chi-Slp -,e test for most dominant taxa AD l 800-195P 
------------------------------~----------- --------------------------
1800 AD l<.?50 AD Tota I -------·------------- -------------------------------------------------
E· l. ----------------------------------------------------------------------
Acacia ca f fra 
Acacia karroo/robus tc1 
Celtls d f,- icana 
Olen europaea 
Ptaero><ylon obl iqw,m 
T drchonan I flLfS camphoratus 
Other 
Total 
0.950 f. 0.366 I 
47.850 + 18.462 + 
6.316 + 2.437 -t 
0.875 + 













7.777 + 3.000-= IOB.8211 




21 • 65 
12.99 
21 • 65 
l 02. <+7 
------ ------ ------- ---------- -------
C1 = observed number of cases tn category 1 
E 1 - e><µec terl number ot case::. in ca legory 1 
d t "' cJetJrees a I f1 eetl1..,1n 
71 
6 8.91 32 
52 20.60 74 
14 7.24 26 
It 8.35 30 
0 5.01 18 
0 8,35 30 




Table 20. Chi-square rest of 1110s1 dominant taxa AD 1950-1990 
----------------·- -------------------------------- ----- ------~-
1950 AO 
------------ ------ --------------------------------------1990 1\0 lo ta I 
---------------- ------------- ------------------ ----- -----
E 1 0.1. E· :i 
Acaci.a Ccl I Ira 
AcacJa karroo/robt,s ta 
Cell.ts a fr icana 
Olea evropaea 
Ptaeroxylon Db]JqL:Ll/7i 
Tcwchonc1n thus camphn, a tus 
Other 
Tota I 




0. I 04 • 
12 .130 + 
1.732 -1 
1 .o 10 -+ 










5 .'l'-;4 ... 




3. 136 t- 6. 400 = 4 I • 650 







2 calls with expected counts less than 5.0 
10 IO • 71, 16 
46 65.?7 98 
16 20. 13 30 
16 13.42 20 
it 2.68 4 
16 10.74 16 
92 I 14 
298 298 
------ - ------ ---- -------------~------ ------------ ------
01 = observed number of cases 1n category 1 
E1 = expected numbnr of Cdse~ 1n category 1 
df ~ degrees of freedom 
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Table 21. Chi-square test for dominant taxa - all periods 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------~--------------· 
6/iO AD no AD 1800 AO 1950 AO mo~ Total 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
01 El 01 El 01 El 01 El Cl El --- --------- --------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- -
,k,1c1,i cafh1 cS 3Ub 52 36.48 
HCdCJ.J i,1rroJ/robu~tJ 7o 80.84 as 81..34 
(el/15 t1iTJtd,?a 22 21.63 12 f,J, 11 
17 lei flJ•ap;;ea 1b bl .48 94 b5,b7 
Ft,iero~~lon flb/1qw• '•8 34.16 50 36.4& 
Tr1rcllonntm1, c,1•phor.;tus 22 23.34 14 24.?3 
OthH 112 126.38 9d 134.91 
fota I 182 ,i(1B 
ID - E 12 -1 --1-
(1)15~ ' f
1 
3.~75, 0,871 t ~.476 • b.onD I l.948 t 
0.319 ,1.12~ • ia.757 • 0,032 • 0.210 • 
1.928 • 12.86b t ll.395 t 5.338 1 O.OD& t 
a.14J + a.1ea 1 5.~10 • 12.222 • 3.~e7 • 
10.778 t 8.7b3 1 0.978, 5.008 t ~.609 • 









J0.083 + J,351 f 15,J',J I 10,}34 ♦ 1,6]7.: cJ!;,,o3? 
di" 24 
22.71 6 8.7b 
53.75 ~2 20.74 
H,83 14 < rr Jt1JJ 
4t1. 88 4 l5.i7 
22.71 1: 8.76 
15.52 (I :i,99 
84 .(14 22 32.4?. 
90 
Oi = observ2d number of cases 1n category 1 
Ei · - expect~Ll number of cases in category 
~f; degree~ of freedom 
10 17.98 120 
lib 4;? .32 28~ 
lb 11.33 7o 
16 12.19 2li, 
4 17 .BB 126 
lb 12.22 02 
92 66.17 444 
Cll\l 13 2 
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The impiication is that the AD 1950 (pre- resettlement period) charcoal samples represent 
mainly dry firC'wood collecting and the modem charcoal sarnplc green firewood collecting. 
The wider rnnge of plants avJilahle th;-ough cutting living trees gl\'CS an apparent increase 
in richness and diversity t.> the relc\ ant charcoal sample. I lowcvr.r, the cutting of tircwood 
is part of the progressive environmental degradation that is taking place in t:,e area. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The results of this stmly strongly suggest that the present vegetation mosaic of the 
Mzimvuhu Valley has persisted for the last two thnusand years. Nevertheless the ch.,rcoai 
data clearly indicate that the activities of early fm :r '!rs, starting 1--lOO years ago, had a 
dctect.!hlc impact on the woody vegetation. This imp.-:-1 is st, 
richness and Jiversit/ of woolly plants rcprcscnt,· d :n 1!1c cric:::. 
·• change in the 
• ..:o~l :;amples col-
lcctcd. Siatistical tests lend confidence to 1. 1. • ' ntcntion that the chang..:s in the 
composition of the woo<ly vcgc:tation ... e significant. S~tLCtion was for wooJ types of high 
calorific value especially .-lcacia spp. and Olea curopaea . Between the c .. irliest settlement 
in the last millennium an<l th, , of the last few hundred years there was a long period ol 
c1: 1,:r no se11lement or very low dcn.,ity settlement that allnwed the vegetation to recover 
from diMurhancc. The impact of huma11 acti•1ities on the vegetation in the past few 
hundred years has hecn progressively greater l'o<lay, wo1ldy plants arc intensively 
nploitcd for fuel and the indiscriminate cutting of green wood has become the nom1. 1l1e 
impact of human subsistence activities have not hcen sufficient to 101al!y Jcstroy the 
natural "climax" verctation hut, with an increasing population and more Jemands nn cheap 
natural resources, this is not an inconcei\"ablc future scenario. 
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SUMMARY 
Charco:11 was recovered friun three excavated SIies and analysed. The results indicate that 
the major \ cgeta.ior. type~ have per si in the ttrca over the last 1400 years. Dense 
Valley Bushvcld \'egecatio1, was present at the time of initi::ii sctrlcmcn, (AD 660) however, 
a small hut s:gnific.u1t decrease in the divr., .. , ,.f woody species o..:-curreu after 100 years 
of se!tlcment. After almost l000 :•ea,s the :m·a was reO . <.:!.!p::;J in about AlJ ! 800. TI1e 
impact of historic Sl~lllemcnt on the vegetation has been very marked. n1c natural thicket 
vegetation has been extensively inv;1ded ;,y p:onccr woody spc-cics like Acacia lmrroo and 
thi: environment has become severely degradeJ. Wood) litter is no longer sufficient to 
p·.ovidc fircwmvJ and the modern practice of felling shrubs and trees for firewood is 
having a profoundly negat:vc ecological impact. 
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The analysis of phytoliths from archaeological contexts in so11thew Africa is at a 
pioneering stage. Such studies have potential to provide information for archaeological 
ancl palaeoecological studies. Schuunnan (1988) undertook a study 'J( the differences 
betv.cen phytoliths of C3 and C4 grasses. l11e results r,;ported here are an attempt to 
explore some additional applications of phytolith analysis. This study is of interest in 
proviuing information 011 relative ch.mgcs in pri:cipitation and in inuicating the kinds of 
domestic livestock kept by the early fam1ers at Ntsitsana. 
PHYTOLITH PRODUCTION IN Pl.ANTS 
Silica occurs as a monosilic acid (Si(OH)4) in soils with a pH of less than 9 .0 (O'Reagan 
& Mentis 1989). Mono<.ilic acid in solulion is absorbed through the root system ot a plant, 
carried through the vascular system and deposited as hydrated silica (SiO2.nH20) in cells 
or illtracellular cavities of the plant (Jones & Handreck I 969). The ultimate shape of the 
siliCJ secreted in this way is dctcrmineu by the structural elements of the plant. The major 
sites c,f silica deposition are cellular and intracellular. Distinctions may be ma<lc be1wcen 
silica cells and other silica bodies, such as hair cells, plates, and prickle cells in plants. 
In this study phytotiths refer to all opal or silica bodies and the term is used in a hroad 
generic sense (Rovner 1983). 
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'fhere is considerahlc variation in the quantity of silica deposited in plants. Grasses 
however, appear 10 he the group with the greatest capacity to accumulate sitic·1 (O'Re;1f.,11 
& Mentis 1989). Jones & Beavers (1964) hold that grasses produce and rcr,ycie i11to r.• 
the soil more kilogr.ims of hiogenic silica per hectar<' than trees. Phytoli,h.: t .ive 1 low 
resolution for identification at the specific or generic levels but they can he used at the 
higher taxonomic level to distinguish between tribes of grasses. The potential to 
distinguish between tcmpcrJtc (C3) tribes and tropical (C4) tribe~ of grasses alone makes 
phytoliths useful in palaeoenvironmcntal studies (Rovner 1983). 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
Initially, the cl:issification system Jevclope<l by Schuurman (1988) was use<..! to clctcrmim: 
whether shifts in the proportions of C3 and C4 grasses had occurred in the last some :! 000 
years. Schuurman's system is hased on 40 grass species whkh were collected from a 
range of environmental setti,1gs in South Afric·, hut I ch.:dcd only a limited numhcr of lhe 
grass species which occur in Trnnskci. It was I ... ym ' ' ,c scope of this study to make a 
comprehensive reference collection of the gr,1ss ph) toliths for the study area and as a 
compromise "fossil" asscmblagr.s of ph) toliths were compared with the assemblages foum! 
in the dung of modern domestic animals. 111c phytolith assembiagcs of the modern dung 
compared favourably with Schuumrnn's (1988) dassification scheme. Although the 
taxonomic resolution of the phytolith amilysis is reduced hy the lack of reference mare1 mis, 
the approach adopted can iic shown to have m rit. 
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Phytoliths in the plants ingested hy herbivores pass through the digestive tract and arc 
cxpcllctl with the animals feces (Rovner 1983; O'Rcagan & Mentis 1989). As silica 
bodies, phytoliths arc not necessarily destroyed by hunting anti so the extensive burnt dung 
depo~its at Ntsitsana were an obvious target for phytolith analysis. Phytoliths from these 
samples deri\'c from the grasses available to the stock kraaled there some I 200 years ago. 
Phytoiilhs cxtra,:1cd from samples of motlcrn sheep, goat a11<l calllc <lung, on the other 
hand, represent the grasses that arc available lo anJ preferred by livestock grazing there 
today. 
Similarities and differences betw,;en the "fossil" and modern ph) tolith asscmulages can be 
given meaning by referring tc the ecology of the domestic species ir.volvcd. Under normal 
conditions cattk arc predominantly grazers, sheep arc mixed feeders, and goats arc 
browser~ (Roux 1968). Sheep, anJ especially cattle dung, coulJ therefore contain a 
Jiffercnt 4uantity an<l variety of grass phytoliths than goat dung. The animals, from which 
the phytolith samples were ohtaincJ, all had access to the same grazing areas although 
shel.;> were only rarcl) obse1veJ in Valley Bushveld. Jn similar cn\'ironmental settings 
these domestic animals may utilise different plant species am.I even where grazing on the 
same plants they may selectively use differeni parts and foliage levels (Roux 1968; du Toil 
197 2a; Aucamp l 976; Zimmermann l 978; Grunow 1980). 'fnc latter point is importa111 
because phytolith morphology may show wide v..iria110n depending upon its !.>cation in 
diff crent tissues of the same plant (Rovner 1983; Bmwn I 984 ). 11ms one would expect 
to find diff crcnccs in the phylolith composition of dung from cattle, sheep and !!,oats and 




An m,sumpllon un<lcrl) mg tin study is that livestock in the first millc1111iu111 AD and 111 
modern times folhmed r11111l,11 but not ncl-C.Ss.uih :dcnlical grazing pat!cms. Some minm 
thff ercnces hctween the twt1 rh) tolith assemhlages is tu he expecletl a•; the h,ccus of stock 
were uifferen1. Lh'crsidgc (1972) has shown th 11 nrceds of sheep mny differ in their diet 
and ii is known that the sheep and other Ii\ cstock kept hy cmly f,ummg comn1u11it1cs were 
not the same hree<ls as the 111odcrn Europe:111 derhed types (Epstein 11>71: Voigt 1983). 
On the other hand ma_jor <lifferenccs between "fossil" a11d moJern phyto!ith samples could 
he 1m·dictcd if thi::re had heen any large scale changes in \eget,1tion mosaic. Vogel ct ill, 
(1478) mdicatetl that helwcc11 lJS<'f. and IOU% of the grasse'-; occurrmg in <lr) river volleys 
anu between 75% and 95% of grasses occurring in the higher ah1•1 Jc areas of south 
castc111 Afril:a arc C4 species. A sun·ey of the vegctr1tion has imhc.1icll that the ~l•Hly area 
is pre~ently dominated hy C4 grnsses (Gr,rngcr 1992). II can he a~umed that phytoliths 
typical of C4 species should do111i11a1e modern Jur:g samples. Therefore if any m.ir\.;ecl 
difference in the percentage uf C4 grasse occurred in the past this should he lfiscerniMc 
in a comparison between samples of modern and "fos ii" dung. 
TI1e validity of the approach to phy:olilh anal)~is ourlmetl here is 1101 in 4ues1:nn. The 
field sampling and ,malyrical procedures adopted, howc,·cr, \11ould nec<l modification 10 
provide conclusi\'c resullc;. As a pilot study, allem;,ting 10 develop new applic.1tions for 
phy101t1h analy cs, the 1111crcst is as much in the potentials of the approach as in the 
pec1f1c results. rlle study of ph) lolirhs was 1aH a main focus of this research project. 
Sul;h a stu v would ha, e required a different resea•ch design involving the collccrion and 
p parat1c 1 of a more comprcl1c11si, e comparati~e collection. 
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SAMPLING OF PBYTOLJTHS 
THE REFERt~NCE COLLECTIO ' 
Fauna! rcm,1ins from Ntsitsann include goats, sheep and cattle (Chapter il'i) and samplc!s of 
ll1e du.ig of the mnJem hrcc<l~ nf these animals J..ep1 in the :-.rucly area were collected. In 
an allcmpt 10 reduce pm,sihlc him; Jue 10 the feeding of individual animals the samples 
which were examined were drawn from a pooled collection of dropn' 1gs for each species. 
Cattle dung wa,; samplell at five and goal dung at four diffl tions in Valley 
Bush\'eld. Sheep dung was san,plcd at fi\ c different lor.11ities, all of them in the higher 
altitude Southern Tail GrnssvelJ as sheep were never ohserved in Valley Bushvcld. 
Local inform. 111s maintain that the river valleys harbour a variety of diseases specific to 
sheep. lltis opinion is supported hy facobsnn ( 1 '>70) who stntcs that diseases such as 
hluctongue .ind heartwater occur cx1cnsivcly in bushveld and I 1wcr lying valley slopes. 
Another factor which may be responsible for the absence of ~heep in Valley Bushvcld is 
the height of the herbage. Sheep me primarily ground level grazers (Branshy I lJ80). 
They arc selccti\ e in the areas they graze and show a definite preference for burnt .1reas 
(Grunow 1980) such ns the higher altitude gra~:.land areas of Transkei where veld fires arc 
common (Skcad 1987) and ~hort and new grown grasses ahundant. Valley Bushvclcl on 
1hc other hanJ docs not have a co111inuous gra'!>s umlcicovcr and in npen patches where 
grasses .ire more abundant the stems :..re usu<1lly quire tr1ll because fires arc rare (Trollnpc 
J 982; Trollope & Tainton 1986) Con"c(luently sheep prefer grazing on the higher-lying 
grassland areas of Southern Tall Grassveld which occur on the valley margins and 
interfluvcs adjacent to Valle) Bushvcld. 
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THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SAMPLE 
Phyroliths recovered from the archaeological dcpo its were ohrained mostly from the burnt 
dung area at Ntsitsana. Two quarcs of 1 m x 1 m each ~ere excavated in the large kraal 
feature. Associated potsherds indicatet.l that the two squares represented diff crcnt 
occupational periods; Sc1uare l, c. AD 660, and Square :, c. AD 770. Samples were 
collected at three levels in Square I, H>0-200 mm, 300-400 mm anJ 600-700 mm. 
Square 2 was sampled 1lt depths of 1()()-200 mm rind 300-400 mm. It was logical to 
exprct that the ci!>hy deposits of "rubbish" pits wculd also contain phytolith'-. The ashy 
fill of two pits was sampled to test this possibility. Pit l was sampled at a depth of 100 
mm which relates to the earlie, occupational period of Ntsitsana. Pit 2 was sampled at ?. 
depth of 150 mm and is dated lo AD 770. 
PREP,.~RATIO Oft' TUE SAMPLES 
THE REFERE 'CE COLLECTIO, 
A number of methods h~,e been developed to extract silica particles from plants (Rovner 
1983). All fall into one of two general categories, dry-ashing and \\'et-ashin£. A 
dry-m,.u115 method was followed for extracting phytoliths from the modern dung samples 
cxamin d in lhis study. Although there is e\·idcnce to indicate th:11 high temperatures 
us,.d in dfy-ashing can ,1her phytohth morphology ignific .• n:I) (Jones & Milne 
l<l
1
13.2I0-217; Jones & Deavers 1964:414), 1his method simulaled the conditi(JJ1s which 
w1,;,:d have occurred in I earth fire or 1hc burning of structures ( Rovner 1983:23~'). The 
burnt dt..tg arc:-i at Nt~itsana that p .. n, idcd most of tl1c "fossil" phytolith samples rr.prescnt 
a enc:; of Ii\ c-;tock kraals fired on abandonment and the samples rccovend from the pits 
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occurred in burnt a!>hy deposits. Phytoliths prepared for the reference collection and those 
occu:-ring in the deposits therefore received similar heat treatment and any bias in the 
results due to the extraction method is considered minimal. 
TI1e following dry-ashing method was used. Modem dung samples w~rc wrapped in ti :· 
foil and heated in numbered crucibles in a muffle furnace al 500°C for th:-ee hours. 1-, 
fixed dry weight of fine ashed dung (0.4 g per sample) was placed in a marked test tube. 
Silicon oil (six drops) with a refractive index of 1.5 was then added to the ash and stirred 
with a glass rod until the ash was dispersed. Two drops of this mixture were placed on 
a microscope slide vad covered with a cover slip. Although particles other th~n phytoliths 
were retained on the slide this method was adopted to ensure that no phytoliths were 
washed .:tway hy any more elaborate cleaning process. Sufficient phytolith material for 
counting p11rposcs was contained in two drops of the mixture. 
THE "FOS'ilL" MATERIAL 
Methods developed for the extraction of phytoliths from a soil matrix (Armi!age 1975; 
Rovner 1983; Fredlund 1986; Pipemo 1988) mvolvc procedures that arc similar to those 
used to extract pollen from soil. In lhis study, however, the archaeological deposits 
sampled for phytoliths arc primarily burnt dung and ashy material and so dilution by soil 
mineral matter was not a problem. Trial and error showed that an adequate concentration 
of phytoliths could be obtained hy preparing the fossil samplts in the same way as the 
modern dung samples. The samples of humt dung and ash from the pits were lightly 
ground using a pestle and mortar (vide Laniling ct al. 1958) and the fine ash c0mponent 
was SJ'')arated and silicon oil added. 
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MICROSCOPY 
Phytoliths were examined with a Leitz Laborlux 11 microscop-:: at a magoifkntion C\f 400 
X. Phytolith size was measured with a micrometer eyepiece. Counts of 400 phytolilhs j;."T 
sample we,·e made in order to determine the rclc1tive frequency of phytolith typer.. 
IDENTIFICAT1ON OF PHYTOLITH TYPES 
Eleven morphological types were identified and these form four main groups, namely (1) 
bilobal, (2) saddle form, (3) oblong shaped, and (4) container shaped (F:g. 7). A brief 
dcscriptifln of each group and the types which form each group is given in Table 22. The 
classification developed is a simplification of that prcposcd by Schuurrnan {1988) All the 
various types of phytoliths found in both the reference collection and the archaeological 
samples could be classified and assigned to one of the main groups. The merits of the 
classification arc obvious in that the results make it possible to distinguish clearly h~tween 
the modern dung of different domestic herbivores. As noted the purpose in this study was 
not to identify the species of grass eaten but to characterise the phytolith asscmh!ages 
representative of the different kinds of herbivores. 
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Table 22. Phytolit11 gtoups and morphological types (Fig. 7) 
------------------------·---- -------·--------------·-·----
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PHYTOLITH MORPHOLOGICAL TYPES 
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FIG. 7 PHYTOLITII MORPHOLOGICAL TYPES lDENTIFIED IN DUNG SAMPLES 
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composition hetween sample localities was found to he very low for all species and the 
results are therefore discussed in terms of mean values . 
Table 23. Relative percentages of most dominant phytolith morphological types in modem 
dung. 
Sa1ple Hu1ber of Rdnge in Rel.Freq (.1 "ean Vegetation Type 
local1l1es B1lobal Other 81lobal Other !after AcocLs 19531 
sup led 
-------------·-- ------------------------------------------------------------------------Collie dung C 15-m J I =~ 9tt'., 2~ 'lollt:)' !iu~hvi;Jd S~,~fp durig C 63-7(1'-I 3(,-3,~ . ·~' 38'4 Sc,u i~,i;r II Tall J OC,1 
~r•=~i.ir,d Goat dLng 2,.t-EH n-anx i:'2~ m V,il lei 6u;;f,veld 
A distinct pattem emerged for each of the species. Cattle dung was found to be 
characterised by a predominance of the bilobal- blunt phytolith type (93%), although 
bilobal-round phytoliths also occurred (5%). A further distinguishing feature of cattle 
dung was the apparently low diversity of phytoliths with only three of the eleven 
morphological types occurring. 
TI1e most notable feature of the sheep dung samples was the high percentage of 
bilobal - round phytoliths (62%) present. Bilobal-blunt phytoliths, so characteristic of the 
cattle dung, we· " completely absent in the sheep dung. Noteworthy also was the relativ..:ly 
high diversity; six morphological types were identified hut most occurred in low 
frequencies. 
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Four morphological types were identified in goat dung. The relative percentages (Tahle 
23) show that unlike cattle and sheep <lung no phywlith type was dominant. The 
saddle-rectangular category were the most numerous ( 40%) and the eontainer-roum.l shap~ 
type (33%) the next most numerous. Some morphological types found in goat du11g were 
not fouml in cattle or sheep <lung an<l may have derived from woody vegetation only 
exploited by the goats (vide Pipemo 1985; Scurfield tlJ!l 1974) rather than from grasses. 
The data :n<licate that the modern sheep, goat and cattle dung samples differ significantly 
in phytolith composition. TI,ese samples were all collected in October so it remains to be 
shown whether such Jifferences hold fm all months of the year but such can be inferred 
from the study of fossil materials. 
It has been shown that the rat ins of three phytolith categories, bilobal, sa<l<llc, am! oblong 
shaped, can be used to distinguish between C3 and C4 grasses (Schuurntan 1988). A 
predominance of bilobal and saddle form phytoliths is indicative of C4 grasses. C3 grasses 
are characterised by a large percentage of obiong shaped phytoliths with bilobal phytoliths 
occurring in low frequencies. When present bilobal phytoliths in CJ grasses arc usually 
of the bilobal biunt type. Container shaped phytoliths arc also present in C3 grasses 
according to Schuunnan (1988). The modern sheep and cattle <lung was obtained from 
areas characterisetl by a predominanc~ of C4 grasses ( Vogel ct al. 1978). Hence it was 
expected that these :nodern samples WDuld comprise mainly bilobal phytoliths and this is 
borne out by the data presented in Table 23. The oblong phytoliths which make up 30% 
of phytnliths found in the sheep dung arc absent in the cattle <lung and this is possibly an 




THE BURNT DUNG AREA 
Square 1 
Phytoliths from Square l in the burnt dung area are associated with Ntsitsana\Msuluzi I •'P-
ceramics (c. AD 660). The percentage frequency of types obtained from different dt r.rh_., 
in Square 1 is shown in Table 24. Although the phytolith ratios are not const •n, 
throughout the profile the overall pattern is neverthel..:ss consistent. Bilobal round 
phytoliths predominate (58%-76%) and bilobal blunt phytoliths are common (18%-26%). 
Other phytolith types occur but with very low frequencies. A low variability in phytolith 
types between the Jiffcrcnt samples was obtained and results are discussed in terms of a 
calculated mean value. 
It is evident that the percentage of bilobal phytoliths \both round and blunt) is significantly 
higher than all the other types combined {Table 24). This pattern points to a predominance 
of C4 grasses at around AD 660. A close correspondence exists between all the samples 
from square 1 (58-73%) and the modem sheep dung in the dominance of bilobal round 
phytoliths whereas they r.omprise only 4% of modem cattle dung. Oblong phytoliths, 
indicative of C3 grasses, do occur in the burnt dung of Square 1, but tr.e 
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Table :?4. Main phytolith groups in sample from S(!uare 1, 'tsitsana kraal area 
---------------------------------------------------------------- ------
Sa■ple no Exca~.ted depth Pottery typology Do■ in-nt phytol"ths 
Percent.qe frequency 
Bil ~ • ~ her 
round :mt 
--------------------------------------------------------- -------------1 100-200 mm ~tsitsana\nsuluz1 55% 28i: 1n 
(AD 660) 
2 100-200 mm 55% 30% 15% 
3 300-400 mm 63% 27% 1 Oi: 
4 300-400 mm 60;,. 3 1 r. o·• ,. 
5 600-700 mm 70% 191. 11 i! 
0 o00-700 mm 68% I q;: l 3i: 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Square 2 
The samples from Square 2 in the burnt dung area can hr. <.lated to the period AD 770 by 
the associated pottery. Phytolith samples r , m d1fforer.t depths show some variability in 
the frequency of types present (Ta,•:~ :?.5) bu1 :1ilobal phytoliths (both round and blunt), 
indicative of C4 grasses. dominate. It 1s not poss1hlc to relate these samples exclusively 
to either sheep or cattle dung although ·1 wo,tld '-~em that the latter might predominate 
because although the bilobal round type wnich charn:·. rises modern sh'!ep dung is 
relatively well represented bilobai blunt phytolit?iS, cbra1..t1:r ~ ic of c:11.le d1tng, have the 
highest frequencies (Table 25). 
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Table 25. Main phyrolith groups oh=ained from Square 2, Ntsitsana kraal area 
-- ---------------------------------------------·-------------







- ---------------------------------------------------------------------round blunt 100-200 mm Nts1tsana\Ndondondwane q l :! 41% 18% (AO 770) 
100-2oc, r.:m 
36% '12% 22% 
300-llOO 1'1111 
26% 52% 22% 
300- llOO 111111 
261. 50% 24% ----------------------------------------------------------------------
'fHF PITS 
Phytolith frc ,uencies from pits l anJ ., were exprcsse<l as mean values. The bilobal group 
is J...,ri1i:iant in samples belonging to the period AD 660 f Pit 1) indicating the pre,;encc of 
C4 grasses <Tahle 26). There is a higher frequency of b;)ohal rounu phytolirhs (58%) 
relative to he bilob;,! blunt category (19%) suggesting sheep were abundant. Result.; arc 
thus similar to those ohtaineu from the humt d•Jng datcu to AD 660. Phytol11hs from P:t 
2, dated tc AD 770, show an equal representation of the hilobal ;our.d (50%) anu the 
.',adJk ~,1uar'! (50%) category. No other ty ,cs oc -uncd. Sch11•1rrrnn {1988) noted that C4 
grassc!. may also he characterised hy a high frequ,:nc.y of s.•Jdle ~'1.:!)ed phyto!iths. rt is 
possible !':at the pit-fill ash of Pi1 ~ is hurnt m.:!erial like th.,td; gra~s rather tha,1 burnt 
uu"g ind th::; may account for tht> somc1t•h.1t anomalous rnytolith spectrum. The,.._ is 
potenti;1I tc, study phytoliths from fcaturr- ~!t1c1 1han kraals for new kinds of archaeological 
informa11011. It war, heyond the sc1>p ' •1-ie rre~ent stuJ;• 10 do more th.m indicate so.,•~ 
possible dire!.:t:ons for future reseM.:-' 
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Table 26. Perccnta,;e frequency of main phytolith group~ obtained 
from Pits 1 & 2. 
-- - -----------------------------------------------------------------
Sa1-•p le no Fe. ture Sa•p ling depth Period Doainant phytolith groups 
Percentage frequenc> 
Other B iloba l 
round blunt 
-- --------------~--------------------------------------------------
1 Pit 100 mm AO 660 56½ 20½ 2'l1/. 
2 P1l 100 mm 60% 20% 201/. 
3 pit 2 300 mm AD 770 ll7% 531/. 
q P J l 2 300 mm " 53% qn 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
PHYTOLITH SIZE - MEASUREMENTS 
Mea~urcmcnts of tr.c size of •he phytoliths from both the modern and archaeological 
sar.1ples 1Jroduccd a distinct pat:ern over time. Phytoliths from the archaeological deposits 
(burnt dung area & pits) were on average larger than those from mockm sheep and cattle. 
The phytolith lengths arc presented in Table 27. The differences in size are very marked. 
Table 27. The range and mean length of the most dominant phytolith types identified in 
the arcJ:aeological deposit and in modern dung 
Phy .olith type Archa 
range 
--------------- ------ ---------
: "\I ica 1 deposit 
111ean length 
Modt>rn d11r.:! 
range aean length 
--------------------------- ------ -------------------------
Bi loba l round 













Rovner (1983) indicated lhal moisture stress in plants leads to the production of smaller 
phytoliths. Schuur.nan (pers. comm.) has analysed the siu differences of phyto!hhs in 
17temeda triandru from different rainfall regime and her preliminary work indicates Iha: 
phyrolith size may he a uscft I prccipira1ion indicator unde1 ., uth African conditions. The 
mc:lem sheep and cattle dung u• 
"arison in this tu.!:, was C<'llectcd early in rhc 
growing season (Octoher 1 ?88) but . ,uvncr ( 1983) suggests that collection of reference 
material should be made at the end of the growing scasor. to ensure that mnture silica 
ho<lies arc o
1 
rained. HowcHr, it has )Cl t, h~ estahlished that there is a significant 
relationship hctween phyhllith size anC: maturity. ft is prohahlc that the phytoliths obtained 
from the archaeological deposits represent a wide spectrum of silica hodic.s at diff crent 
stages of maturity. Ideally the reference collection should represent each month of the 
annual cycle to ensure th,11 the samples are comparnhlc. As there was no control for 
seasonal differences in phytolith maturity the data obtained here need confirmation. In this 
study an investigation of seasonal and a real variation in phytolith si1.c was nm ju tified 
hut it would be warranted in any future stud). Prcdpi1a1ion is a parameter that is not 
easily measured for limes past . 
DISCUSS,ON A 'D CO:\'.CLUSION 
This chapter explores the potential value of the study of phytnliths from Iron ,\ge conte,ts. 
The results indicate cnnsiderahlc promise and there is a need for a more comprehensive 









TI1e ratio of diagnostically different types of phytoliths shows that C4 grasses were 
llomimmt in the environs of Ntsitsana between AD 660 and AD 770 as in the present 
(Giangcr 1992). l11e presence of C4 grasses is indicative of ~ nal hol climates with 
a summer rainfall. 
The greater phylolith length measured for the first millennium sample may indicate higher 
precipitation <luring the seventh and eight centuries AD but the 1csults arc not conclusi\ c 
because of lack of infrmnation on seasonal effects on phytolith size. However, the length 
differences ohservell may well reflect lliff erences in precipitation as the analysis of 
charcoal samples from Ntsitsana give similar results. 
It is difficult to differentiate between differer.I livec.tock species using chemical analysis 
of fossil dung (Deacon CJ...111, 1977; Buttcrwo;th 1979). 111e direct correlation between a 
prellominancc of bilobal round phytoliths and sheep <lung a1,d bilobal blunt phytoliths and 
cattle dung found in this study suggests an alternative approach. Evidence supporting the 
idea that the burnt dung Jeposits at Ntsitsana can im.lred be associated wi!h sheep (AD 
MO) and c.1ttle and sheep (AD 770) husbandry is provided hy the fauna! material 
rccovcrl;d from the '-itc. 
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The analysis of phytoliths from Ntsitsana is an e~ploratory study which has indicated 
directions for further research. The presence of C4 grasses in the environs of Ntsi:sana 
during the first millennium is indicated and the environment may have been more 
dominantly C4 at that time. The evidence for possihlc higher rainfali during the period 
AD 660-770 relative to the present is ir.co11da. :vc because the control samples for 
phytolith size represent a period when these Wot•ld he immature. It is in indicating the 
kinds of domestic animals herded in the past that phytolith studies make their greatest 
contribution to understanding early fam1ers at Ntsitsana. Sheep W<'re probably fanned 





Seeds were rccovercu during the excavations by dry sieving and by water flotation. The 
hulk of the seeds came trom pits at Ntsitsaria. Apart from a carboniscu maize cob in ash 
heap 4 on the Ngosi site the excavation of ash hc::ips produced no seeds. These material~ 
provide some supplementary infonnation on past environments in the north eastern 
Transkci. 
ldentifica!ion of the seeds was undertaken by J. Allison of the Directorate of Plant and 
Seed C'nntrol, Department of Agricultural Economics and Marketing. Pretoria. The 
identifications arc listed in Tatile 28. Mapy attributions are at generic level because of 
po.,r preservat ion. 
THE FIRST MILLENNIUM (AD 660-770) 
There is no direct cvi..:~ncc for the cultivation of cereals at Ntsitsana in this period. This 
can be ascribed to poor conditions for preservation. However, given the size of the site 
(27 hectares), it is anamo1ous that there arc so few grindstones. Grindstones are indirect 
evidence for cereals. It is assumed that the same cereals as were grown in Natal such as 
Eulisine coracarw, Penniserum glaucum and Sorghum spp. (Maggs & Michael 1976: 
Maggs 1984a, 1984b; Maggs & Ward 198.; ). Three Citrul/us sp. seed~ from Pit I tAD 
f>60), indicate that wild or perhaps cultivated melons were growing at the site. 
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With the exception of Pit 4 ail the pits excavated contained seeds of wild plants. ·n1cy 
include the ·cc<ls of gras.c;cs, sm:;11 herbs an<l trees an<l some fruits that arc c<lible (Tahlc 
28). 0.:currcnr~ Jr. a pit docs not necessarily imply any eco,mm:c importancr. hc~ause 
some seeds probahly represent chance inclusions. Others may be later inlro...luctions 
through disturbance of the deposit (sec Maggs l ~84a; Maggs & War<l 1984 ). 'l11c 
occurrence of Op,mtia sp. IOO mm below the surface in Pit 3 is almost cc11ai11ly a case in 
point (Wells ~1 1986) Remains of Medicug,J sp. from 150 01111 below st.rface in the 
same fc.iture is po ibly also a later indusion although Mt•dirnw, polymorpllil has b~cn 
i<lcntificd from a precolonial cou,ext at Scotts Ca\'c i tl1c Gamtoos Valley (Wells I %5; 
Deacon I 967). Sheep have hcen identified al Scotts Give and it has hcen argued that burs 
of this weed were dispersed hy small stock. An assoc:atmn with sheep at Ntsitsana is nlso 
possible. 
The presence of Uroc/,ioll sp. in Pit 5, al depths of 1()(1, 200, & 260 mm below the 
-.;urface, is most significant. It is a grass that is a widespread weed and pioneer in 
uisturbeu aieas (Chip(Jindal & Cook 1976) an<l provides winter grazing i11 riverine flats 
where it rcp:accs less palatable species under heavy grazing (Tainton s;litl. 197(,). Pioneer 
grasses like UrocMou woul<l have become estahlishcd on cleared agricultural lands aml 
might also provide evidence for l,e.1vy grazing an<l a degraded local environment at 
Ntsitsana. Progressive uegra<lation of the environment over the 1 (X) or so years of forming 
is a likely scenario on other lines of evidence. 
II is interesting to note that some woo<ly species such as Olea europaea, Dm:l'c1lis cajfru, 
and Diov,yros spp. which have edible fruits and which were rccor<lcd in the charcoal 
·;:· ·. . . . 
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remains were not represented in the seed material. In contrast, the tree Maerua sp. was 
identified in the seed material but not in the charcoal assemblage. Seed and cham,al 
identifications provide complementary information on the plants in the pal.'.'<!Ocnvironment. 
TIIE SECOND MILLENNIUM (c. AD 1820) 
A carbonised maize coh (Zea mays) was founJ in Ash Heap 4, 130 mm belm·.r surface on 
Ngosi. The radiocarbon date of 160 .± 50 BP (Pta-4688) for this occurrence accords 
with the earliest travellers reports of maize in Tran~kei. At the tum of the eighteenth 
century Huhherly (in 1782) (Kirby 1953J and Van Reenen (in 1803) (Blon,maert & Wiid 
l 93i) n<'tcd that maize was being cultivated by the Mpondo and Xhosa, along the coa,;t 
of Transh ·. 
According to B,yant ( I 929:376), the only crops grown hy the Bhaca prior to the coming 
of the Europca,,!'. ,11 the beginning of the 19th century were Ele11,,;i11c coraca,w, and 
Sor>:hum caffroruni, Mal.le was cultivutcd much l,1tcr. If Ngosi is in fact a Bhaca 
homestead as seems likely (\'ide infra), then maize was cultivated by the Bhaca earlier than 
Bryant suggests. The lei;-, likely poi;sibility is that maize was traded or obtained by raiding 
Mpondo neighbours (Maka11la 1988). The Mpondo arc known to have been involved in 
extensivt: cultivation during the period of Uhaca settlement m Transkei (Reinart 1980, 
}Q82). 
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Tahlc 28. Seeds identified from dry sic\.'ing anJ flotation samples. Information on u<:age 
d1awn from Tainton ~ut I 976; Moll I 981: Fox & Noiwood Young 1 ')83; 
Coates-Paigravc 1984; Maggs 1984a & Maggs & Ward 1984) 
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SUMMARY & CONCLUSION 
The sample of seed remains is small (N= 139) hut includes species that arc edible and that 
arc environmental in<.lica1ors. Cirrullus sp. 1s the only dome~ticant but Medicago is a weed 
associated with sheep farming and Urochloa is a grass associated with disturbances and 
environmental degradation. A mai1e coh from an early nineteenth century context provides 
direct evidence for maize cultivation in Transkci. 
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8 FAUNAL REMAINS 
INTROOUCT!Ol\ 
Identifiable faunal remains were recovered from the excavation of the .Ntsitsana site on!}. 
This fauna! assemblage was sorted preliminarily and the identificatic,ns were made by J. 
S. Brink of the National Museum, Bloemfontein. Although the sample ls small (Table ~!9), 
it provides some insight into the diet of the early fanners at Ntsitsan:i and the 
environmental conclirions dt the site. 
COMPOSITION 
Fauna! remains recovered from excavated features belonging to the period AD 660 are 
predominantly of small stock (Table 29). Althougn a large proportion of the ovicaprid 
material could not be identified to species, sheep remains (Ovis aries) could ae positive!y 
identified. Goat (Capra hircus) was not identifid in this early material. A vertebra, 
tentatively identified as being that of dome1>ticated pig (.Sus domesticus), was found in Pit 
7, 400 mm below surface but the identification needs to be confinned by further finds. 
Some bone fragments show etching by stomach acid indicating regurgit,.tion, possibly by 
domesticated dogs 
Cattle (Bos taurus) were represented in the deposits dated to AD 770. All the pits of this 
period produced some cattle remains although counts of minimum m,mbers of individw1ls 
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Table 29. List of marn;nals from Ntsitsana 
NTSITSANA FAlJNAL REMAINS ACCORDING TO 
MNI/NISP. 
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5 and 6 and Cappre ltircus was positively identified m Pit 6. Domestic dog (Canis 
familiaris), was represented in Pits 6 and 7. 
The remains of wild a11 imals were absent from features belongmg to the earlier phase hut 
there were small quantitiei: in the larger samples available from the pits of the second 
phase. These included hare (Lepus sp.) in Pits 3 and 5, and rock hyrax (Procavia sp.} in 
Pit 4. Remains of an unidentified large/medium bovid was recovered from Pit 4 . The 
assemblage is too small and the pelvis parts too fragmentary to establish a reliable picture 
of the sex ratios in the ov1caprid sample. However, the presence of sheep horn cores show 
that older males were kept for slaughter. While the rcc0nstruction of age profiles was not 
possible in this sample it is evident that both young and adult animals are represented . 
DISCUSSION 
The observation that sheep were present at AD 660 is significant in that reports on sites 
in Transkei such as Oaklcigh Shelter <lated tn 1760 BP (Derricourt 1977) and the Lujojozi 
early f.ir;ning site dated to 1240 BP (Rohey 1986), mention that possible small stock 
remains m,1y have belonged to either sheep or g0at. Although sheep were regularly 
observed amongst Khoi pastoralists in south eastern Africa Juring historical time<; rhey 
were ra1cly seen amongst black agropastoralists in 1he Transkei region (Derricourt 1977). 
Some authors htlve cxprf'5Sed the opinion that sheep were a late introduction to Trnnskci 
(Bigalke 1967, Shaw & Van Warmclo 1981) hut the Ntsitsana evidence shows that sheep 
were not only important but probahiy the main domestic stock kept from earliest times. 




of these animals in Transkei. At other early fann ing itcs in this time range in southern 
Africa (Mason 1981; Voigt & Plug 1981; Huffman 19b2; Mason ruJ. 1983; Voigt 1983, 
1984a, 1984b, Voigt & Von den Dricsch 1984) cattle appear to have become increasingly 
important although, as at Ntsitsana, smn!l ock remain· are more numerous. However, 
the numerical dominance of small s1uc~ in f:.arly Iron Age :.ites may reflect cultural 
difcarJ pallrrns rather than the actual pr,lportions of livestock (Huff man I 99)} The Ficus 
Site in the Southern Transvaal (Moore J 981) u,,d sites situated in the Kruger National 1>ark 
tPlug I 984a, I CJJ7, 1989a, I 989b; Plug & Voigt I 985) arc the exceptions and those 
asscmhlages include relatively more callle remains. 
,\ prepnmJcrancc of sheep o• ·cr goats in the identified ovicaprine material was ob ·ervrd 
in the faunal assemblages at Ndondnndwane nnd Mugogo in at.ii (Voigt 1984a; Voigt & 
Von den Driesch 1984} The presence of numbers of young and adult fl\'icaprines in the 
Nr~itsana a semhlage provid1.:s a contrast with the prominence of young animals from sites 
predating AD 900 in Natal and Transvaal (Maggs l980c; Mason 1981 ; Voigt 1984a, 
I 984h; Vmgt & Plug 19R-l ; Voigt & Von den D:icsc'l 1984). TI1c disproportionate 
representation of young animab at the e sites can he explained by the fact that small stock 
were an important so•Jrcc of meat and so there was ail allempt to maximi e the yield by 
slaughtering a high percentage of animals young (Von den Drie~ch c • Deacon 1985). 
That a similar pattern was not found at N1sihana may reflect an inadequate sample size. 
Alternatively the Ntsitsana material may indicate a reduced importance of small stock in 
the economy of these fam1ers . It is significant that cattle remains occurred in all the 
excavated pits belonging to the second occupational phase of Ntsitsana. In that time range 





flocks of small stock were le s intensively managed. 
The definite e\'idence for the presence of domeS!ica1ed dog at 'tsitsana during the,; second 
occupational phase is one of the earliest occurrences in southern Africa. Domestic dog ic 
known from Magogo in Natal, a site Jnted to between AO 600 and AD 700 (Voigt 1984a). 
The date of introduction for domestic pigs is problematical. It is usually as umed that pigs 
were introduced into southern Africa hy white settlers. TI1c Nt itsana e\'idencc for the 
presence of pig is thu potentiall: important. There is also a tentative identification of 
domesticated pig remains at Ndondondwane {AD 750) in Natal (Voigt & Von den Dricsch 
1984). Ethnographic accoun!s suggest that a small local hrced of pigs occurred in Transkei 
(Makalima 1945; Shaw & Van Warmelo 1981) and it is entirely possible that pigs w::re 
part of the complement of domestic animals husbanded in southeastern Africa before the 
advent of the Europeans. More substantial evidence is needed. 
The list of wild species is limited because ~amples arc mall and come mainly from pits. 
The fauna) diversity is amongst the lowest 1~con.lcd for any first millennium iarming site 
in southern Africa. Hunting of game was apparently not a piiority among early fnm1ers 
in the Transkei and even ground game more easily got provided a small proportion of the 
diet. The overwhelming importance of domestic live tock in subsistence at N!sit~n'la is 
consistent with the evid'!nce from sites in Natal (Maggs & Michael 1976; Maggs t 98C)c; 
Voigt 1984a; Voigt & Von den Orie ch 1984). The contrast is with some settlement sit,.., 
in the Transvaal where hunting was a major activity (Moore 1981; Voigt & Plug 1 <>,,J; 
Evers 198:!; Plug 198Ja; Plug & Voigt 1985; Plug 1989a). ·n1e explanation for parallels 
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and co:itrnsts may have less 10 do with the hiomass availahle than whether the species of 
game arc <lang~rnus. Valley Bush\'cld has a high fauna! biomass with elcphanl, rhinoceros 
and huffolo, making up a significant proportion of the fauna. 
The Mpame Site (c. AD 700) on the south coast of Transkei includes a wider range ,lf 
wild animals than Ntsitsana and no conclusive evic.l.:ncc for domestic anlmals occurreJ 
(Cronin 1982). Thls site is a shr:11 midden and may represent a c;imp used intermittently 
for shell collecting and hunting trips. Alternatively, it could represeni the stock post of 
clienl Khoi pastoralists. Either way, Mpame is not directly ~omparahle to Ntsitsana. 
INVERTEBRATES 
Ev:dence for coastal contact at Nts11sana lies in the presence of marine shell. Shell 
remains c>ecurrcd i.. sm· II quantities in two pits (Pits 2 & 3) which belonged to the second 
phase of <>ecupation. These have heen identified as repre~cnting between one and fvur 
individuals of Patella concolor and Patella spp., Perna perna, Janthino e.xigua, B11rs,1 ~p. 
and Fissure/a sp. The range is relatively diverse when compared to other like-aged 
farming settlement sites (Maggs 1980a, 1984h; Maggs & Ward 1984; Plug & Voigt 1985). 
With the exception of Jantltoina e:cigua and Bursa sp. these taxa continue to he used as 
a supplementary food resource by coastal trihe~;nen in Transkei at present (Bigalke 
1973). As Nrsitsana is 75 km from the coast, too far for shellfish to have hcen a n~ajor 
resource (Cable 1984), the marine shell possibly reflects casual imports for purposes such 
as ritual and decoration. Th(' fresh water mussel llnio coffer, a potential food !-Ource, is 
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represcnlcJ hy only three individuals in the samples. Unio raffer communities may still 
be present in some rc.ichcs of the Mzi1m uhu Rh·cr but us a filter feeder the species is 
:,usceptihlc to lhc high sill ln-·,ts generated hy erosio11. One of the immediate impacts of 
the introduction of agriculture to 1.ie area would have been t,> increase runoff ~nd decrease 
water quantity in the ri\'cr with predictably negati-.•c effects on populntions of U. caffer. 
A small collection of :!6 i.h..:11 disc hcaJs was recovered from the pits and the burnt dung 
area. Beads were no;1,11ciaied with hoth occupational phases of Ntsitsana. The 
identification of the het,d material was undertaken by V Ward llf the Natal Museum. 
Tw,·nty four of the beads arc made of shell from iandsnails of the genus Aclwti•,a hut 
identification could not h~ m-'de to species level. Two could he identified as Me hatillu 
krausii. Additionally, two ostrich eggshell (DES) heads were found. 
II has been argued lbt 1hc ra-.v materials used for shell disc beads may he an indicator 
of environment (Maggs 1980c; Maggs & Ward 1984). Identified bead materials from 
Ntsitsana include Mer,1d1atina J.:rausii .ind ostrich c.gg shc:ll and these represent species 
which are ecologically unrelated. ( '. trich inhabit drier savanna or essentially treeless 
environments (Clancey 1964) whereas Meraclwtfn:, krausii requires moister more d..:nscly 
wooded areas sin·e they arc quickly !' illcd by direc' -'>unshinc (Van Bruggc, l 97X). There 
is no evidence i11 the puhlishe.i literature that Iv. l -a.-,sii form..!rly occurred in Transkci. 
The southernmost modem record of this species ts Kelso in Natal abnut 180 km northeast 
of Ntsitsana. If in fact it uid formerly occur at Ntsitsana this may indicate higher 
temperatures in lhe recent past for this region (Van Bruggen 1978\. Ostrich was ohscrveJ 





rcprc:.'!nting only 7.6% of the total, were there fore prohably introduced from drier more 
open country further westward. These me likely lo have heen widely traded items wi:h 
no ecologicai significance. 
SUMMARY & CONCLUSION 
Ntsits:.ma provid~s the e.1rlicst Jefinitc record of sheep, goat and ca11lc in Transkei. 
lni
1
•·11ly stock keeping \vas focused on sheep with the later introduction of go..:~ and c:11tle. 
Dogs and pigs may have been kept. 'lncrc arc traces of the '.ISC of hoth m.irinc and fresl' 
water invertebrates. Hunting appears to hJve been of minor importance as tl1c wild 
ungulate remains Jre few in the :1vailable samples. The composition r.f 1h.: fauna 
complements reconstructions of the hahilal eluting the last two thousand ye:.irs made on 
other grounds. lbc presence of goals in the Inter phase may he seen as ·1 factor 
contributing 10 environmental degradation. 
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9 DISCUSSION 
INTRO OU CTI ON 
The two periods AD 660-770 ar.d 18()(\-19')(1 provided t!ie Jalaeocnvironmental data 
consi,:crcd in this study. 111ese dat:. give direct 1nfo1malinn on the impact of precolonial 
ann histori.; fam1ing activities on the n.itural vegetation in northern Transkci. However, 
no an~haeological sites helonging tl) the intervening period, AD 800-1800 have been 
101.....-.tl.d 'llong t!ic Mz:mvuhu River. This ohservation reflects an apparcn1 total or near 
total abscr.r;r , f :;rr.:cch ·1::,I fam1ern in the area for 1000 years. Several factors may have 
contributed to the m ,, n-::i: ,,t ..,. dy fanning communities but the mo,t iikely explanation 
is climatic conditions. The cl-:tnging patterns of !tic distribution of 1n haeological sites at 
different periods is some of the hest proxy evidence for clima!ic change in Transkei. The 
use of this kind of proxy evidence in palaeoclimatic recunstrul;!ion is hased on u:c central 
assumption that climate would have had a direct i11flucnce on th~ r,roductivity ,}f natural 
and or anthrorogenic ecosystems and as a frsult cli!'nati,; factors would bave constrained 
the Jistrihu11on and dcn~i,y of p.:ople (vidt· Deaco,; & Lancaster 1988). llowevcr, a good 
understanding of the distrihution of cady f.:rrni.1g setlicmcnts, not 011ly in thl. study area 
but also in the whole of Transkei, and an appreciation of the proce~'il.'.S ()f climatic change 
arc necessary to avoid circular arguments. Thi!. chapter attempt:; to ',rin~ toguhcr various 
lines of information to asses:. the importance of palacocn, ;ronrne,nt;,: fat.•1rs in the 
development of prccol,.nlal and colonial settlement along the Mzimvul)u River. Th" 
archaeological data also give an insight into the social factors underlying the histo1y uf 
farming settlement in Transkei. Such knowledge is also necessary to undcrscafl<l the 
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effects of changes in !he natural cnvir.1nmcnt as they affected a changing social order. 
THE INFLUENCE OF CLIMATIC CHANGE ON EARLY 
FARM!NG SETTLEMENT IN TRANSKF: 
It has been noted that Transkei is situated on the south-eastern boundary of the summer 
rainfall region of southern Africa (Fig. 8). The transition hetwccn this summer rainfall 
.:rea and the all-seasons rainfall area, to the south west of Tram,kei, is fixed by the 
prevailing weather systems oper.iting over the subcontinent ( ryson I 986). A change in 
one or more synoptic climate parameters causes displacement of this boundary. The 
prediction is that the 500 mm isohyet would have shiftcJ westw~rds with an incr.!ased 
incidence of tropically-inJuced disturbances such as circulation patterns which enhance 
rainfall-producing conditions. 111e reverse situation would apply during periods of 
drought. As dryland rigricull"re hy precolonial farmers would h<.1ve been cr,nstraincd hy 
the effects of ch :;111tic change it can he inferred that th.: initial expansion of fanning 
settlement in Transkei w,,s Jirc ctly linkeJ to an elevated incidence of summer rainfall. 
The pottery samples from surface sites collected hy Feely (1987}, samples collected in the 
present st:.idy and information a\'ailahlc in the literature (Derricourl 1977; Rohey I 'J85; 
reely 1987; Rohe) & Feely 1987) ha\'e been used to map the changer. over time in the 
distribution of farming sites in Transkci. l11e paltem can be compareu 10 that described 
from Nata. (Maggs S: Michael 1976; M11ggs 1980a, 1980h; 198-la; Maggs & Waru 198-0, 
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AlthougJ1 no Matula sites have as yet heen identifictl rn the Transkci (Feely 1987) sires 
belonging to the subsequent Msltlu;:i phases arc widely distrihutcu anu occur in a relative 
high density (Fig. 9). The results suggest that environmental conditions favouring settle-
ment were optimal uuiing the periotl AD 500-660 in Trnn:.kei. The mo~, sou1h-wcsterly 
rccortletl first millc11niu111 fanning site in Africa is the Chalumna Shell Midden 
approxi111atcl} 55 km to rhc southwest of Transkei (Maggs 1984b). This site contains 
pott-::ry typologically similar to that a,;sociated with tl1c initial expansion of fam1ing 
set:iement in Transkei. 'D1c geographical position of Chalumna corre,ponds almost 
exactly to tl1e prc~·ent limits of suwmer rainfall adequate fo1 growing sorghum, r-owpeas 
and millet, the main tropical cultigcns of thb period (Humphreys 1976: Maggs 1980a). 
The implkation is that the :,ummer rainfall regime at arouud AD 500-660 was broadly 
compa:ahlc with the present situation. Supporting cvic.h..ncc th,Jt c4uivalcn1 climatic 
situations prevailed is pro\'itlcd by xylem ar;alysi!- of charcoal which intlicates similar 
figures for annual piccipitation. 
Archar.ological sit~s hclongmg lo subsequent fam1ing settlement phases. extending lo about 
AD 770 and recognised in Natal have been identified only in northern Transkci. None 
occur in central ancJ southern Transkci (Fig. 9). TI1crc arc five Ndondo1;dwanc potlcry 
phast! sites (c. AD 770) recorded in the northern region. The apparent absence of cvitlcncc 
for fam11ng occupation of southern Transkci from about AD 700 in<.lic:itcs that from this 
pcriocJ environments bccamr. less favourable for the maintenance of settlements. II 
.:ippe:us that early farmer settlement decreased in the ccntudcs after AD 700 so that by AD 
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DiSTRIBUTION OF KNOWN FARMING SITES BELONGING TO 
DIFFERENT PERIODS IN TRANSKEI. EACH DOT/SYMBOL REPRESENTS ONE 
SITE (after Feely (1987) AND THIS STUDY) 
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In adjacent Natai imilnrly dated settlement also became more spar e (M;,ggs ! 989) and 
there is a parallel decrease in oh ervations for tl-c period in the western Transvaal ( 1a on 
1988). Although there is no evidence for precolonial fam11ng occupation along the middle 
reaches of lhc Mzimvubu during the beginning of the second millennium, two tw.:lfth 
century si!cs, nne located in Ciskr.i, arc known tn occur south of 1h1 , river (Table 30). 
Ceramics typologic:1lly referred to as the B!ackburn group (Rohey & Feely l 1J87) arc 
associ,llcd with these sires anJ have hecn interpreted as the earliest evidence for Nguni 
~pc;:,king fam1crs in southcasrcrn Africa ( fluff man 1989,1). l'hc Jara do 1101 rnlc ot,! more 
continuous selllcmcnt al some localiries that benefited from a situation close to the coast. 
TI1is pcriO<l of sparse sculemenl (c. AD tX)0-1200) is broadly contempornneous with 
globally warmer episodes recorded in horh the northern and southern hc111isphe1cs (Lamb 
1982). It has hccn argued that there is an inverse rclc1tionship between lempernturc anJ 
~ummcr rainfall in s,1u1l1crn Africa n ·aljaarJ 1988). 'l11c ch;:ircoal data obtained in E.1st 
Griqualand (J'uscnius 1986) adjacent t., Trnnskei, for example, suggest that there wac; such 
an inverse correlation during the Holocene as a whole. II is prnbable lh.?I ~imilar 
relationships between high temperatures and dccrca c in summer rainfall and vice versa, 
prevailed during the period of fanning scrtlcment as well. Recent evidcn:c suggests that 
the meJicrnl warmer period wa5 by no means a uniform climntic episode and various 
temperature fluc1u.11ions had o.:-currcd within it (Briffa cLll.l. 1990). Ne\cnheless, oxygen 
isotope spclcothcrm measurement from the Omgo Caves provide direct cviclcncc of 
warmer conditions in southern Africa :it ahout AD I 000 (J'yson 1986: 6) whilst 
geomorphhlogical data obtained i11 lamibia also argues for the presc:ice of drier condirions 
at around lhis time (Vogel 1989:364). Southern Africa as a whole appears to h:1vc 
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experienced what ace cffecti\'cly drought C<'ndirions during this period of glohal warming. 
The prevalence of arid con<li11ons in southern Africa is associatcJ with the extreme 
climatic e\ents, referred to as the El Nino, · ·1d these represent perl0ds when the maximum 
reversal of the weather sy~tems take place The catastrophic droughts of 1982/83, for 
instance, were directly related to an extreme El Nino event (Preston-Whyte & Tyson 
1988). Modelling climates in southern Africa Jurilig an El Nino event is difficult and 
present knowledge about the effects of the last and the present events are all too apparent 
in the widespread poor harvests. El Nino events have a cyclicity of about 20 years and 
this may not have changed in the past hut under globally warmer conditions the severity 
of the events would have been more extreme than in the present. Under such conditior1s 
there is an eastward displacement of the 500 mm isohytt. With the weakening of tropical 
circulation after AD 660 the 500 mm isohyet may have been progressively displaced and 
been located in northern Transkei towards the end of the fin,t millennium AD. The 
typical settlement focus of the first millennium farmers in large valleys below 1000 
m.a.s I in Transkci would have been unsuitable for drylanJ agriculture on a large scale. 
The low archaeological visibility in Na1at and Transkei, at the beginning of the second 
millennium AD. contrasts with the; situation north of the Tropic of Capricorn (Fig. 10). 
A numher of areas north of the Soutpam,herg were settled during this period. This 
suggests ~hat areas u1.der the influence of anticyclonic weather systems in southern Africa 
arc out of phase: with !hos,~ u:1{1er the influence c,f tropical or monsoon systems. ft is 
kr: wn tha.: the lh,bceuc anL t:!e ,!dcr period of the early Holocene in south:!m Africa (c 
"'-10 c}OO Bi', (Deacon & Lam ;•\te. 1988) is ou·. of phase with the wetter conditions that 
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prevailed in the Sahel and eastern Africa (Perrott & Perrott 1 'YX)). The effects of climatic 
changes should be consi<lered in addition to trade i11 explaining why the fonnation of states 
took place in northern Transvaal an<l Zimhahwe at a time when Tran,kei was sparsely 
populated hy fam1ing communities. 
There is C\ l<lcnce in the occurrence of sites with Black hum wares Iha: some communities 
survived in Transkei in the firs: half of the second millennium AD as at Mpame dated 
around AD 1410 (Croni11 1982). In the following century Portuguese seafarers desuihcd 
Nguni fam1ers of the Transkei coast (Shaw & Van Warmelo 1972; Derricourt 1974). From 
this time (AD 1500-1 ki'O) there was a very marked expansion of fam1ing settlement (Fig. 
l 0) (Derricourt 1977; Feely 1987). 
Dendrochronological s1udies, especially the tree ring series descrihed hy Hall (1976) for 
Karkloof in Natal, provide data for climatic change which arc hroadly contemporaneous 
with this sc~ond expansion of farming settlement. These results can he extrapolated tn the 
Transkci region. The Karkloof study inJicated that between the fourteenth and the mid 
fifteenth centuries, slightly ea1 lier than the so-called ' Little Ice Age" in Europe ( J'yson 
I 986), conditions were locally cooler than the present. Unfor .mately no site.s of thi:; 
period 1-ia"c been located or investigated for pala<.'~.cnvironrnental evid::nce in Transkei 
region but the co<,le, conditions were prohahly accompanied hy a higher summer rainfall 
(iiide Taljaard 1988) and a more westward position of t;1e 500 mm isohyet. The apparent 
impmvemcnt of climatic conditions may have hcen a factor in facilitating the spread of 
maize cultivation. 
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TI1is change in main crop cultivation allowed settlement of sites othe; 1han valley bottom 
alluvial soils (Huffman 1986). Oral history suggests that sor.,e high altituc.!c grassland 
areas in Transkci may have been settled as c-arly as rhc seventeenth nentury (Soga 1905; 
Ndima 1988) and prior to the int,oJt•ctien of ·naizc. The , idcnce needs to be 
corroborated in archacolog1cal oh5erv2tions. The l".arkloof tree spcdm~n indicated that the 
eighteenth and ninctcer.th centuries wer.-: mark·.:d by alternatively wet and Uf) periods. 
111is pattern of fluctuations in whkh a 18 ye Jr peak is evident is still <lisccmible in the 
mo<.lcrn climate records from the northern ~hnskei ~Tyson 1986). 
THE JMPACI' OF FARMERS ON THE ENVIRONMENT 
Although the forcing effects cf climate changes had a profound effect on the dcmog:aphy 
of cariy settlement, ecological changes was c.1uscd by huma'l acti, itics in Trn:1~kei 
cn\'ironmenl. Prior to fanning ~cttlemcn. tnc main human impact would have been the 
sea:,011al burning of the grass\'eld by San hunter-gatherers and Khoi pastoralists (Feely 
1987). The effects of Khoi stock-keeping on the cc-. Jgy uf parts of Transkei is difficult 
to evaluate because so littie is kuown of the history of Khoi settlement in the area. 
Without <loubt the grc:1te!>t anthropogenic impact on the Transli.eian environment was 
initiated with the arri':al of early fanning por,ulations in t!1e sixth century AD (Robey 8·. 
Feely 1~87), or car!icr. 1 he primary pa\aeocuvironmental infom1c1tion was ohtamcd at 
Ntsitsaa:i (c. AD M10-77(l) along the middle reaches of the Mzimvubu Ri\'er, and the 
results can be extrapolated to the larger Transkci area. rinesc fam1crs were likely to have 
pursued a slash and bum cul ti, ation on the fertile soils of the alluvial terraces of the \'alley 
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bottom (vEde Hall 1981) Fields would on!.,. rcmam pmduc1ive for a few years and 
thereafter new f:dJs would have hcen clcareu. The flanks of the valleys and inter flu~cs 
woulJ have hecJ1 use<.! for the grazing oi livestock. 
In the fauna( remains for Ilic earliest period oi 11ccupation at Ntsitsana (c. At, (ihO) only 
sheep ht.\'C been po-.itivciy identified and the presence of sheep p1ovidcs ,!,·idencc tor the 
existence ,>f a vegetation type transitio11al between pure grassvcld mid thicket such ;,s 
Southern Tall Grassvcld. Diseases (Jac,1h:-on 1970} an:J grm,s height ( Branshy !')HO) 
confine modern sheep farming to this \'cld type in Trnm,kei. Grunow ( 1980) has indicated 
rhat shc<..p show a dccidcu preference for humt meas. In Vall::y 811shveld, however, fires 
arc infrequent :is d1erc is usually insufficient grass understorcy to j)fO\'ide fuel (Teague i;_t 
ill, 1981; T,ollor-c 198:.!). The presence of sheep thus argues for the occurrence of 
Southern T .. il Grassvcld type on the higher lying valley ,1r•.:as and possibly cxt~mling onto 
th1: interfluves of the valley. Ph} tnhchs iJcntilJcd in burnt dung deposits shows th,:, the 
early sheep grazed on c-i grnsscs as <iccur in present day S.1uthem Tall Grass\'cld. Thus 
although the are,1 of prim'!ry scttlcmcnt was along the river the impact on the environment 
would have include<l the grasslands ,,f rhc ••pper valley margins anJ possihh the 
intcrfluvc~. 
Al Ntsitsana pottery ot the Msuluzi and Ndolll~nndwane pha!:>cs llCCurs i,1 th.~ pits and in 
the stnck kra,1I arc-JS (Fig. ~). 'l11is implil.:s occ11pation of the sil~ o\'cr ..i hum.Ired ye:.ir 
period from AD <1<10-770 Occupation of Ntsi1sana for a cc11tmy or 11101c, even if ric1t 
contim.ous, would have hcd a majc. ,n,•,«cr on the locol woody \'egctation The dc;iri11g 
of woodlai1d on the alluvial soils of the valley ho110,,; lo build huts, kraals, to create ficlrls, 
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an<l the collection of firewood, would have been the initial impact on the vegetation. 
The low frc~ucncy of forest species identified in th.! clrnrco,11 generated hy these fanncrs 
suggests thJI they had little impact on the :-clict forest patches, The laigcsi range of taxa 
identified arc species found in present day Valley Bushvclcl. Dense Valley nush\'cld 
vegetation w:u; probably repl.iced by a more open vrgctat1on mosaic after a hundred years 
of continuous fam1ing (c. AD 770). Inc appearance of catllr close to AD 770 .illll the 
concurrent decrease in the ahunllancc of woody species suggests thnt the swcctvcld 
understorey hecamc more cxten~ivc in the cleared nreas of the Vnllcy Bushvcld. The grass 
UrocMoa panicoides, a widespread weed and pioneer of d1sturlied area (Chippemlal & 
Cook 1976) am! identified in the seed remains at Ntsitsana, C-On he taken as a lkfinite 
in<lic:1tion of environmental degradation dunng this hundred year period. It may hm·c 
become established on grollnd d~ared for cultiv.1tion. As seeds of this grass were fo11ml 
in pits it may have hcen relnrivcly abundant around the area of the greatest environmcnt.11 
impact which would have been the <;ettlcment. 
l're~ent evidence suggest.,; tlwt fanning of the nuddic reaches of the Mzim\'Ubu Valley 
ceased for almost a thou and year.; .-ifter AD 770 111c .. rc.t was rcoccupieu approximately 
AD 1800 hy Nguni groups. The vegetation had ample time to recover 111 the i111crvcni11g 
period It is fro111 the neai pri~·tinc conditions of ~nmc two hundred year). ago that the 
impact on the environmem of continuous occupation hy farmers must he judged. 
TI1e occurrentc of limited ,1rcas of kraal dung togethn with historical accn,1.11s (Scully 
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hen.ling at the time of reoccupation (c . AD 1800). fhis may imply that mixe•J grnsslam.ls 
still occuncd ou the interOuves. Charcoal analysis suggests tlwt the \'a!!ey was well 
wooded as the species uiversity in the relevant samples is high. 
The continuous occupation of the same areas for more than a hundrcu years couplcJ with 
ttil! increase in the population of Transkei in 111n<lern times has led to n,arked 
eff:ironmental dclerio1atio11 (McKenzie 1984b). Since the l 800's the charcoal samples 
recoIC..l a sharp tlecreasc in species diversity. After 1950 the inhabitants of the valley 
col'ected green wooc.i to offset the increasing short.1ge of dry firewood . ~ubtropical 
p:oneer.s like .fracia lwrroo have increased in at1u11dance 011 the intcrtluves as well ,IS the 
cleared areas of allu\'1t1I soils in the v,.l!lcy hl>tlom (Granger pers. comm.) am.I ;n the valley 
they COlllpete with less hau.ly taxa of the climax \·egctation. l11e picSellt-<lay abunc.Jance 
of A, acio spp. may be directly linked to a recent increase in the numbe1s of goals over 
cattle (I lawkins & Associates 1980). Over grazing by cattle am.I f,hccp has led to the 
removal of topsoil anti extensive sheet anti gully erosion has bcL nitiatcJ wh~rr :he 
vegetation cnvcr has been impaired. The duplex soils underlying Southern Tai! Gns•; , ch.: 
on the inlerfluvcs arc crotlahlc and where erosion caused by overgrazing anu misuse of fire 
has taken plJce, wooJy components such as Ac,:cia l..arrou, ha\·e become established 
(McY..cnzil" 198-la). /\s a consequence the rcc.luccJ giass cover has lc<.J to a <.Jcclinc in the 
carrying capacity for large stock (Bcmhritlgc 1984). The picture that emerge.~ is one c.,f 
pmgrcssi\'e U\ ercxploitalion and overgrazing. A dcgraJcJ .. nJ crotlcc.1 land scape with 
considerably rcJucetl potential to support farming communities, has been prnduced over 
several centuries. 111c accclcralion of this change should be viev.ed with concern. 
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, OCIAL INFERENCES CONCERNING EARLY FARMING SIITfLEMENT 
'Inis study was conducted within an ecological research project and the aim was therefor..: 
not to write a detailed account of early farming. Howe\'er, the study has provided sorr.e 
new arclrneological information on the social communities invoh·ed in farming in Trnnskci. 
Until the I 960's sd1ola1s had ro rely on oral traditions and erhn, rs:ories - Soga's (1 <JJO) 
" T.hum1!.h.~1:i!mLllm11.u·• wa~ the chief source. This hook is a scholar)' hut now 
somewhat dated account of the his!ory of the southern Nguni in Transkei. Within the 
southern Nguni five tribal clusters have been identified. These arc the Xho5a, Thcmhu, 
Mpondo, Mpondo misc, and Domvana (Dcrrirourt 1974). Each of these clusters had its 
own history, customs and a stro:1g scn~c of identity anct they were divided into a number 
of independent chiefdoms (Hammond-Tooke l 975:9). In his discussion of the o:igins of 
the different southern Nguni groups Soga relied on MJ)\mdomise informants. Their oral 
1md11 ons a sociare the Oedcsi Stream in the up11er reaches of the Mzimvubu River near 
the foothills of the Drakensberg, with the origrnal heartland of not only the Mpondomisc 
but also the Xhosa and 111embu. 'll1us far, archaeological sur\'C)S have failed to find 
eviJ-:'lce of any settlement of this area, other than c'1at of hunter-gatherers, pr;or to the 
nineteenth century (Drrricourt 1977; Feely J <J87). The southern v.u1guard of the southern 
Nguni were the first African far1ners to come ir.to sustained con1acr with the expandi11g 
white fronri - in southern Afric:1. 
llowevcr, the carlic!.at i.ubst.-.r1tial evidence for the presence of Afric.:an tam,crs i11 Transkci 
and environs has not COfllc from historir~1I r,;co l,S :•,ui ;wm isolatcu archaeological 
observations. Apart from 1he C\ it!cncc provided by Ntsitsnna, inveMigatcd in this study, 
12t 
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radiocmbon dat~.s ranging from the scv~nth to the ninth centuries have olso been obtained 
at Mpame and Lujojozi (Tahlc 30). The archaeologiral reconnaissance of the major river 
hasins of Transkci carried out hy Feely (1987) has provided evidenr.c for an additional ::!O 
early fr.m1 ing sites of this period. 'l he pollery ~amp1.,;:-, \lf all thesr sites he long to the 
so-called Lydcnhurg 'f'rr,Jition (Hall I 987a), Lydcnhurg Cluster ( i~vers I 989) or the 
Kalunda Tradition (Huffman 198%) 1:ms typologically connecting i: tu, :mtcmporary sites 
as far afield as 7..aire (ihid). 
In Transkci it appears that settlements o" this early age have their highc~t llem,ity 'J!c::ig 
the middle reaches of the Mzimvuh11 i .. ver Valley. There appear to he fewer in the 
soutl,-west (Feely 1987:68) but the distrihi .:· in 111ay prove patchy rather than continuous. 
The concentration of similarly aged sc:tlcment along 
a viable Ct>mmunity that can be stm!ietJ a•' .. n ·nt1ty. 
ou shows that there was 
The rcmai.-is of livestock krnals, oh!'..cn ed on three sites, indicate the approximate positions 
of the court areas in lhe!">c se1tleme,11s. Clay figurines obtained :it some sites may point 
to organi ~d initiation schools. ln!eractions in I nth the economic aml political . phcres is 
indicated because while there is lillle iron slag at Ntsitsana it is ahundant on a ncarhy site 
indicating some spcciali. .. tion in function (Appcncl1 2). Such observations may point to 
a relatively "advanced" political system, such as a c!,iefdom (vidc Evers & Hammond-
Tooke 1 lJ86}. 
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Table 30. Radiocarhon datrs from the Tran:ikci and Cbkci which relate 10 prehistoric 
fam1ing and/or he fl.ling 
--------- ------------- -- ------- ---- -
Site Radiocarbon ~•te -------------------Reference -------------- -------------- ---------- ------------------------
Chdlumd mC>uth 
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111c extensive caulc tlung tlcposits al Nlsitsana cncoura~c speculation that this site may have been 
the abode of a chief (Huffman pcrs. comm.). 
The exposed features on two sites, Ntsitsana and Ncahela, show that the nrgamsn!il n of pace at 
these settlements is similar and differ~ fwm the southern Ngur,i pattern of later times. Rather than 
hei, g centrally situated the kraal area is located directly adjacent to the Mzimvubu River on the edge 
of the set tlcmcnt (Figs 2 & 11 ). Clusters ,>f filled-in grain pits arc situated at a distance from and 
arc not directly related to the stock byre. The location of pits outside the kraal area contrasts with 
the traditional Nguni pattern where grain pits are situated withm the li\'cstock enclosure (Shaw & 
Van Warmclo 1974). 
111c exclusion of wi\.·cs from the cattle !.1yrc and Olher areas associated v-.ith the "male domain" is a 
feature of modem Nguni society. Nguni women have restricted access to grain pits locat cd in the 
cattle hyrcs (Raum ! 973; Davison 1988) and this allows male control over female production. 111c 
Nguni wife is treated as a rank outsider of the group (vicle Preston-Whyte 1974) because of the mies 
of exogamy followed. In contrni.t, pit loc.ition in the first millennium AD sug_:-r t rha! the same 
degree of maie control was not exercised mer the food store. TJ,c explanation may he linked to 
kinship and wives may have hecn of the same group rather than outsiders. That pi! lnc:llions at these 
earl} fanning sites mr1y he u cd to draw inferences on marriage rules is one of the more interesting 
insights to follow from this investigation. TLc sctllcmcnt organisation recorded at tl;csc Mzim\ uhu 
sites needs confim1.1tion in other areas. More extensive cxcarntions within the livestock enclosures 
than carried out in this study arc also rcqtJired. The prediction is that nn grain pits will l>e found in 
the byres if the interpretation oftcrcu is valid. It would seem that the pits were not ussociatcd with 
individual households hut rcprcsenll.d a communally owned food store. 
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FIG. 11 PLAN OF NCABELA SHOWING EXPOSED SE"n'LEMENT FEATIJRl:S 
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It has been noted that most of these first millennium farming sites, in southern Africa, arc 
situated in \'alley bottom areas in as<;ociation with woody vegetation and thi:; must reflect 
their similar economic needs (Hall 1987a). This, together with the sp ... n of similarly 
decorated ceramics, belonging to the period AD 500-900 from Eastern Transvaal to the 
south-west of Transkei, suggests some resistance to social and economic change. lo fact 
conscn·atism may have been the single most important factor for the northern retreat of 
the fanning frontier along with the limits of ;,Jequatc summer rainfall toward~ the end of 
the first millennium AD. The areas to the west of the 500 mm isohyet would have 
received too little summer rainfall to make drylan,1 agriculture a viable proposition. The 
early farmers would have been left with the choice to migrate eastwards and mair:,c1in their 
original economy or to remain in Transkei where they had to abandon dryland agriculture. 
Supporting evidence that the former idea was favoured has independently been provi<led 
by ceramic analyses to the north of T:-anskci. l11cse suggest some continuity in ceramic 
typology between those of the Lydenburg Cluster of sites, thus induding fam1ing 
sc:ttlcment in the Tra.1skci, and the early second millennium sites of K2 and Leopards 
Kopje in the northern l rans\·aal (Huffman 1978). The northward migration of early 
fam1rrs on such a scale may never have happened hat.I they adopted and adapted to the 
economy oi the Khois;an people!-: wirh whom they were in contact on their western borders. 
The Khoisan were nomauic, and 1hcir hunting and gathering or pastoralist cconom} 
1:zcessitated their moving over large t:-acts of country. The early farmers. in contrast, were 
settled people, and in addition to herdirn! of livestock they also cultivated fields. Thur 
when prolonged aridity caused the fam1crs to leave their settlements these ab,mduned areas 
were probahly resettled by 1i1>! Khoisan. 
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TI1c somhern Nguni were probably 11111rc compaliblc wilh Khoi pastoralists iJl their social 
and politic.al organisation than the first millennium Canners. Ahlioug)1 the southern Nguni 
and Khoi differed from each other in many rc~pccls they were similarly organised in terms 
of family, lineage, clanship and loose independent chiefdoms (Harinck 1978). Intensive 
contact ancJ intera<.:tion between the southern Ngun• and the Khoi was facilitalc-0 11y the 
fissiparous tendency in southern Nguni social s1ruc1ure (Hammond-Tooke 1965;. Both 
groups placed a high value on lhe herding of lives1ock which was expressed in an 
elahoratc caulc cult associated wilh 1hc veneration of ancestors and in rarer instances with 
the supreme hcing (Hodgson 1982). l11is emphasis on pastoralism allowed som.! southern 
Nguni groups to settle in areas previously only occupied by the Khoisan (Peirc~ 1981; 
Kallaway 1982). 111csc areas were less suitable for the cultivalion of crops. SorPe 
southern Nguni groups like the Xhosa, who lived on the fa1ming frontier were probably 
undergoing a transition from a mixed fanning to a pastoralist economy and this may 
explain how they were able tu settle dfcas wilh a low incidence of summer rainfall. 
These frontier arc.!s, south-west of Transkei, have not been invesligatcd on any large 
scale. Such invc.;tigathn is merited. lt would not only further our understanding of some 
of the lopi~>s considered in this lhesi'; but would provide archaeological information to 
compliment the ltugc lx•dy Gf historical information to compliment the large body of 
hislorical, linguistic, and genelic data (Harinck 1978; Russ 1980; Peires 1981; Nurse Cl 
iU i.985) on Khoi-Nguni interaction. This study has not been able to furnish informalion 
o contact between the Khoi, Sa11 and first millennium fanncrs ancJ that too remains an 
unwritten chapter in the hislmy of south-easrem Africa. 
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SUMMARY 
Transkei was a frontier of early fanning settlement. TI1e earlkr phase of sctLlcment, 
restric!ed to valley bottom locations, took place um.lcr climatic conditions similar to tbc 
present. The area and density of settlement seems to h:ive been much reduced in the 
succeeding 1000 years apparently due t; unfavourable environmental conditions for crop 
raising. Correspondence with a global warm period is suggcstr I. ·n1e climatic constraint 
on agriculture was rc<luccd with an amelioration of dim •1tis together with the 
introduction of maize cor1tributed to the large in crease m scttleme11ts in the sr.ciJnd 
milknnium. Significant vegetation changes liave occurred as a result of settlement notably 
in the last few hundred years. The trend has been for the areas of Valley Bushveld thicket 
to become less dense with the establishment of areas of secondary swectvcld. lt w:1s tlu~se 
areas that were occupied and farmec.l particularly hy stock raising. The continuous 
occupation of the Mzimvubu Valley since about AO 1800 has caused progressive 
degradation of the environment. This study shows that the rate of environmental degrada-
lion bas increased great!) in recent times and solutions to current problems will need to 
be found . The study h:1s provided some insights into the organisation of setllemcnts of the 
earliest fanncrs of Transkei and how that differed from later setllements. 'The t!iffrrcnces 
arc not confined to ceramic styles which are well known but arc app.1rent in the formal 
lay-out of the homestead thus reflecting diffe1em rnarria~I' rules. TI1e socio-economic 
compatibility of the later Nguni settlers with their Khoi neighbours is a further point of 
interest an<l may have been important in the expansion of the fam1ing frontier to its 
western limits since the nineteenth century. 
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10 C 0 LUSION 
Fnvironrncntal change during 11,e la-,: two thousanJ years has been causeu hy global scale 
climatic fluctuations (Lamb 1982). L:1rgc parts of Transkei b-:came sparsely inhabiteu if 
not totally Jepopulatct.l h) precolonial fam1crs after an initial expansion of settlement 
arounu AD 600. The Jepopulat::m of Transkei at the beginning of the second millennium, 
can be cor1elatcd with warmer conJitions and a reduced incidence of summer rainfall. 
Comersely the retum of more reliable summer rainfall figures aftc.r AD 1400 allowed a 
second expansion of farming settlement into area. hitherto unoccupicu. 
Early fam,ing activities were certainly also responr.ible for ecological change as can be 
seen by the progressive environment 11 degradation noted :n Transkei over a 1 400 year 
period. That the impact of famiers on the Transkcian landsca;,e was nol as dramatic as 
:.uggesteu by Acocks ( 1953), and oiher plant scientists, is e,·ident in the .a~t that the 
mooern vegctftion mo aic remained relat:vely unchanged. Nevertheless, clearance of the 
woody vegetation by sedentary fanners together with the pressure exerted on plant 
communities by their lh cstock, particularly in the last twu cen1urics, has altered the 
<listrihu1ion anc.1 the composition of the , cgr.tation communitic:-. Such environmental 
change is indicated by the changes in frrqucncics of woody taxa in the archaeologic'al 
amplcs, changes in species diversity, and the appc,ram:e of invasi\'e taxa. 'I11is stuuy 
make some contribution to the high resolution palaeoen\'ironmental evidence for the last 





This study also prnvidcs useful information on the prcrolonial history of early farming 
settlement in Transkci. Since thl! inception of serious academic research into Transkci 
picas have been mauc, hy both anthropologists anc.l historians (Wilson l 974; 
Hammonu-Tookc 1%9; Pcircs 1981), for information on African farmers in precolonial 
times. ~uch information, lla<-cc.l on archaeological surveys and limited c:vcm·ation, has 
accumulated slowly. There is good evidence, from ccramic.c. and settlement location 
studies to show that first millennium farming settlement in Transkci was an extension of 
that in Natal. Nevertheless there arc local variations in ceramic style and the organisation 
of space on settlements that need to be researched. The archal!ology of the farming 
communities of the last two thousand years is poorly researched and could he the focus 
of a large scale inv.:stigation. The fam1ing history did not hl!gin in Transkci with the 
observation of th< ..,ortugucsc seafarers but a:most 1000 years earlier. Knowledge of this 
history needs to be taken up in our history hooks because the impression that occupation 
of Transkei by African fam1ers was a relatively recent phenomena is still entrenched. 
Much more arc!rncological research into all a<;pccts of the history of Transkei, like the 
early fam1ers and their ecology, anti the contrasts between farmers, herders and 
hunter-gatherers, is needed to come to an unc.lcrstanuing how historical facto,s contributed 
to the shaping of the modern African societies of the region. 
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Seriation is an established approach in archaeology and is used to order sets of artefacts 
in a temporal sequence. lt oses the principle that styles in the manufacture and decoration 
{'f artefacts change in popularity over time. A spatial dimension is involved as well 
hecause styles do not have universal distributions. In this study a typological analysis of 
the ceramics was undertaken to establish the sequence of distinctive styles represented in 
the assemblages collected from Transkei and for correlation with the hctter dated and well 
documented sequence of early farming settlement from Natal. The three radiocarbo11 <fates 
from the Ntsitsana .;rea have served as a check on correlations 
made. 
THE NTSITSANA/MSUI.UZI CERAMIC PHASE 
Ceramics excavated from Pits 1 and 7 at Ntsitsana, and surface collections made from two 
eroded and completely exposed pits (8 and ?) bclor1ged to this phase. Thie; material 
resembles the Natal Msuluzi Confluence assemblage (Maggs 1980c) in l)'pology and is of 
the same age. The Trnnskei sampk shows stylistic difference.'> tna: mcri: '1: d•;signation 
- the Ntsitsana/Msuluzi phase. The description of the pottery follow~ t!,e 1stem u~ed in 
Natal (Maggs 1980a, 1980h, 1984a; Maggs & Michael 1976; M .. ggs & Wt1:d 1984). As 
at the Msuluzi Confluence site (Maggs 1980c), there is a high degree of internal 
typological consistency. This is the case here too even though some of the •1essri,;: 
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included in this description are from surface features. 
There were 52 vessels that were sufficiently complete for inclusion in this analysis. 
Although the sample may not cover the full range of attribute combinations, it is adequate 
to describe the main characteristics of shape and decoratton of the vcs"iels (Table 31). 
Tahk 3J. '.:uar,.cteristic~ ')f the Ntsitsana/Msuluzi pots 







Pot with c•..1r11ed everted neck (Fig. 13) 
Lip profile, ,-ounded <Fig. 12a> 
L.ip profile, flattened <F.ig. 12b) 
Neck-body junction (Fig. 13) 
L .ip profile, tapered (F :.g. 12c) 
E><ternal l.:.p emphasis (F.ig. 12f) 
Position of decorat.1on 
Bbl Whole nee k ( F ig. 13) 
9b) Upper nee k iF.i1;i . 16) 
32b) Lower neck (Fig. 14 l 
1 Oc > Body-neck junction 




















Band of obliq11e hatching (F.ig. 22a) 
Band of horizontal and obl1que or vertical cross-
hatching <Fig. 22b) 
Two or more bands of oblique hatching 
Ba~d of opposed hatching without intervening grLO ✓eb (fig . 
13L ) 
Ba~d of opposed hatching wit~ intervening grooves 
of horizontal and oblique or ve1-itr.:al cross-
1,-,'.:ching <F.1g. 22b> 
C,.,d effect <F.19. 20a) 
80••~1 of ev~n cross-hatching <Fig. 25b) 
Bcc>T•d c,J 11roeven cross-hatching (Fig. 25c) 
Obl ,q, 1 -. [1•1adri laterals-hatched (Maggs 1980c) 
Sh0rt 1_ !lnnta l row or rows of impressions (Fig. 24d) 
Band o1 i, ,terlock1r,g triangles 
'") hatc hed (Fig. 24a) 
L lterna ~Q'v hatched (Fig. 24b) 
Band of intc-rl i..,.l< ing pa,- llelograms/hatched CF.ig. 24e> 
Per.dan. tr iangle!:. :Fig. C::4c) 
11isc'c'l laneous Jecor •• ::.ion (Maggs 1980c) 
l n terr up t I on by ver, u·,1 l grooves CF .ig. 21 a> 
Interruption by obliqu~ ~rooves <Fig . 21b) 
Horizontal grooves on either side of band <Fig. 21c) 














Bands of vert1cdl grooves c~ig. 21e) 
Band of horizontal grc~ves where some of the ridges 
(between the grooves) approximate triangular forms along 
the horizontal plane (greater than 120") <Fig . 2lf) 
Even cross-hatching with emphasis on oblique hatching 
in one direction (Fig. 25b) 
Band of obliq11ely hatched parallelograms 
Band of seemingly crude or incomplete ~arallelograms 
Band of several horiznntal grooves where one ridge 
<top/bottom) contains a continuous triangular pattern (Fig. 
22c) 
Band of several horizontal grooves where the grooves 
approximately 10-15 mm apart 
Single horizontal groove <Maggs does not include 
this attribute as decoration, but it 1s used here 1n 
order to d1st1nguish between intervening grooves and 
the grooves which are found on either side of a 
decorated band) 




Tabf... 32. Ntsitsana/Msulu:i pots, matrix of attributes. The column and 10w numbers refer 
to the list r,f characteristics. The number at the end of each row is the total for each 
characteristic 
2a :,• :Sb & .. Bt, '' 'b 12b 11a J6b 171.1 2h l2• i>llf, l5a P6• i1• 2810 .iJ • 31't. 
le J , ~4 l• • I J l I :J I I 7 I 16 t t I I 
2 1 ~C 1, 1 l l IO I 1 4 2 14 "' I 
I I I 2 
2 2 ? I I I 
8 2 8 
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Like the Msuluzi type pottery from Natal there is little variation in pot shape (Table 32), 
all vessels fall in the category of "curved everted necks". lnc point of inflection betweei1 
neck and holly is not defined by a significant change in angle but it often coincides with 
the bottom of the banded neck decoration. Bodies are spherical to suhspherical in shape. 
Lip profiles arc characterised by a high percentage (72%) of flattened lips, while few of 
the lips arc rounded (12.5% ). Some profiles have both flattened and rounded areas, an 
attribute observed in the Mpondo and Bakwen<'. pots still made in the Transkei. 
Ethnography suggests that a distinction between flattened and rounded lips may not be 
particularly meaningful in this context. A small percentage of lips are tapered (6% ), an 
at tribute not listed for the Natal Msuluzi ceramics. The Nt:.itsana/Msuluzi lip profiles 
also differ in that rounded profiles arc not more common than the flattened lips. Rare 
examples containing a groove or row of notches on the lip have been recorded in Natal 
(Maggs l980c), but these have not been recorded in the Ntsu..,ana/Msuluzi assemblage. 
Most of the Ntsitsana/Msuluzi pots are decorated but five (11 %) of the 45 an: plain. 
Decoration consists of one or more horizontal hands occupying the whole neck (71 %) (Fig. 
13) the upper neck (10%) (Fig. I 6) or in rare examples the lower neck (I 9%) (Fig. 14). 
Decoration is hy relatively bold V or U shaped grooving in the 'orm of horizontal lines, 
oblique hatching, cross-hatching and short horizontal row or rows of uneven 
cro~s-hatching. Most ves!,e)s have one or two bands (Figs 13, 14 & 16). Some have three 
bandc:: but none have more, in contrast to the Natal Msuluzi sample (Maggs 1980c). The 
sample is too small to give a clear indication of preferred combinations of motifs. As in 
the case of the Natal Msuluzi pots, body decoration takes the form of pendant triangles 
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from the hotly/neck junction (Fig. 13). This is the only form of body decoration rc-con.lcd 
from Ntsitsana although the Natal sa111 ple contains a larger range of body decoration 
motifs. With the exception of uneven cross hatching, the most common hand motifs differ 
in the two areas. Hnwever, the same general range of motifs appear in both assemblages 
but in different proportions. In addition there arc a numhcr of motifs that arc unique to 
each assemblage. These arc; Natal-Msuluzi motifs no. 19, 20, 40, 29 (Maggs 1980c: 123), 
and Ntsitsana/Msuluzi motifs no 39S, 47S, 48S, 49S, 50S, 53S, 54S, 55S, 59S & 61 S. 
Bowls arc described separately from pots as they have few attributes in common. Only 
six bowls are sufficien•ly complete for analysis. Bowls arc less common than pots. In 
contrast to the Natal assemblage none of Transkci howls arc decorated, and only two 
simpl • shapes occur (Table 33). 
Tahlc 33. Characteristics of the Ntsitsana/Msuluzi bowls 
----------------------------------------------------------------Shape 
7a Incur ved bowl ( vide Lawton 1967> 
44S Dee~ straight sided bowl with rather thick walls, slightly 
inward slopir.g <Fig. l'.1) 
Sa Lip rr-011 le rounded <F : g. 12a > 
9a Lip prof11e flattened ( ~ ig. 12b> 


































FIG. 13 TYPICAL MSULUZJ/NTSlTSAJ-.JA POT, FROM PIT 1 
-•:- --. 




FIG. 15 NTSITSANNNDONDONDWANE POT, SHERDS BELONGiNG TO THIS 
VESSEL WERE EXCAVATED FROM BOIB PITS 3 AND 6 
-- -·--- -------
FIG. 16 POT ~ '{CAVATED fROi.f PIT 8 (NTSITSANNMSULLJZI) 
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FIG. 17 HEMISPHERICAL BOWL WITH LUGS FROM PIT 6 (NTSITSANN 
NDONDONDWANE) 
~, - - - R_J 
~m. 18 SUBCARINATED BOWL, FROM PIT 3 (NTSITSANNNDONDONDWANE) 
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FIG. 19 DEEP STRAIGHT S1!:'ED BOWI ~ROM PIT 3 
(NTSITSANAJNDONDONDW ANE) 
a 
-=- - - -___] 
b 
FIG. 20 SMALL VESSELS, PROBABLY TOY POTS FROM PIT 2 
(NTSITSANNNDONDONDWANE) 
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FlG. 21 DECORATIO, ON VESSEL<; 
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FIG. 26 FIGURINE RETRIEVED FROM PIT 1 (NTSlTSANA/MSULUZI) 
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0 3 4 !5 Clll 
FIG. 27 FIGURINE RETRIEVED FROM PIT 2 (NTSITSANNMSULUZI) 
i;~·ii'o-::·; -. 
. ~. "' 
. ~{) -
, 
o z 3 + e cm 
FIG. 28 FIGURINE SAMPLED FROM THE SURFACE AT NTSITSANA 
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Table 34. Ntsitsana/Msuluzi bowls, matrix of attributes. The column and row numbers 
refer to the list of characteristics. The number at the end of each row is the total for each 
characteristic 
7a Sa 9a 13a 44s 
7a 1 3 5 
Ba 1 2 
44s 1 
"3 ls 1 2 
The group includes incurved oowls (four) and deep straight ~ided bowls (two) with rather 
thick walls. Four lip profil\!s arc flattened and two are rounded (Table 34). BNh bowl 
types occur in association with Ntsh~kane type ceramics (9th century AD) in Natal (Maggs 
& Michael 1976). None of the typical Natal Msuluzi bowl types arc present in the 
Ntsitsana/Msuluzi type assemblage. 
No burnishing occurs on the Ntsitsana/Msuluzi pots or bowls though burnishing occurs on 
bowls of the Natal/Msuluzi assemblage. The larger proportion of the vessels have a well 
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smoothed even but matte outer surface. As in the Natal/Msuluzi sample the inner surf ace 
is often noticeably rougher as if the pots had been scoured frequently du1ing use (vide 
Maggs 1980c). Some vessels have been blackened from use on a fire. 
THE NTSITSANA/NDONDONDW A.'IJE CERAMIC PHASE 
foar of the excavated pits (:!, 3, 5, & 6) contained pottery belonging to this phase. It is 
related to th~ Natal Ndondondwane assemblagt" (Maggs 1984a, Maggs & Ward 1984), both 
in time and typology. A total of 160 pots and 15 bowls were sufficiently complete for 
study. The attributes are given in Tables 35 & 36. It must be noted that there is some 
overlap in the attributes of the Ntsitsana/Msuluzi and Ntsitsana/Ndondondwane ceramic:;. 
Only one ceramic phase has heen illustrated, in such cases, as an example. 













Pot with cur ved e verted neck <Fig. 13) 
Pot with upr ight nec k <Fig. 15) 
Lip profile rounded (Fig. 12a) 
Lip profile flattened (Fig. 12b) 
Neck - body Junction (Maggs & Michael 1976> 
Lip prof i le tapered <Fig. 12d) 
Internal lip emphasis <Maggs & Mi chael 197 6) 
External lip emphasis <Fig. 12f) 
Notches on l i p <Fig . 12e ) 
Deep triangular notches on lip <variation of motif 12e> 
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Position of decoration 
1 ) 
I 
1 1 •• I 
32b) 
Whole neck decorated <Fig. 13> 
Body-nee k junction <Fig. 1 ~ > 
Just helow body/neck junction 



























Band of oblique hatching <Fig. 23a) 
Two or more bands of oblique hatching 
Band of horizontal and oblique or vertical crosshatching 
<Fig. 23b> 
Band of opposed hatching with intervening grooves <Fig. 
23d > 
Band of opposed hatching with intervening grooves <23c) 
Band of hatching not opposed <Fig. 23e) 
Cord effect <Fig . 20> 
Band of even cross-hatching (Fig. 22a) 
Horizontal quadrilaterals-hatched 
Band or bands of uneven cross-hatcning CF1g . 25a) 
Band of sev~1 al horizontal grooves 
Miscellaneous decoration (Maggs 1980c) 
Applied decoration (Fig . 25e> 
Interruption by oblique grooves <Fig . 21b) 
Horizontal grooves on either side of band <Fig . 21c> 
Band<s> of even cross-hatching w1th intervening 
gr cove Cs > < F 1.g . 25a > 
Bosses <Fig. 20a) 
Band<s> of vertical grooves <Fig. 2le> 
Even cross-hatching with emphasis on oblique hatching in 
one direction <Fig . 21b) 
Band of several horizontal grooves where the grooves are 
appro><. 10-15 mm apart <21d) 
Deep triangular notches on lip (variation of 12e>. 
Combination of even and uneven cross-hatching so as to form 
a pattern <Fig. 25c) 
Single horizontal groove 
Band of combined opposed and cross-hatching forming a 
vertically arranged zig-zag pattern (Fig. 25d> 
Horizontal (not always completely parallel> rows of 
impressions forming a band <Fig . 25e> 
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Table 36. Ntsitsana/Ndondondwane pots, matrix of attribu• s . The column and row 
numbers refer to the list of cho~.!Cleristics. The number at the end of each row i~ the total 
fm each characteristic 
l•h 3• '• "it, I• lb '• IOc I lb tl• ll• l~b 16b I '1b ll • ll• Z:J• 14• i5• l5c ii•• 21• JI c l1b :J'• J11 40\ 421 ,,8, ,,, 601 6•t 
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There is little variatio!l in pot shapes (Table 35). 'The larger percentage (96%) falls in the 
category of "upright ne:ked" vessels while the remainder h,l\'e "curved evertecl necks." 
TI1c Natal Ndondonclwane sample differs in this regard in that most of the pots arc "curved 
.:verted" but there is a significant number of "upright necks" (Maggs 1984a:80). Most of 
the vessel lip prnfiles arc flattened but some "roumlcd and tapered lip profiles" also occur. 
Fifty five percent of the Ntsitsana/Ndondom.lwane pots are undecorated. No undecorated 
pots are described flc•n the Ndondondwanc assemblage in Natal, bi!: one undecorated pol 
with a fairly up right neck was found al Mhlopeni (Maggs & Ward 1984). The most 
charactc;rislic decorated pots of the Ntsitsana assemblage have one band of decoration on 
the lo\\acr half of the neck ending at the l:ody-neck junction, with a broad undecorated 
band above ·t (Fig. 15). This fca:urc is mucn less common at Msuluzi Confluence and 
other sites in Natai {Maggs 1984a:30). Only 3% of the Ntsitsana/Msuluzi assemblage 
shows this feature and it is found only on pots with "curved cverted" necks. Generally the 
decoration of the Ntsitsana/Ndondondwane pottery is much finer than that on the 
NtsitsanJ/Msuluzi pottery. even though some of the motifs may be shared. Most common 
motifs of the Ntsit:-ana/Ndondondwane assemblage are; a banrl or bands of even cross 
hatching; horizontal grooves on either side of a band; a band of several horizontal 
grooves; a band of oblique hatching and a band of opposed hatching without intervening 
grooves. In this regard the sample is very similar to the Natal material in which the most 
common motifs are hatching and cross-hatching (Maggs 1984a:80). So caUed "cord 
effect" decoration, where the bands stand out in relief, is less significant as an attrihute of 
this phase in Natal. Multiple bands covering most of the neck and typical of Msuluzi 
Confluence and Ntsitsana/Msuluzi-type ceramics ,lo not o :, ,r though such decoration docs 
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occur in the Ndondondwanc sample in Natal. Body decoiation is absent m the 
Ntsitsana/Ndondondwane sample (Fig. 15), and rare at Ndondondwane in Natal. While 
no burnishing occurs on pots from the Ntsitsana/Msuluzi assemblage, it occurs in the 
Ntsitsana/Ndondondwane assemblage on pots as red ochre, black graphite, and uncoloured 
burnish. The bowls are described in Table 37. 












Neck inward sloping (Fig. 20a) 
Incurved bowl (Lawton 1967> 
Lip profile r~unded (Fig. 12a) 
Lip profile flattened (Fig. 12b) 
Lip profile tapered <Fig. 12d > 
Applied decoration - bosses or lugs (Fig. 20a} 
Deep straight sided bowl with rather thick walls, slightly 
inward sloping <Fig. 19) 
Hemispherical bowl (Fig. 17} 
Bowl subcarrinated just below lip, the angle of carrination 
being 12 mm less below the lip (Fig. 18} 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
':"able 38. Ntsitsana/Ndondondwane bowls, matrix of attributes. The column and row 
numbers refer tc; the list vf characteristics. The number at the end of each row is the total 
for each charactt! -istic 
la 5b 7a Ba 9a 42s 














Only 15 bowls were recovered from the pits which again reflects a low r.uio of bowls to 
pots. This group includes incurved bowls (nine). Also present were bowls subcarrinated 
just below the lip (three), hemispherical bowls (two), and one deep straight sided bowl 
with rather thick waJls that are slightly inward!> '.' 1.1curved bowls have both flattened 
and rounded lips. The deep straight sided bowl has a flattened lip, while the 1ips of the 
hemispherical bowls arc tapered, and those of the subcarrinated bowls, are rounded. One 
subc.:miriated and one hemispherical bowl have bosses. With the exception of bosses (Fig. 
20) no decoration or burnish occurs on any of the bowls. Hemispherical bowls were also · 
recorded on the Ndondondwane site in Natal, whilst incurved t-owls, subcarrinated bowls 
of category 63S, and deep straight sided bowls have been recorded only from the 
Ntshekane site in Natal (Maggs & Michael 1976). lncurved bowls and deep straight sided 
bowls occur also in the Ntsitsana/Msuluzi-type assemblage. 
As c:1t Ndondondwane in Natal and Broederstroom in the Transvaal (Mason 1981), there 
are a few txamples of very small vessels (Fig. 20a & b). These have been interprrted in 
functional terms as toy pots (Maggs 1984a:85) but they may have greater cultural 
significance. One of these small pots has an inward sloping neck, an attribute typical of 
ninth century AD Ntshekane vessels in Natal (Maggs & Michael 1976). 
Most of these vessels have been blackened by fire. The inside of a complete pot from Pit 
6, was smeared with red ochre. Some pots were used for collecting or storing ochre ana 
there are pieces of red ochre in the pit fili Thr nearest source of red ochre is at Dumsi 
location about 8 km from Ntsitsana. A number of the pits contained nearly complete pots 
discarded or buried, usually with their bases broken prior to burial . Ntsitsana is the 
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southernmost Early Iron Age occurrence yet recorded of the rractice of ritually breaking 
pots Potsherds belonging to the same vessel u:cre rce<,ver.:d fro.n two separate pits (3 & 
6) suggesting that som~ of the pits were filled contemporaneously. 
DISCUSSION 
-:-· 1e typology of the po11ery from Ntsitsana is easily related to the typology of 
contempora1.cous sites in Natal. There are some local differences and it is possible to 
make the following broad distinctions between the Natal and the Transkei assemblages. 
a) Bowls are more common at the Natal sitrs than at Ntsitsana. 
b) The vessels from Ntsttsana are smaller. They range in diameter from 40-240 mm as 
opposed to 80-400 mm for the Natal samples (Maggs & Michael 1976: Maggs 1980c). 
c) The transition from the tsitsana/Msuluzi to the Ntsitsana/Ndonc.1ondwane phase 
appears to be more abrupt in the Transkei sequence than is the equivalent change in Natal. 
d) The Ntsitsana/Msuluzi and especially the Ntsitsana/N:iondondwane assemblages include 
decorative elements more characteristic of the later Ntshekane ceramic phase in Natal. 
This may be more significant than simply idiosyncratic variability but larger scale research 
would be necessary to invest;gate such patterning in time and space. 
The Natal and Transkei samples are not only typologically similar but they can be related 
to the larger unit, the "Lydenburg Tradition" (Hall 1987b) or "Lydenburg facics" (fa·crs 
1989). This facies has a distribution that includes the eastern and western Transvaal and 
large parts of Natal. Mpame (Cronin 1982) and Lujojozi (Robe> 1985; Robey & Fer.ly 
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1987) are other sites in the southern Transkci known 10 relate to this facies. 
FIGURINES 
A blackened figurine fragment was recovered from Pit 1 in a'" .,ociation with 
Ntsitsana;Msuluzi pottery (Fig. 26). This figurine shows striking similarities tc, clay 
human figurines, made as toys by MponJornise girls (Shaw & Van Warmelo 1988:853). 
Pit 2 yielded a further solid figurine fragment in association with Ntsitsana/NdondJndwane 
pottery (Fig. 27). The figurine is burnished with graphite, and may be the lower portion 
of a human figure . Although the figurines belong :o two dffferent periods, they are of 
approximately the same size, and were broken al the same ends. The upper portions are 
missing,as if the figurine was broken in two, whilst stkk impressions arc found on the 
broken surface. Both figurines also have a c inctive gap ac lhe bottom. Broken figurines 
arc known from other firs! mill,,nium farming sites (Inskeep & Maggs 1975). Breakage 
may be ritual and human figurines suggest an association with initiation. 
Other distinctive items were collcl.'.ted from th :.urfacc of the site. These include two 
ceramic spoon-like objects, similar to those found at Msuluzi Confluence in Natal (Maggs 
1980b:132). a clay disc wi~!. a hole r:1ade through the middle and two human figurine 
fragments, one (Fig. 28) showing the '3.me decoration as ?. figurine recovered from the 
Mhlopcni site in Natal (Maggs & Ward 1984:130). l?. addition there were four animal 
figurine fragments, represented by the front portion of the a.11imal. The lower body of the 
animal, including the hind legs, wa~ apparently deliberately broken. Stick impressions in 
the clay, approximately wl:~re the lower part of the figurine is missing, suggest that they 
were originally mounted on sticks. The identificaliOI' oi the animals is uncertain, although 
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one is probably a representation of an ox. Four clay h,,ms also hclong to the sample. 
finally there arc amorphous baked clay protrusions that could either he classified in this 
c.m~gor), or even as the remains of rots. 
'Ilic p,esencc of ceramic sculptures at N•_,;itsana, a!. at other first millennium farming sires 
in southern Africa (Inskeep &. llhggs 1975; Maggs & Michael 1976; Evers 1982; Maggs 
1980a, 1984a; Maggs & Ward l 98-1 , Mason 1986) is further support for a wide spread and 
shared system of symbols a,1d bc'.icfs. However, the exact nature of this system still needs 
tn be indicated. 
SUMMARY 
Two ceramic types or phases have been identified at Ntsi!sana. These have been termed 
the Ntsitsana/Msuluzi an<l the Ntsitsana/Ndondondwanc ceramic phases. the phases arc 
time successive (Ntsitsana/Msuluzi c. AD 600, Ntsitsana/Ndondondwane c. AD 770) and 
the dating is similar to typologically related ceramics in Natal. TI1e Trailskci pottery 
samples show sufficient <liffcrcnccs from the N:1tal san•~les to merit :;omc t"pological 
distinction. However, they belong to the same !:'·e.cr uni• the "Lydcnburg facics" .mu thus 
there is a link with early fam1ing communitks not 011,y in Natal tut .1lsc in Transvaal. 
This wilier geographical relationship is supp.1rted by the occurrence of :itually brokc11 pots 




ANAL YSfS Of FERR!CRETE AND SLAG OBTAINED FROM NTSITSANA 
Feely (:985) suggested that ferricrctes (diagnostic hard plinthite, ironpan, ngubane, ouklip, 
laterite hardpan) (Van der Walt & \'an Rooyen 1990) were probably used as the o,e for 
iron smelting during the Iron Age in Transkei. No other iron ores occur in any q1Jant1ty. 
Two pieces of slag and fcrricrcte from Ntsitsana were analysed (semi-quantitative X-ray 
fluc.,,csccnce) by Bergstrl)m & Bakker, Instrumcnta~ Chemical Analysts, Johannesburg 
The results are given in Tables 39 and 40. 
The chemical composition of slag and ore l1as been used in sourciug experiments ;n Iwr, 
Age investigations, notably by Friede et al. (1982). The scale of this study did not justify 
the quandtative analysis of trace element ratios (Table 39). The main constituents of the 
'ilag are very similar to those in the local fcrricretc and it is very frobablc that fcrricrctc 
was the ore source (Table 40). Thctc arc minor anomalies that are explicable. 
The high value for CaO in the slag (3.56%) relative to the ferricrC'te CJ.66% can be 
explained hy either the use of a lime flux, or the absorption of lime from the charcoal fuel. 
The higher silicon dioxide (SiO;J content of the slag (17%) relative to the ferricretc (1:!%) 
indicates either the addition of sand ar crushed quartzite as flux, or the absorption of silica 
from a grass bed at the furnace bottom (Friede~ 1982). The higher percent age of 
P:Ps in the ferricrete relative to the slag suggests that P.Ps was sublimated durfo~ the 
smeh:ng process. Tlie discrepancies i.1 the MnO ano Alz03 values arc less readily 
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explained in de ail but could relate to effects of the ~melting proce s as well The nearly 
identical , alucs tor Fe20 3 and the .-;imilar percentage for the remainmg major constituents 
(Table 40) and the minor constitt•c11t {Tr'"' 39) support the suggestion that local ferricrctc 
was used for in ., s111e1L:ng. 
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Table 39. Minor constituents in the slag and ferricrcte from Ntsitsana, expressed as parts 
per million. • l11d1.:ate:, trace element levels arc above LLD. foi scans 














Zr 4Q * y 18 
Sr 59 * 
u 38 * 
Rb 21 * 
Th 17 
Pb 70 * 
Br 10 




Zn 41 * w 5 
Ta 6 
Cu 42 * 
Hf 1 
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Table 40. Main constituents in slag and fcrricrete o~tained at Ntsitsana expressed as a 
percentage 
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APPENDIX 4 
DESCRIPTION OF THE ATTRIBUTES USED TO DEFINE TAXONOMIC TYPES 
IN THE CHARCOAL ANALYSIS 
Type 1 Acacia caffra (Fig. 29.1) 
Large solitary vessels; occasionally smaller vessels forming sho11 radial groups around a 
larger vessel; vessels with simple perforation plates; axial parcnchyma vasicentric, alifonn 
to confluent; rclati\'ely thick walled fibres in tangential hands; multiseriate rays, 2-5 
seriate. 
Type 2 .·kacia karroo/robusta (Fig. 29.2) 
Large solitary vessels; occasionally smaller vessels form a cluster around a larger vessel; 
vessels with simple perforation plates; axial parenchyma strongly vasicentric, aliform to 
confluent; relatively thick walled fibres in tangential bands; multiseriatr. rays, 7-12 seriatc. 
Type 3 Adcnopodia spicata (Fig. 29.3) 
Solitary vessels of different sizes io1~1ing t:mgential chain:.; vessels with simple perforation 
• 
plates; parcnchyma apotrachcal diffuse in aggregates; thin to thick \\ailed fibres; 
!nultiseriate ra) s, 5-12 scriate. 
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Type 4 A.podytes dimidiata (Fig. 29.4) 
Small soWary vessels, sometimes fanning irregular clusters; vessels with scalariform 
perforation plates; parenchyma apotracheal and diffuse, sometimes occurring m small 
groups of two cells; fibres thin; rays, 1-3 scriate. 
Type 5 Bauhinia natalensis I Coddia rudis (Fig. 29.5) 
Small solitar)' vessels, sometimes forming tangential chains; vessels with single perforation 
plates; pare:1chyma apotracheal and sparse; fibres thick to very thick; rays, 1-4 seriate and 
parallel sided. 
Type 6 Boscia albitrunca (Fig. 29.6) 
Vessels solitary and long radial multiples of 4 cells and more; vessel perforation plate:. 
simple; parcnchyma scanty paratrachcal, sometimes vasicentric; fibres thir.k; rays. 1-4 
seriate. 
Type 7 Buddleia sa/igria (Fig 29.7J 
Medium sized vessels in long radial multiples up to seven cells long, but also so!it .. ry 1111d 
arranged in tangential chain,;; vcs,;cls with simple perforation plates; parenchy111a 
paratracheal vasicentric; very thin to thin walled fibres; rays, 3-10 scriatc. 
Type 8 Cadaba natalensis (Fig. 29.8) 
Solitary vessels, different diameters; perforation plates exclusively simple; parenchyma 
sparse; thick to very thick walled fibres; rays, 3-4 seriate. 
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Type 9 Calpumia aurea (f;g. 29.9) 
Vessels in irregular clusters, sometimes solitary; vessels with single perforation plates; 
parenchyma reticulate forming long radial bands; very thick walled fibres; rays, 5-12 
seriate. 
Type 10 Cassine aethiopica (Fig. 29.10) 
Minute (very small) solitary vessels forming irr-:gular clusters; vessel perforation plates 
scalariform; parcnchyma sparse, although bands of 1-4 cells wide occur; fibres thin 
walled; rays, uniscriatc to 3 seriate. 
Type 11 Ce/tis africana (Fig. 29.11) 
Large solitary vessels; vessel perforation plates exclusively simple; paratracheal 
parenchyma, vasiccntric and aliform confluent; thin walled fibres; rays, 6-11 seriate. 
Type 12 Clerodendrum glabrum (Fig. 29.12) 
Vessels occuring in short radial multiples, 2-4 cells wide. sometimes forming irregular 
clusters; ves5el perforation plates exclusively simple, scanty parenchyma; thin walled 
fibres; rays, 4-6 seriate. 
Type 13 Combretum ervthrophyllum (Fig. 29.13) 
Large soli!ary vessels; ·,esscl ~,.rforation plates exclJsively simple; parenchyma 
paratrac1,.:a; vasicc;::tric tc alif0rm :-,' nfluent and banded; thin walled fibres; ra) s, 2-12 
seriat.:.. 
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Type 14 Cussonia sp. (Fig. 29.14) 
Small solitary vessels, arranged in short radial multiples; vessel perforation 
plates-scalarifonn; parenchyma scanty parairacbeal; thin walled fibres; rays, 3-8 seriate. 
Type 15 Dalbergia obovata (Fig. 29.15) 
Vessels solitary and short tangential chains; vessel perforation plates exclus:vely simple; 
parenchyma paratracheal, some vasiccntric; very thin walled fibres; rays 2-5 seriate. 
Type 16 Diospyros spp./Euclea undulata (Fig. 29.16) 
Small vessels, generally in short radial multiples, some solitary; vessel perforation plc tes 
simple; parenchyTJ1a apotracheal-sparse or <.,:fuse; fibres thin walled; rays lens sha.>ed, 
where 2-3 seriate, parallel sided where uniseriate. 
Type 17 Dovyalis caffra {Fig. 29.17) 
Vessels generally in short radial multiples, some solitary; vessel perforation plates single; 
parenchyma scanty; fibres very thin walled; rays 3-4 seriate. 
Type 18 Ehretia rigida (Fig. 29. 18) 
Small solitary and irregularly clustered vessels; vessels with single perforation plates; 




Type 19 Euphorbia tirucalli (Fig. 29.19) 
Smal; solitary vessels; -.·esscl perforation plates exclusively simple; parer chyma scanty, 
some paratracheal vasicentric: uniseriate rays. 
Type 20 Hippobromus pauciflorus (Fig. 29.20) 
Small solitary vessels. and larger vessels arranged in tangential chains; vc~~~el perforation 
plates exclusively simple; parenchyma scanty; fibres very thin walled; rays, 5-14 ~eriate. 
Type 21 Kiggelaria africana (Fig. 29.21) 
Vessels pr<"'dominantly solitary, but some short radial multiples; vessels with simple 
perforation plates; parcnchyma absent; fibres septated and thick walled; rays, 3-6 seriate. 
T ,,,, II (F' "l9 ,,..,) ypc __ maytenus spp. 1g. _ ·--
Medium to small sized solitary vessels; axial parenchyma apotrach,:al, tangentially banded 
and four cells or more wide; \'esscl perforation plates simple; thick w .. llcd fibres; rays are 
biscriate or 3-4 seriatc. 
Type 2'.°, Olea europaea (Fig. 29.23) 
Medium sized vessels in short radial multiples with some solitary vessels and radial 
clusters; \'essel perforation plates exclusively simple; very thick walled fibres; parcuchyma 
scanty paratrachcal; rays generally bh,eriatc. 
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Type 24 Pappea capensis (Fig. 29.14) 
l..;ugc to medium solitary vessels; fonning small irregular clusters; vessel perfora!ion 
plates single; parenchyma scanty, some arc paratracheal ,·a.-.icentric; very thick walled 
fibres: rays 5-10 seriate. 
Type 25 Protasparagus dfraricatu.s/macowanni (Fig. 29.2S) 
Medium sized vessels fonning halter-like clusters; vessel perforation plates si.igle; 
parenchyma vasicentric paratrachcal; fibres are thin to thick walled, no nsys observed. 
Type 26 Ptaeroxylon obliquum Vig. :?9.26) 
Medium to small sized \'Csscls in long and shon radial multiples, and some s0litary 
vessels; \'essel perforation plates exclusivel~· simrle: parenchyma aporracheal, concc1•1ric 
long bands 1-2 cells wide; f:hrl! walls ,u~ .hick; uniseriate rays. 
Type 27 Rhoicissus romentosa (Fig. 29.27) 
Large oval solitary and radially arranged vessels; vessel perforation plates; parcnch} mn 
paratracheal ulifonn··confluent; fibres thin walled: rays. 7-10 seriate. 
Type 28 Rhus spp. (Fig. 29 28) 
Medium to large, mostly solitary vessels. also occasional shon radial multiples; vessel 
perforation plates simple; fibres , cry thin walled; parenchyma scanty vasicen. .; resin 
canals almost always visible in tangential sectior.: rays. 1-6 seriate. 
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Type 29 Schotia brachypctala (Fig. 29.29) 
Medium to larg( solitary and irregular clustered vessels; vessel perforntion plates 
exclusively simple: parc11chyma paratrachc1l, alifonn confluent ai1J banded; fibres thin to 
thick walled; rays, 1-4 seriatc, short lens sh;;ped in tangential section. 
Type 30 Sidervxylon inermc/lycium oxycarpu-n. (Fig. 29.30~ 
Vessel size ranges from small to large; irregular clusters; \ esscl pcrf vration plates 
exclusively simple. parc-nchyma pa:atrachcal scanty, some arc vasiccntric and reticulate; 
fibres range from thin It' vcr:, thick; rays 4-10 scriatc; tall lens shapec.l in tangential 
section. 
Type 31 Tarchonanrhus camrhorarus (Fig. :?9.31) 
Yes els sma.l to medium sized solitary and short radial multiples, some arc grouped in 
irregular clusters in not more than 5 cells; \esscl perforation plates exclusively simple; 
p..:rcnchyma scanty vas1centric; fihrcs very thick wallccl; ra)J, 2-3 seriate. 
Type 32 Triciulia emerica (Fig. 29.32) 
Med:um to large vessels, arranged in short to long radial multiples (± 4 cells); vessel 
pcrforntmn ~late:; exclusively simple; pa1cnchyma paratrachcal scanty, some arc alif1hm 
confluent; fihrcs thin to thick walled; mys, 1-2 sc ·iate. 
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Type 33 Vepris undulata (Fig. 29.33) 
Small to medium vessels, short radial multiples and solitary: vessel perforation plates 
cxclusi\'ely simple; parcnchyma apotrachcal-concencric long bands, 2-4 cells wide; fibre;; 
thick to very thick walls; ra~·s, 1-4 seriate. 
Type 34 Ziziphus mucrortatu (Fig. 29.34) 
Medium to large vessels, solitary nnd short radial multiples; vessel perforatioP. plates 
exclusively simple· parenchyma scanty, ~ometimcs paratrachcal vasicentric and alifonn; 
fibres thick walled; uniscriate ra) s. 
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FIG 29. l . lwl'ia < affra CS SOX 
f-1(, 29.2 . le on,, /..c,rroo CS 50X 
rlG 29.3 • ld,·11opodia ,picma cs 50.'< 
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FIG. 29.4 Apvdytcs dimidiata CS SOX 
FIG. 29.5 Bauhinia 11atc1/en.sis CS 50X 
FIG. 29.6 Boscia albitrw••·c• CS SOX 
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rJG. 29.7 Buddlcia i;a/igna C5 50X 
FIG :!<J.8 C<1dtlba natalcns1s CS SOX 
FIG. :!4.9 Calpurniu aurea CS SOX 
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PIG. 29.10 Cassin<! a<!thiopica CS 5GX 
FIG. :!O.l 1 Celtn afncana CS 50X 
flG. 29.12 Clerodendrum glubrum CS 50X 
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FIG. 29.13 Combretwn erythrophyllum CS SOX 
FIG. 29.14 Cussonia . p. CS 50.X 
FIG. 29.15 Dalhergia ob(1i·a1a CS 50X 
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FIG. ~9.16 Diu.\p)'ros !>pp CS 50X 
FIG. 29.17 Do,~valis caffm CS 50X 
FIG. ::!9. 1 R Ehretitl n)~ida CS 51JX 
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FrG. 29.19 Euphorbia tirucal/i CS SOX 
FJG. 29.20 Hipp,,bromus pauciflorus CS SOX 
FIG. 29.21 Kiggelariu africanu CS 50X 
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H <; 29 22 Mm•t,•t1m 'P f S 'illX 
HG 29 .: \ 0/t'a ,.,,, oparn ( 'S 'i()X 
1 ,c., .:N.24 I•ap1,1•a wp,·t1m < ·s c;ox 
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FIG. 24.25 Pw1tl.\p11rugus dinmrn11t,; C.S SOX 
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FIG. 29.26 Ptac,oxy/011 ol>liqmm, CS SOX 
FIG. 29.27 RJwic.iS\11\' tom<'llfosa CS SOX 
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FIG. 29.29 Schot,a brucltypcrala CS SOX 
F1G. 29.3l) Sidcroxy/011 111crmc CS SOX 
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FIG. 29.31 Tarchonanthus camplwratus CS SOX 
FIG. 29.32 Trichilia emetica CS 50X 
FIG. 29.33 Vepris w1d1tlata CS SOX 
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A PRELIMINARY INYESTIGATION OF THE POLLEN CO1''TENT OF 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOIL SAMPLES 
Soil samples from all the excavated features at tsitsana were analysed for pollen. On!y 
one sample from Pit 6 yielded any pollen. Dr L Scott of the Depanment of Botany, 
Uuive.-.~;ty ot the Or .. ng~ Fre~ State undertook the analysis. He reported as follows: 
" Three soil samples obtained 1rom Pit 6 were treated in order to isolate pollen material. 
Although the samples have a high percentage of organic material the pollen concentration 
is low. Pollen belonging to Plnus,Acacia, Compositae, Chcnopcdiaceae and grasses were 
observed together with some fem spores. The presence of exotic pine pollen in nH three 
soil samples indicates that the:,, ~Je contaminated with modem material. This evidence 
suggests that the meaningful analysis of the Ttsitsana poilcn material would be uncertain. 
A logical first step would be to obtain uncontaminated material hut such matetial could 
contain no pollen. Although a certain proportion of the pollen i,, .. v well be i.n..fil.ty the 
concentration is so low that analyses would be complicated and time consuming. " 
The 1cs11lt di ' not warrant further palynological study of the deposit. 
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